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The Professional Source for Callers & Cuers 
Supreme Audio has the Largest Selection 
of Professional Calling and Cueing equipment -- 
with continuing after-sale support! 
Call Supreme Audio before purchasing any equipment! 
• Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
• Square Dance Tape Service -
12 Tapes per year 
• Round Dance Tape Service -
6 Tapes per year 
• Publications 
• 50,000 Quality Square & Round 
Dance Record Inventory -
All Labels in Stock 
• Toll Free Order Lines 
• Computerized Record Information 
• Calling & Cueing Sound Systems 
• Wireless Microphones 
• Microphones 
• Record & Equipment Cases 
• YAK STACK, DIRECTOR & 
SUPREME Sound Columns 
• Graduation Diplomas 
• Instructional Video Tapes 
• Competitive Prices 
• Fast ... Professional Service! 
• Shipped within 24 hours! 
Hanhurst's Square Dance Tape Service 
The "Original" monthly tape service. 
The Continuing Choices"' of more than 1,700 Callers! 
AN EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA 
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Don't let the dark forces of ignorance • MAY THE 	defeat you. Right in this galaxy, you can 
• tap into the source -- the free Consumer 
Information Catalog. It lists more than 200 
free and low-cost government publications 
on a variety of important topics. So dispel 
the darkness and get the source. Just 
.YOU • 
send your name and address to : 
Consumer Information Center • 
Department Source 	• 
• • 	Pueblo. Colorado 81009 
• 
• SOURCE 
. BE WITH 
scope records 
Scope-big Mac records 
Presents 
Scope 52 "For You" A waltz by Fran and Jun 
Fran & Jim Kropf 
	
Mac McCuliar 
San Diego. CA San Luis Obispo. CA 
BM 150 Balm Street Blues by Mac BM 149 Halo Hello by Mac BM 107 Mc. Sandman by Ron 
BM 151 rl lake Cale Of Your Cares by Mac BM 133 Hamel Eyes by Mac BM 114 Teach The World To Sin by Mac 
ON 152 Pabictic Medley by Mac BM 132 Lo. Letters by Ron ISM 075 Treetorl• Dee by Mac 
BM 127 Is It Tn. What They Say Aboul Dula 
by Mac 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827 
E ditor's 
NOTEBOOK 
We are entering the summer months and most of us will be taking some 
kind of a vacation. Perhaps, starting with 
the National Convention in Portland will be 
the beginning of a vacation for most peo-
ple. A convention that has promised to give 
you everything you want in dancing, as well 
as numerous opportunities to visit many 
areas of Portland. We surely hope you will 
enjoy this grand occasion. 
This is the time of year most clubs 
graduate their Beginner classes. This 
means we must plan activities that will in-
clude them; summer picnics, pot lucks, 
tours around the area where you live, and 
many more ideas can be pursued. We 
need to nurture these Beginners and make 
them feel at home in our clubs. They are a 
delicate arm of our square dancing world. 
Let's not forget to register our feelings 
about the preservation of our activity. With 
our responsible behavior in square danc-
ing we will continue to have a great activity. 
Have a happy summer. 
Our cover picture credit goes to Larry 
Geddis, photographer. V 
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One of the articles we want to bring to your attention is by Pete Diven "Has The Tune 
Changed or Has The Music Stopped?' It covers 
dancers etiquette. Another article entitled "Time 
For Decisions," tells it like it is! You will enjoy. We 
are proud to spot-light Leo Satterlee and the book 
he has written, entitled "Iowa Barn Dances." One other article of merit is "The Non-Changing 
Square Dance World," Straight Talk by Ken Larson. 
BY-LINE  
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PrEmpo  by Jeanne Briscoe 
W
hen I read what people have to 
say about square dancing, I am 
not only surprised, but appalled 
at the attitudes we are sub-
jected to through our mail. When I started 
dancing in the late 1950's things were just 
about to explode, or should I say mush-
room, as it did during the 60's. Everyone 
was so happy to see our beloved activity 
bloom. Classes were well attended and 
BIG, to say the least. We had lots of fun 
dancing Alexander Tar, Cross Trail, Dou-
ble Pass Thru, Wheel & Deal and many 
others. The callers were having a ball using 
this material, and soon several other inter-
esting movements came into the picture. 
All the dancers were happy with the level 
of dancing, it was all the same. Who could 
complain? We didn't know any different. 
I have been watching with interest what 
has happened to the activity, and well re-
member writing a letter sometime in 1965 
(or thereabouts) to a caller who was push-
ing lots of the new stuff that was coming 
out. I remember pointing out to him how our 
activity would be adversely affected if this 
were to continue. Of course I never re-
ceived an answer and he probably has 
completely forgotten about it by now. Of 
course that was 22 years ago and lots of 
water has gone over the proverbial dam. 
Now, I am wondering if what I predicted 
has not come true. Wth the constant influx 
and drop out of dancers, there was no 
doubt pressure brought to bare by the call-
ers, yes I said callers, to teach everything 
that they came across. I remember receiv- 
ing the note service from the Northern Calif. 
Callers Assoc.(of which I was a member for 
many years) and reading as many as sixty 
(60) new calls in only one month, for our 
use. That should have scared us to death, 
but here we were experimenting with lots 
of things we had never dreamed would 
ever be accepted as a square dance call. 
Of course the dancers didn't know any 
different. They were our pawns, so to 
speak. We could experiment on them and 
they wouldn't care, because what did they 
know. Well, now the shoe fits on the other 
foot and it has been pinching for a long 
time. We no longer have any amount of 
beginner classes, mainly because the 
clubs don't want to participate with the be-
ginners. All we have now in lots of areas 
are dancers wanting nothing but high Plus, 
Advanced or Challenge. The pressure is 
coming from the other direction, so who is 
the leader in this business? How come the 
dancers have taken over the reigns and the 
caller is willing to let them tell him what he 
must teach and call? 
Our activity has become an organization 
without organization; an activity where the 
leadership has disappeared from the 
hands of the so-called caller-educated 
"leaders." 
If you think I'm cynical, I am. Square 
dancing will probably pass before my eyes 
into oblivion even before I pass into obliv-
ion, and it hurts me to read all the opinions 
that are doing nothing for the recovery of 
our activity. How about you, do you agree? 
Keep Trucking 	V 
"YOUR FREE CATALOG 
KNOCKED MY SOCKS OFF" 
Our free Catalog of free and low-cost government 
booklets will very likely impress you, too. 
But first you have to get it. 
Just send your name and address to: 
Consumer Information Center 
Department KO 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 
A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center of the U S General Services Administration 




ONE OF THE LARGEST INVENTORIES IN THE COUNTRY 
MAIL ORDERS - OUR SPECIALTY 
GREAT AMERICAN PETTICOAT 
EXTRAVAGANZA SALE 
JUNE 8 JULY ONLY 
20% OFF SALE 
CRYSTAL SPARKLE PETTICOATS 
REGULAR SALE 
25 YARDS 49.95 40.00 
40 YARDS 69.95 56.00 
50 YARDS 75.95 60.80 
60 YARDS 89.95 72.00 
70 YARDS 99.95 80.00 
80 YARDS 110.95 88.80 
100 YARDS 129.95 104.00 
OVER 40 COLORS AVAILABLE COLOR CARD $5.00 
WE ALSO CARRY A LARGE INVENTORY OF DANCE SHOES 
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COMPLETE 
APPAREL MAIL ORDER CATALOG 
PLEASE MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING 
4830 EAST MAIN ST. MESA, AZ 85205 
FOR INFO 602 830-0330 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 1 800 225-6794 






43rd National Square Dance Convention 
JUNE 22, 23, 24, 25, 1994 
HEARING ASSISTANCE 
PROVIDED 
Hearing assistance will be provided in several of the dance halls during the 
43rd NSDC. Williams Sound Corporation 
of Eden Prairie, Minnesota will be dem-
onstrating their sound enhancement 
units. They will make approximately 300 
battery-powered receivers available to 
dancers on a loan basis, at no cost. 
These receivers hook onto a belt with a 
wire leading to the ear piece. Different 
channels are available on the receiver, 
with each channel being assigned to a 
different dance hall. The Williams Sound 
booth will be located in the Upper Lobby 
of the Convention Center Thursday 
through Saturday. 
HANDICAPABLE DANCERS 
INVITED TO OREGON 
The Exhibit Hall at the Red Lion Ho-
teULloyd Center will be the site of danc-
ing both for wheelchair and 
handicapable dancers. Since the two 
groups of dancers dance to different ca-
dences, they will alternate the use of the 
hall. Handicapabie dancers are those 
with physical handicaps, but who are 
mobile without the use of a wheelchair. 
They will dance from noon until 2:00 PM 
on Thursday and Friday, and on Satur-
day from 10:00 AM until 2:00 PM and 
5:00 PM until 7:00 PM. CallerJerry Keller 
is in charge of the wheelchair dancing 
and will coordinate activities in the hall. 
He would like to hear from handicapable  
dancers who are planning to attend. You 
can call Jerry Keller at (503)775-6107. 
GREAT NEWS FOR 
STAMP COLLECTORS 
Cachet postal envelopes, with an 
original printed scenic design for each 
day of the four-day convention, have 
been added to the souvenirs on sale in 
connection with the 43rd NSDC in Port-
land, Oregon June 22-25, 1994. Al-
though there have been special 
cancellations and postal activities at past 
convention, this is the first time a cachet 
series has been issued in conjunction 
with this major event of the square dance 
world. 
Arrangements have been made for 
advance mail orders as well as sales 
June 22-25 during the convention at the 
Ways and Means souvenir booth in the 
Oregon Convention Center. A limited 
number will be printed and sold in sets of 
four envelopes for $7.00. The envelopes 
will have the U.S. Oregon Trail postage 
stamp. A daily cancellation with the famil-
iar square and circle symbol used for 
dance activities has been approved and 
will be added by the Postal Service. 
Square dancers are encouraged to 
alert their philatelist friends (avid stamp 
6 
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collectors) about this special opportunity. 
To order envelopes in advance, send a 
check for one or more sets to: Cachet 
Covers, P.O. Box 219124, Portland, OR 
97225-9 124. Include a self-addressed, 
stamped #10 envelope. Jan and Ernie 
Preedy are directors for the postal pro-
ject. 
GOT A CONCERN? BRING IT TO 
THE BOOTH! 
Between the hours of 1:00 PM and 
3:00 PM on Thursday and Friday during 
the 43rd NSDC, Ms. Jerry Herring has 
voluntee red to listen to any concerns you 
may have about your visit to the conven-
tion, be -they large or small. She will be 
located at the Information Booth in the 
Martin Luther King Lobby of the Oregon 
Convent ion Center, near the "New Reg-
istrations" area. 
If you see signs out of place, find a 
"dead" spot on the floor or note any other 
discrepancies that may affect your danc-
ing or enjoyment, come and tell Jerry. 
She will contact the appropriate authority 
to have it corrected if possible. 
In an effort to keep all aspects of the 
convention rolling smoothly all commit-
tee chairmen will meet daily to discuss 
problem areas and hopefully solve them. 
With all this attention to detail, the com-
mittee of the 43rd NSDC is hoping Jerry 
will feel as useless as the "MAYTAG 
REPAIRMAN"! 
The Registration and Housing Of-
fice is working hard for you. Any 
Questions? Call (503)371-6139 or FAX 
(503)371-5969. THANKS! 
Stan Burd ick 
PO Box 21678 
Silver Bay, NY 12874 
Call: 518- 543-8824 
The Meal ulering Man 
Fax: (203) 934-2653 
427 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nite 
with "Railroad Bill" Barr 
Jim Snyder 
RD 3, Box 101 
Bernville, PA 19506 
Call: 215-488-6988 
Artist Buckskin Records 
Now Travel Full -Time 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
 
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 



























F'eaturing World Class Talent 
3350-A Highway 6 South, Suite 547 - Sugar Land, TX 77478 U.S.A. 
Phone/FAX (713) 980-8339 
Brand New Releases 
ER 1001 "Easy Come, Easy Go' - Pat Barbour 
ER 1002 'Shoulda' Been A Cowbove - Mike Sikorsky 
ER 1003 'If Tomorrow Never Comes" - Mac O'Jima 
ER 1005 'Big Mamou" - Koji Harai 
Soon To Be Released 
ER 1004 'Pain In My Heart" - Mitchell Osawa 







NON-DANCERS CAN ENJOY 
CONVENTION EVENTS 
If family or non-dancing friends are 
coming with you to Portland we have a 
lot to offer! 
Because of insurance liability and 
overall security, only those registered for 
the convention and wearing a convention 
badge will be admitted to the Oregon 
Convention Center and the Coliseum. In 
addition, square dance attire is required; 
a long-sleeved shirt and a pair of slacks 
for men, a prairie skirt and suitable 
blouse for:ladies would be acceptable. 
The entertainment value for the regis-
tration fee is very good, even for non-
dancers. Offered daily will be the 
"Showcase of Rounds," a two-hour ex-
travaganza by the country's leading 
round dance teachers, that is open to all. 
Performances by exhibition groups from 
around the country will be featured in 
eight separate halls, there will be an edu- 
8  
cation seminar about the Oregon Trail, 
the Sew and Save demonstrations will 
have tips for sewers, there is a fashion 
show on Saturday moming, the Show-
case of Ideas will provide an interesting 
glimpse of the history of square dance 
organizations, and last but not least, ven-
dors in the Coliseum will be offering a 
multitude of wares sure to tempt your 
pocketbook. There will also be tours 
around Portland and Oregon which are 
available to non-dancers, as well as The 




Festival Photo of San Jose, California, 
has been selected as the official photog-
rapher of the 43rd NSDC in Portland. 
Owners Jim Peade and Betsy Waite 
have had extensive experience in photo-
graphing square dance events. They will 
American Squairdance, June 1994 
1994 THE RED ROCK RAMBLERS, LYONS, CO. 1994 
36th Summer Season of Saturday Square Dances 
Welcome - Rounds 7:45pm; Squares 8:15-11 pm 
Mainstream: Every 3rd & Last Tip-Plus 53.75/7.50 
Also TWO SUNDAY SPECIALS II 
June 10-11 State Festral h Gunnison. CO 
June IQ • John Kwiser, CO/Jerry Junck. AZ/NE 
Rounds 030; Squares 7-9,30pm 
SPECIAL 'TRAIL DANCE' TO OREGONI 
Jun 25 Dave Gull's, WY Aug 0 	Dave Ka nay, AZ 
'Good Old Days Once' 13 Dean Declerrnan, NE 
Jul 2 	Jerry Haag, WY. TX 20 Art Tongan, NM 
Torn Roper. IL 27 Dee Dee Dcugherty, MI 
10 Jerry JuricK NE/AZ Sap 3 	Jchn Kwsiser/Bob Kendall 
23 Din Nadine 'see, Weekend Ming Ding' 
30 Dave bony. MO/TX 4 	Jahn Kwalser • Phis 
Rd* Zprn: sqs 230-59m 
An square dances to be held at Lyons Elementary Gym, 
4th & Stickney (Turn N. at stoplight & go 2 blocks) 
Camp in Meadow Pa* 56inight camping & Info 303-823-6692 
Please wear soft soles & heels...No clips or spike...Thanks! 
provide three services for the conven-
tion: candid shots taken throughout the 
convention, portraits of individual danc-
ers, and portraits of large groups and 
clubs. They will have a booth in the Con-
vention Center lobby where the candids 
will be displayed each day. Portraits will 
be handled on a drop-in basis. A $1 
discount will be given for portraits taken 
before 5:00 PM. Large group pictures will 
require advance notice. A room, sepa-
rate from their booth locations, will be 
used for shooting large group photos. 
TRAIL THRU DANCES 
Lots of attention is being given to or-
ganizing Trail Thru dances for people on 
theirway to Portland in June. A summary 
sheet listing more than 30 events around 
the Pacific Northwest, complete with 
contacts and phone numbers is avail-
able. Two major events are: the Wash-
ington State Festival in Kennewick on 
June 17 and 18, and the Portland Rose 
Festival Dance at Mt. Hood Community 
College on June 18. Several events, in-
cluding a dance on a covered bridge and 
a barbecue are being planned in Cottage 
Grove for Sunday, June 19. This listing 
has been published in National Squares 
magazine. A copy can also be obtained 
by contacting: Marvin and Tana Baker, 
Director of Trail Dances, 25080 Territo-
rial Ct., Veneta, OR 97487, or phone 
(503)93 5-7580. 
RIDE THE RAILS TO PORTLAND 
Those who prefer train travel will be 
happy to learn that Portland is served by 
two Amtrak routes. The Coast Starlight 
runs north and south daily from Los An-
geles to Seattle. The Pioneer runs from 
Portland to Salt Lake, with connections 
to points east. You can also take the 
Empire Builder from points east to Se-
attle and then make connections to Port-
land on the Coast Starlight. Special 
"All-Aboard" round-trip fares are avail- 
American Squamdance, June 1994 
able. Passengers starting their journey 
west of Denver pay a maximum of $199, 
those starting west of Chicago pay a 
maximum of $279, with a maximum of 
$339 for all cities east of Chicago. Sleep-
ing car reservations with all meals in-
cluded can be added at an additional 
cost. Contact your travel agent or Amtrak 
reservations: 1-800-872-7245. 
HI HAT TRAIL END DANCE 
The Hi Hat Square Dance Record 
Company will have a Trails In Dance to 
Portland NSDC. The dance, Tuesday, 
June 21 will be at the Milwaukie Elks 
25th ANNUAL 
MONTEREY AREA 
SQUARE DANCE WEEKEND 
Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds 
Watsonville, CA 
JULY 8, 9, 10, 1994 
Featuring 
BRONC WISE HAROLD FLEEMAN 
JET ROBERTS 	JOHN FLORA 
JIM & ADELE CHICO 
For Info: Ben Fox, 601 Mar Vista Dr. 
Monterey, CA 93940 (408) 375-8139 
9 
Lodge. Milwaukie is a southern suburb of 
Portland; the Elks Lodge, at 13121 SE 
McLoughlin Blvd., is accessed by 205 
North to the Oregon City exit take 99 East 
(Mcloughlin Blvd.) 5 miles North. 
The Trails In Dance will feature Marty 
Firstenburg, Ernie Kinney and Buddy 
Weaver with other staff callers. Jim and 
Karin McNamee from Hawaii will cue the 
Rounds. The Hi hat staff will also perform 
a Country Music concert for line dancers 
and two steppers. Admission is $5.00 per 
person. The hall is air conditioned and 
dancing will be on a hard wood floor. For 
more information call (808)959-5464 
prior to June 15. See y'all in Milwaukie!! 
SATURDAY MARKET 
Every Saturday, from March until 
Christmas, an open-air market is held in 
Old Town Portland. Originally all the 
booths were located under the Bumside 
Bridge, but now there are more than 250 
booths that spill onto adjoining parking 
lots and streets. Merchandise offered at 
the Saturday Market is mostly handmade 
or hand-decorated. You can find cloth-
ing, a variety of household goods and 
food vendors selling snacks and drinks. 
Strolling musicians, mimes and jugglers 
add to the fun. 
Saturday Market is located on the 
west side of the Willamette River, near 
the historic Skidmore Fountain Plaza. 
There you can view the cobblestones of 
Portland's original streets. Old Town is 
accessible by MAX light rail which may 
be boarded at the door of the Oregon 
Convention Center. 
RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE 
FROM ALAMO 
Alamo Rent A Car has been selected 
as the official rental car provider for the 
CZ- 
43rd NSDC in Portland, Oregon, June 
22-25. Special discount rates are being 
extended to dancers attending the con-
vention on all rentals from one week prior 
to the convention to one week after-
wards. The special discount includes un-
limited mileage. 
To obtain the special discount, call 
Alamo at 1-800-732-3232, and request 
Group ID number 247049 and Rate 
Code GR. Have the reservation agent 
also check Rate Code 7G for any addi-
tional discounts that may apply. To call 
the Alamo office in Portland call 
(503)252-7039. 
TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS 
The shuttlebus system organized by 
the 43rd NSDC will use buses from Gray 
Line Tours to shuttle dancers to the Ore-
gon Convention Center. Dancers will be 
able to ride the shuttle to the Convention 
Center the first time without charge so 
they can pick up their registration pack-
ets. If you have not yet purchased shuttle 
passes, you can do so at the Convention 
Center. Convention badges for those 
who have purchased shuttle passes will 
have the word "Bus" on them. The trans-
portation security guards will check 
badges as dancers board buses at the 
Convention Center. 
The Portland city bus system, Tri-Met, 
operates buses and the MAX light rail 
that will also be available to transport 
dancers around the city. Tri-Met will have 
a booth at the Convention Center to sell 
tickets. Trips from the Convention Center 
to downtown are 95 cents (45 cents for 
seniors or disabled persons). "Fareless 
Square" is an area of approximately 20 
city block downtown within which bus 
service is free. 
JOIN THE ROSE FESTIVAL FUN 
Come to Portland early this June, and 
enjoy the Portland Rose Festival, a cele-
bration of Portland's famous flowers. The 
10 
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festival runs from June 2-26, with the 
theme of "The View From My Window." 
One of the highlights of the festival is the 
Grand Floral Parade on Saturday, June 
11, with floats and entries decorated with 
flowers and plant materials - featuring 
roses, of course! The evening Starlight 
Parade, for which all entries are lighted, 
is Saturday, June 4, and includes an 
entry from the 43rd NSDC. The annual 
Rose Festival Square Dance, sponsored 
by the Portland Area Council, will be held 
on June 18 at Mt. Hood Community Col-
lege in Gresham. The last event of the 
festival is the IndyCar 200 race on Sun-
day, June 26. 
The Rose Festival was recently recog-
nized as one of the top 100 community 
events in the United States and Canada 
by the American Bus Association. The 
winners are chosen for their appeal and 
accessibility to motorcoach tour groups, 
as well as for their depiction of North 
America's rich cultural heritage. 
BIRMINGHAM PREVIEW 
A panel presentation about the up-
coming 44th NSDC will be held Satur-
day, June 25 at 12:00 noon in Room 
C-125 which is adjacent to the lower 
lobby of the Convention Center. Please 
note that this is a change from the origi-
nal time of 10:00 AM. 
General Chairmen John and Dimple 
Williford and others from the Birmingham 
committee will be on hand to tell you 
about their plans for 1995 and answer 
your questions about weather, transpor-
tation, tours, facilities and accommoda-
tions. In addition to this panel 
presentation, there will be a Birmingham 
Registration and Housing booth in the 
lobby of the Oregon Convention Center 
for early registrations. The dates for the 
1 995 Convention are June 21-24, 1995. 
Be sure to attend the panel presenta-
tion, gat her information about "Sweet 
Home Alabama," pre-register for the  
convention, mark your calendar, and get 
ready fora pleasurable vacation in 1995! 
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 
Prior to convention week: Registra-
tion and Housing Office: (503)371-6139, 
or FAX (503)371-5969. 
Just prior to and during the conven-
tion: Emergency number: (503)590-
5008. During the convention this phone 
will be answered at the Communications 
Center at the Convention Center. We 
suggest that you write this number down 
before you leave for Portland. The Press 
Room and Publicity phone number will 
be (503)628-3227. 
LOG TRUCKS ON A ROLL 
Six toy trucks were put into circulation 
in St. Louis last summer. Will they all 
make it back to Portland this June? We 
certainly hope so! If you know the where-
abouts of one of the log trucks, be sure it 
gets to someone who can bring it to the 
convention. Those delivering trucks are 
asked to deliver them to the Press Room 
on Tuesday or Wednesday, and leave 
their name and where to contact them in 
Portland. 
The six trucks have logged more than 
125 stops. The Portland Rose Rambler 
is the most active with 36 stops, and the 
Eastern Oregon Pioneer was second 
with 27 stops. 
Our plan is to display the six trucks at 
the Press Breakfast on Thursday morn-
ing, while the Birmingham Convention 
will present their traveling "Alabama Ar-
tifacts" at that time. The log trucks will 
then move to the Showcase of Ideas in 
the Memorial Coliseum, where they will 
be on display with their map and memen-
tos of theirtravels. We thank truck builder 
John Shefler of Hillsboro, Oregon and 
the many dancers and clubs who have 
provided the locomotion for our little rigs! 
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As of April 1, more than 16,000 
persons were registered for the 43rd 
NSDC in Portland. We have regis-
trants from every state and from 
eleven other countries. A little over 
50% of the hotel rooms available 
have been filled, so housing is still 
plentiful for late registrants! 
IS THIS YOUR FIRST CONVENTION? 
If the answer is "Yes," you will have a 
lot of company in Portland! A recent 
analysis indicates that 45% of the regis-
trations did not indicate attendance at a 
prior National Convention. It is possible, 
of course, that some persons did not fill 
in the box, but we are expecting to have 
thousands of dancers in Portland who 
have never before attended a National 
Convention. 
We suggest that you attend the panel 
discussion "Your First Convention," of- 
fered Thursday and Friday momings at 
10:00 AM in Room C-125 of the Conven-
tion Center. This panel discussion will 
give you information about the conven-
tion and selecting events to attend. We 
also recommend that you order the pro-
gram book when you register. This book 
will allow you to plan which dances and 
activities to attend each day. It also con-
tains daily program sheets which will fit 
in your pocket. The daily sheets are not 
available, except by ordering the Pro-
gram Book. 
Among registered dancers who have 
attended past conventions, 23% have 
attended one or two. The percentages go 
down from there, and get a little thin at 
38 past conventions! Still, there are 15 
persons registered for Portland who 
have attended 38 conventions! One per-
son, Cacti Pete, has attended all 42 
NSDC's! We welcome all you first-timers 
and hope that each of you will become a 
multi-convention attendance statistic! 4/ 
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May 20. 21, 22, 1994 Ken Bower and Wade Driver 
1$150.00 Per Person it 	
Rounds: John and Nancy Young 
Plus Tax 	
Plus Level Weekend 
ovember 11, 12 & 13 Guy Adams and Curt Braffet 
Rounds: Kristine and Bruce Nelson 
$145.00 Per Person 
Plus Tax 
e Dougherty and Dale McRoberts 
Rounds: Rosalee and Tom Clark 
Plus Level Weekend 
20 & 21, 1995 Ken Bower and Wade Driver 
Rounds: John and Nancy Young 
Plus Level Weekend 
$150.00 Per Person 
Plus Tax 
CHULA VISTA RESORT  
SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS 
   1994 WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
"CHAPARRAL WEEKEND" (Plus & Advanced) 
Ken Bower, Gary Shoernake, Marshall Flippo 
Jerry Haag and Scott Smith 
Rounds: Ray and Gerry Balanger 
George and Joyce Kammerer 
Jeri and Jim Robb 
Plzartit III and IV 
er 4, 5 & 6 




Weekend Package Includes: 
3 Day's Dancing (Friday night, Saturday AM & PM, and Sunday 'til 11:30 AM) 
2 Night's Lodging (Friday and Saturday nights) 
2 Breakfast Buffets (Saturday and Sunday) 	 
1 Noon Luncheon (Saturday) 
1 Evening Dinner (Saturday) 	 $50.00 Deposit is Required  
Coffee and Hard Candy during the Dances 	15 Day Cancellation Period for 
All Chula Vista Recreational Facilities Refund or date transfer 
All Service and Tipping 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION: CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-388-4782 
CHULA VI STA RESORT 4031 RIVER ROAD P.O. BOX 30 WISCONSIN DELLS. WI 53965 
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is - $43.00 Cost per tape 
Round Dance Video Tapes 
for Dancers and Teachers 
CDC) 
Send Orders to: 
ROUNDALAB Video Office 
do Sharon & Casey Parker 
1032 Compass Lane 
M̀anteca, CA 95336 
Phase 1   1 Tape 
Phase 11 	 1 Tape 
Phase III  1 Tape 
Phase IV 	 2 Tapes 
I'hasc V  2 Tapes 
Phase VI 	 2 Tapes 
Full Set ($350.00) 9 Tapes 
Available in VHS or PAL format 
Ca. residents add 7 3/4% state tax 
by Bob Howell 
*4:4•0•04 Ammtinamor Liw.r*• 
Jean Siffin of Solon, OH shared with me a neat 32 count Solo Dance which she has 






Solo. No partners required. 
Shortcake. Grenn 17012 
1-4 	Vine right and kick 
5-8 Vine left and kick 
9-16 	Step right foot forward as you clap your hands (2 counts), 
step left foot forward as you clap your hands (2 counts), then run 
forward three steps R,L,R, turning to the right on count 4. 
17-24 Step to the left with the left foot, cross right foot in front of left, 
step left again and cross right in front, step left again and cross 
right foot in front and then step left and kick the right foot in 
front of the left. 
25-32 Repeat the quick crossing steps to the right, except that you stamp, 
stamp on the last 2 counts which leaves the right foot free to 
begin the dance again. 
(ROUNDALAB members write for information on member discount.) 
Shipping Fees 
48 Continental U.S. - $7 00 for the 1st tape and $1.00 for each additional tape. 
Shipments Overseas by air - $16.00 for the 1st tape and $5.00 for each additional tape .  
Hawaii, Canada , Overseas by surface - $13.00 for the I st tape and $1.50 for 
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Pewter Earrings 9 Pair 
(Tax& Shipping Included) 
The Finest Cast Pewter on 
Surgical Steel French Wires 
Buy Two Pair, Mix & Match 
Hutton Metalcrafts 
Box 418, Pocono Pines, PA 18350 
(717) 646-7778  Handcrafted with pride In the USA 
With the onset of the summer months and vacation time, I am inspired to use a com-
pilation of trios similarly written by Ken Keman, Gus Guscott and Mae Fraley called 
the...  
HAPPY WANDERING TRIO 
Formation : Three persons facing three others in a large circle, one trio facing CW 
and the other CCW. 
Music: 	Happy Wanderer. Lloyd Shaw record, LS 185/186 
Routine: 
Counts: 
1-8 	Join hands and circle to the left. 
8- 16 Circle right to home. 
17-24 Right ends dosado. 
25-32 Left ends dosado. 
33-40 Center persons star right with the two persons nearest the center 
of the circle. (4 hand star) 
41 -48 Centers star left with the two persons closest to the wall. (4 hand star) 
49-56 Trios go forward and back. 
57-64 Pass thru and bow to a new trio. 
From Brasstown, NC, Bob Dalsemer in his book, "New England Quadrilles And 
How To Call Them," has written up a Ralph Page routine called "Take Your Cor-
ners." The break was recorded some years later by Don Armstrong on the Windsor 
label. Mac McCullar has recently released the tune on his label, so here's your 
chance to revive a great "Oldie." 
TAKE YOUR CORNERS 
Formation: Square 
Music: 	Trail of the Lonesome Pine. BIGMAC BM 145. 
Routine: Take Your Corners 
Al -Head g ents take your corners to the center & back; same four circle left 
A2-Same four left hand star; allemande right partners, allemande left corners 
B1 	o partners, swing corners 
B2-Promenade to gent's place 
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Bill Alkire of Wooster, OH has called the following contra at the Kings and Queens 
Contra Club on a couple of occasions, and if you want a smooth flowing dance that 
will live up to the old saying: "It flows as smooth as molasses in the summer time," 
try this... 
SUNDAY MORNING 
Formation: Proper Duple. 
Music: 	Any standard 32 bar jig or reel. 
Routine: 
Actives 1/2 figure 8 with the couple below. 
Same active couple dosado in the middle. 
With the one below, swing. 
Down in 4's. 
Wheel around, come back and cast off. 
Actives start a reel of 4. (Actives lead to a reel of 4.) 
Actives 1/2 figure 8 with the couple above. I/ 
Transeanal 




September 29, 1994 
for 16 Days! 
Princess Cruises and Travel Mart along with 
Duane and Gina Silver (square dance callers) have 
negotiated special rates for this cruise of a lifetime! 4 
Includes FREE AIR from anywhere in the US! 
Inside space begins at $2340 for category J and 
outside space begins at $2620 for category F! 
PLUS $100 inside and $200 outside SHIPBOARD 
CREDIT! (must be booked by May 15th) Call for 
other rates and to make our bookin!. • 
All rates are per person based on double occupancy. Add $171 per person 
for 	rt taxes. All slit }board Credits are r r son. S ace is limited. 
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316-524-0997 	 614-231-7352 
Mike Hudcleson 
Dcrve Guile 	 Richard Lane 
307-638-3541 602-305-1217 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
4B-6124 A DOG NAMED BOO Mike 
46-6123 ACROSS THE ALLEY FROM THE ALAMO - Lee 
46-6122 YOU ARE THE ONE - Bill 
46-6121 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN - Lee 
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
Q-902 	MORNIN' DEW - Guy (Patter) 
Q-901 APPLEJACK - Bob 
Q-900 	NICKELS AND DIMES -Sam 
Q-899 YOU'RE MY SOUL & INSPIRATION - Guy 
Q-898 	HOLD WHATCHA GOT - Richard 










July 15, 16, 17 
Shane & Guy 
HOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-23 LITTLE LONG HAIRED OUTLAW - Mike 
CAR-22 OH LONESOME YOU - Harold 
CAR-21 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES - Harry 
CAR-20 TM LITTLE BUT TM LOUD - Jerry 
Call or Write for our complete catalog: 
Four Bar B Records Inc. 
P.O. Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 
International Distributor For Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 
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by Pete Diven 
Edgewood, Maryland 
ave you ever visited an-
other club and, on the way 
home said, "I don't think 
we'll go back there again. 
Those people didn't seem 
very friendly."? Maybe 
you didn't think they were friendly, but I'll 
bet they thought they were. I'd even bet 
they have done and said the same thing 
you did. Does that sound strange? It 
shouldn't. 
Everyone's idea of friendliness is just 
a little different; at least in magnitude, 
even square dancers. That's all right. 
That's part of what makes everyone a 
unique individual. Why did it seem that 
the people at that other club weren't 
friendly? 
The caller put on the music and said, 
"Square 'em up." You and another cou-
ple immediately got up to form a square 
and raised two fingers. Four more 
squares formed around you, and you and 
the other couple were still standing there, 
tapping your toes, with your two fingers 
still in the air. Does that sound familiar? 
I see it happen at every dance. I've also 
seen several couples sitting around 
while everyone is waiting for one more 
couple to fill a square. Look around. It 
happens at almost every dance. Is this 
an example of friendliness? 
That's not the way it used to be done 
in square dancing, and that's not the way 
it's supposed to be done. Squares 
should be formed from the front of the 
hall (where the caller is) first. If there are 
people already on the floor trying to form 
a square, then fill that square before you 
start another. If you don't want to dance 
this tip, then step outside or go to the 
bathroom until the tip starts. This is 
PROPER Square Dance Etiquette. If you 
want it said that you're not friendly or 
Has The Tune Changed or Has 
The Music Stopped? 
you're a snob, then do it your way. Then 
you can stand around at your dances and 
discuss all the wrong reasons why peo-
ple don't visit your club. 
It's not just friendliness, or maybe I 
should say the lack of friendliness, which 
is causing the problems. Friendliness 
goes hand-in-hand with COURTESY. 
The things I mentioned above are cour-
tesies rather than friendliness, and there 
are more. Everyone has read the Ten 
Commandments of Square Dancing. 
There are many versions around, but 
they all say basically the same thing. If 
you read them again, you'll find that they 
are courtesies. They're not really com-
mandments like the original Ten (a lot of 
people aren't following them either and 
look what's happening),If you want peo-
ple to show an interest in you, your club 
and your dance, then you have to show 
an interest in them. Along the same line, 
if you want people to visit your club, then 
you have to visit their club. You shouldn't 
have to assign GREETERS to say hello 
to everyone at the door. Club members 
have responsibilities. Maybe that's why 
some people no longer care to belong to 
a specific club. The visitors also know 
and understand this. But, at some time 
during the dance the club members 
should make an effort to say hello to the 
visitors. 
Include them in your discussions at 
breaks. Make sure the visitors are danc-
ing, and you should make an effort to 
dance with them. Allow the visitors to go 
through the refreshment line before the 
club members. Of course, some people 
may be shy and some club members 
may have to lead them by the hand to get 
started. Try to keep the announcements 
and refreshment break short. Remem-
ber, the visitors came to dance, not sit 
there and listen to all the club matters. 
While announcements are being made, 
show a little courtesy to the person mak-
ing the announcements, as well as to 
those who may want to hear them, by 
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Royal Records Weekend 
English Mountain Retreat 
Sevierville, TN 
August 12 - 14, 1994 
For Info: 1-800-633-1281 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
RYL 125 
	
ROCK MY WORLD by Jerry 
RYL 124 JUST ENOUGH ROPE by Jerry 
RYL 123 
	
ROCK MY BABY by Jerry 
RYL 122 THANK GOD FOR YOU by Jerry 
RYL 219 
	
AIN'T THAT A SHAME by Tony 
RYL 220 SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Tony 
RYL 221 
	
EVERYBODYS SOMEBODYS FOOL by Tony 
RYL 222 TAKIN' IT EASY by Tony 
RYL 406 
	
CHUGGIN' / T.J. (Hoedown) 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RYL 511 
	
TO OLD TO CUT THE MUSTARD by Larry 
RYL 512 PROP ME UP BESIDE THE JUKEBOX by Larry 
RYL 121 
	
COWBOY MAN by Jerry 
RYL 510 BAD LEROY BROWN by Larry 
RYL 904 
	
WINGS OF A DOVE by Randy 
RYL 509 LET'S ALL GO DOWN TO THE RIVER by Larry 
RYL 312 
	
PEACE TO THE WORLD by Jerry II Tony 
RYL 405 ASTRO/CHASE (Patter) 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt. I Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 515-472-3795 
,Lion 	 -1 Jo S71 (Perry 	ory 7ny I. /n Zn/ 
being quiet enough that the an-
nouncements can be heard. 
The caller also deserves a little cour-
tesy. Yes, you've hired him or her and he 
or she will be paid, but the caller has 
worked to earn that money. Most callers 
do homework and program the dance to 
try to give you, the dancers, as much 
pleasure and fun as he or she can. Some-
times it works; sometimes it doesn't. But 
he or she still did the work. So show them 
a little courtesy by arriving on time to 
dance the first tip and STAYING UNTIL 
THE LAST TIP IS OVER. I can under-
stand if you have a medical problem that 
won't allow you to dance every tip or all 
night. However, if you have to leave 20 
or 30 minutes before the dance is over 
because you have a long way to go or 
you have to get up to go to church tomor- 
row or whatever, then don't bother going 
to that dance. Find one closer to home 
and STAY UNTIL ITS OVER. You may 
miss the best stuff of the night by leaving 
early. 
One last thing. Have you ever thought 
about the caller's or cuer's partner? They 
are usually sitting on the side while their 
partner is working and everyone else is 
dancing. Most of them like to dance, too. 
Remember, if it wasn't for THEIR partner 
you wouldn't be dancing either. So show 
them some courtesy by asking them to 
dance a tip. If only four people ask them 
to dance one tip, they have danced at 
least half of the dance. 
It has become a standard saying that 
"square dancing is friendship set to mu-
sic." Has the tune changed or has the 
music stopped? t/ 
4tIffiltgitIO Viggiffit 






A commonly asked question is: "Why do people who constantly break down at the Plus program 
move on to Advanced?" Likewise, why 
do people who constantly break down at 
Advanced move on to Challenge? I 
posed this question to several experi-
enced callers and dancers recently, and 
the answers I received were very similar, 
and are summarized as follows: 
People have no idea that they do not 
know what is going on. If their square 
breaks down, they assume it is someone 
else's fault. It is either the fault of another 
person in the square, or the fault of the 
caller, or the fault of the sound, etc. 
But, I asked, if every square a person 
dances in has considerable difficulty, will 
it not finally dawn on them that it could be 
their fault? The answer I received is NO! 
The reason is that these people do expe-
rience an occasional good square, one 
that runs smoothly with no breakdowns, 
because the square contains 3 strong  
couples which can overcome a weak 
couple. So the weak couple says to 
themselves: "See, we can dance well, 
and the reason our other squares break 
down is because they contain weak 
dancers." 
One caller had an interesting phrase. 
He said that dancers "mess up and move 
up." Another caller said that for some 
people status is breaking down at a 
higher level. He said that ideally people 
should have to audition for a class at the 
next level, and only be permitted to join 
the class if they show competency at the 
previous level. This is already done in 
some social activities, but would never 
work in square dancing where the em-
phasis is on having higher numbers of 
participants at all programs. 
Is there a solution? No. In square 
dancing, people can attempt any pro-
gram they wish, and perhaps that is how 
it should be. Of course, some people 
know that they don't know, and they 
move on to the next program in the hope 
Ra.mblin' Rose RV Resort 
Square & Round Dance Hall 
Crescent City, California 95531.  
Squares 	 40 +Square Dance Hall 
	
Rounds 
I)on & Ronda Young 	Floating Maple Floor Rob & Kay Kurezewski 
Yuma, Az 	RV Park w/full hook-ups 
	
Pharr, TX 
Full Square and Round Dance Program with dancing every day of the week from 
Memorial Day to Labor Day. Week-end packages or single sessions available. 
For a complete progam call: (707) 487-4831 
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$30.11 add $4 95 tor 
Postage & Handing 
Send tor Free Brochure 
Use br traveling or storage 
Holds up lo 6 Petcoals 
LighkiregN Nylon-Sturdy-Secure 
Water 8 De Repelent U S A 
NY Res 8 1/4 1.3430day Overseas 
NEW a a 
ntteo.c 
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING 
MACHINE CO., 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue 
Bayside, NY 11364-3126 Tel# (718)479-3362 
If 





RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET 
Chuck Marlow Sammy Mynck 	Lowell Young Cleo Barker 
Darrell F.gg 	Ralph Kornegay Sam Dunn 
RB 3038 Oklahoma Swing Darrell 
RB 3037 Romeo Don W 
RB 3036 You Belong To Me Mike H. 
RB 3034 Makeup and Faded Blue Jeans Lowell 
RB 3004 50's Medley R.B. Boys 
RBS 1351 Saturday Night Donald D. 
RBS 1341 Top Of The World Don C. 
RBS 1342 Put Some Drive Sam D. 
RBS 3038 Chattahoochee Jack R. 
RBS 1344 That's The Way Love Goes Sammy M. 
RBS 1346 Texas Woman Ralph K. 
RBS 1347 One In Every Size Cleo 
RBS 1331 Something Good C. Meyer 
RBS 1311 Sentimental Journey C. Marlow 
RBS 1339 Robinson Crusoe Jolly 
For Information Write or  Q11; 
Don Williamson, Red Boot Prod. 
Box. 52 Crest Drive 
Greeneville, TN. 37743 
Phone 615-638-7784 
Don W. Norm Wilcox Chuck Meyer Mike Hoose, Mac McCall, 
Johnny Jones 
that they will discover there the knowl-
edge they should have received at pre-
vious programs. In this situation, the fault 
lies with the local system, not with the 
person. 
Ideally, callers would tell dancers what 
they should know and how well they  
should be dancing before they attempt 
the next program. Unfortunately, many 
callers do this very superficially, if at all. 
I am always impressed with callers who 
tell dancers "you're not ready for the next 
program" if indeed they are not ready. 
This helps the entire activity. V 










WHAT A PAIR TO DRAW TO! 
Both vehicles in the picture below 
have the same personalized license 
plate. The only difference being is the 
car on the left is from Indiana and the car 
on the right is from Illinois. With 50 states  
in the union, you can only have one 
license plate that says "SQ DANZ" per 
state that leaves 48 more plates to go. 
Who has 3-48? 
Caribbean Square Dance Cruise 
On Board Holland America Line's MS Westerdam 
January 7 — 14, 1995 
Hosted by Kenn Reid 
Nationally Known Caller and Instructor 
Ports include: • Fort Lauderdale • 
• St. Maarten • St. John • St. Thomas • Nassau • 
Prices start at $1350 per person and include airfare, 
accommodations, meals, entertainment, and dancing. 
For a complete brochure, call 
Special Event Cruises 
1-800-326-0373 





Skin Cole 	 Ode Mc Clary 
209-642-2430 407-242-8490 





.Cr 	NEWS FLASH: Coming, our 'Hot Pink Label' with our new band, 
•n. 'Pure Country,' playing Sing-A•Long Songs ibr you to sine 
****************************** 
HOT NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS 
RWH-801 HEY. GOOD LOOKING' by Dale 
RWH-802 TAKE THESE CHAINS FROM MY HEART by Stan C. 
HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
RWH-191 TUMBUNG TUMBLEWEEDS by Dick 
RWH-190 BORN TO ROCK by Lee 
RWH-189 FRIDAY NIGHT HONKY TONK ATTITUDE by Otto 
COMING SOON 
RWH-192 IF YOU KNEW SUZY by Jerry 












Jen Snyder 	Dave Gipson 
215-678-6503 219.482-2565 
511\  







'Cr 	Stop by and visit with our staff at the National Square Dance 	.12r  






HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES 
BUC-1251 SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD by Dave 
BUC-1250 MOVE IT ON OVER by Hank 
vl SIZZUN' SELLERS 
BUC-1249 MUST HAVE BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY by Rick 
BUC-1248 GOOD-BYE MY LADY LOVE by Pat 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG * 
• Dic k Waibel Enterprises • 675 E. Alluvial • Fresno CA • 93720 • 209.439-3478 • 
J/r. 	
/ 	09.00; • 50 • ri A.  • , 





by Lee & Steve Komar) 
This month let's feature LEFT TOUCH 1/4. 
Something we rarely call but is easy for 
dancers to handle (if called). 
1. ZERO LINES 
RIGHT AND LEFT THRU 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
CIRCULATE 
GIRLS RUN 
SQUARE THRU 3 
TRADE BY 
ALLEMANDE LEFT 
2. ZERO LINE 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS RUN 
SWING THRU 
EXPLODE THE WAVE 
WHEEL & DEAL 
CENTERS PASS THRU 
SQUARE THRU 3 
ALLEMANDE LEFT 
3. ZERO LINE 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
HALF SASHAY 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
CIRCULATE 
BOYS U TURN BACK 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
HALF SASHAY 
PASS THRU 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
4. HEADS SQUARE THRU 4 
PASS THE OCEAN 
EXPLODE 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS RUN 
SQUARE THRU 2 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
5. HEADS STAR THRU 
PASS THRU 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS TRADE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
RECYCLE 
ALLEMANDE LEFT 





LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
SPLIT CIRCULATE 
GIRLS TRADE 
FAN THE TOP 
EXTEND 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
7. ZERO LINE 
ENDS LOAD THE BOAT 
CENTERS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 




RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
8. HEADS SQUARE 2 
PASS THRU 
U TURN BACK 
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9. HEADS STAR THRU 
DOUBLE PASS THRU 
LEADERS TRADE 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS TRADE 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
CENTERS CROSS RUN 
ACEY DEUCEY 
SCOOT BACK 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
10. PASS THRU 
WHEEL & DEAL 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS TRADE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
CIRCULATE 
SCOOT BACK 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
11. HEADS TOUCH 1/4 
GIRLS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS FACE IN 
CENTERS BOX THE GNAT 
CENTERS FAN THE TOP 
CUT THE DIAMOND 
SWING THRU 
HINGE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND  
12. PASS THE OCEAN 
EXPLODE 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
CIRCULATE 
COORDINATE 
BEND THE LINE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
13.HEADS STAR THRU 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS TRADE 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
CIRCULATE 
ALLEMANDE LEFT 
14. HEADS TOUCH 1/4 
GIRLS PASS THRU 
CENTERS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
ENDS PARTNER TAG 





15. HEADS STAR THRU & SPREAD 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
CIRCULATE 




RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
andam 	  
loand MC. Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
MICROPHONES BY 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
WADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
7317 Harriet Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55423 
(612) 869-9501 
(612) 869-6168 Res. 
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
3 & 5 -YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
FREE 
CATALOG 
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THE NORM HORNER 	 by Steve 
This month let's look at Peel Off from an unusual position. 
1. Girls Face In 
Boys Bend The Line 
Star Thru 




Heads Star Thru 
Double Pass Thru 
Boys Peel Off 
THEN: 
2. Girls Face In 	 3. 
Couples Circulate (as you are) 
Girls Bend The Line 
Ferris Wheel 
Girls Pass Thru 
Star Thru 
Boys Trade 
Wheel and Deal 
Allemand Left 
Girls Face Out 
Girls Bend The Line 
Box The Gnat 
Slide Thru 
Centers Pass Thru 
Allemande Left 
4. Girls Put Centers In 
Girls Cast Off 1/2 
Pass Thru 




Right and Left Grand 
5. Girls Put Centers In 
Girls Cast Off 1/2 
Touch 1/4 
Boys Run 
Centers Swing Thru 
Ends Half Sashay 
Extend 
All Same Sexes Trade 
Right and Left Grand 
I hope this helps expand your horizons!! Don't forget Steve & Lee Kopman's callers 
school August 26-28, 1994, Knoxville, TN. Space is Limited. Write for details, 1305 
Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919. 
Kopman's Choreography 
• 50 sequences per set (enough for 1 
dance 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not computer generated 
• Easy to read 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
• Increase your calling level ability 
• $50.00 per set 
• Pays for itself in less than 1 dance 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
MS 	PLS 	ADV 
	Cl 	C2 
C3A C3B 
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DA4 
by Fred Wellman 
15 MINUTES, A HAND SHAKE AND 
A THANK YOU 
Acouple of months ago I overheard a caller telling another person how bad he felt when dancers leave a 
dance early. He was saying he always 
wonders if they are leaving early be-
cause they didn't have a good time or 
was it something he had done or not 
done. His statement troubled me, so I 
decided over the next couple of months 
I would mentally note the number of 
dancers that left early. I am sorry to say 
a great number of dancers did indeed 
leave early, many more than I had pre-
viously realized. Many times a large 
number of dancers left early during the 
last 15 minutes of the dance. I know there 
are many good reasons why dancers 
leave early, but I would guess that most 
could stay 15 minutes longer. Many call-
ers plan a special call, or their signature 
call for the last tip. If you leave early you 
will miss it. If you are tired you don't have 
to dance the last tip, you could sit and 
enjoy the music and most importantly get 
up after the last call and join in the 
Square Dancers' "THANK YOU" to the 
caller and cuer. But don't leave yet, take 
another couple of minutes to personally 
shake the hand or give a hug to the caller 
and cuer and tell them how much fun you 
had (they like to hear that, as a matter of 
fact all of us like to hear that). 
Let's not forget the club, its members 
become concerned when dancers leave 
early. Did the club do something wrong? 
Was it not a good dance? How would you 
feel if you had a dinner party at your  
house and many of your guests left early 
just before you served desert? If you 
have to leave early (especially if it's a 
large group) find a club member and let 
them know you had a good time, but you 
have to leave early. Here again, make 
every effort to stay for the last dance, and 
as you leave, thank the club members for 
a fun evening. We all love to hear that. 
Have fun dancing and tell the callers, 
cuers and club members how much fun 
you had at their dance. Share your fun 
with them, they worked very hard to give 
you a good time. 
Lansing Area Federation of Square & 
Round Dancers Newsletter, May 1994 
KALOX -Feted - Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1327 Fire Ball Mall 
by John Saunders 
K-1326 Who The Blonde Stranger 
by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1326 What It Means To Be Blue 
by John Saunders 
K-1324 My Window Faces The South 
by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
LH-138 Two TimIn' Blues 
LH-193 Freedom 
LH-144 	Bailin' The Jack 
LH-1022 Goodnight Little Girl 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-420-A The Angels Sing 
by Birgit & Richard Maguire 
B-420-B Sugar & Spice 
by Bill & Helen Slairwalt 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-419-A Side By Side 
by Jack & Ann Von der Heide 
B-419-8 Sweet Dreams 
by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
NEW ON CROW: 
C-002 Oklahoma Hills 
by Bill Crowson 
C-001 Calendar Girl 
by Bill Crowson 
2832 Live Oak Dr. Mesquite TX 75150 





Golden Classic List —1993 
Phase II 
Jessy Waltz 
Singing The Blues 
Lazy Days of Summer 
Tweedle Dee TS 








C'Est Si Bon 
Chattanooga Choo 
Choo 




Wish Me A Rainbow 
Verida Tropical 
From Russia With 
Love 
Phase V 










Pop Goes The Movies 
MOST POPULAR DANCES 
voted and enjoyed by 240 National 
Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. Castles & Kings (Slater) 
2. Jean (Lambert/Morales) 
3. Picardy Foxtrot (Slater) 
4. If I Could Write A Book (Childers) 
5. Are You Still Mine (Blackman/Goss) 
6. Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater) 
7. Charade (Kemmerer) 
8. Strange Music (Esqueda) 
9. In The Still of The Nite (Slater) 
10. South Of The Border (Bahr) 
11. Waltz at Sunset (Childers) 
12. A Lovely Evening (Childers) 
13. Just a Tango (Childers) 
14. How He Did Foxtrot (Goss) 
15. Someone Must Feel Like a Fool (Collier) 
16 Fiesta Tango (Palmquist) 
Roundalab ROQ: 
Phase II—Green Green Grass 
of Home 
Phase III—Thoroughly Modern 
Millie 
Phase IV—Shadow Tango 
Phase V—The Music Played 
Phase VI—If You 
Phase II 
A 1 este of the Wed +2 
All Night 
Baby OMine 
Birth of the Blues 
Buffy 
Could I have this Dance +1 
Dancing Shadows 
French Brown 





Maria Rumba +1 
Mexicali Rose 
My Love +1 
Neapolitan Waltz 
Pearly Shells 
Piano Roll Waltz 
Roses for Elizabeth 
Shiek of Araby 
Spaghetti Rag 
Street Fair 
Take One Step 
Tips of My Fingers 
Very Smooth +1 
Walk Right Back 
Phase III 
A Continental Good Night 
Alice Blue Gown +1 
Answer Me 
Apres L'Entriente +1 
Autumn Leaves +2 
Beautiful River 
Butterfly 
Crazy Eyes +2 
Dance 
Desert Song +2 
Dream Awhile 
Elaine +1 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Games Lovers Play 
Hallelujah 
In the Arms of Love +1 
I want a Quickstep +1 
Lisbon Antique 
Moon Over Naples 
Patricia 
Pop Goes the Movies 
Tango Marmite 
That Happy Feeling 





Hooked on Swing 
Lazy Sugarfoot +1 
Marilyn, Marilyn +1 
Rainbow Foxtrot +2 




Hawaiian Wedding Song 
Lovely Lady +2 
Maria Elena 
Para Esto 
Riviere de Lune +1 
Send Her Roses 
Sugar Stomp +1 
Tampa Jve +1 
The Singing Piano Waltz 
Waltz Tramonte +1 
Wyoming Lullaby +2 
Phase VI 
Cavatina 
YOU WOULD FEEL SICK TOO 
IF YOU HAD TO PAY 
$.39 FOR EACH RETURNED MAGAZINE 
BECAUSE SOMEONE DIDN'T SEND IN 
THEIR CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
PLEASE KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT 




by Donald L. Edgar, 
London, England 
As a dedicated square dancer, I am 
unable to control my science training and 
must comment on the articles by Bill and 
Bobbie Davis in the November 1993 and, 
more specifically, the April 1994 issues of 
your excellent magazine. 
The statistics collected at the 1993 Na-
tional Squa re Dance Convention are in-
teresting and useful, but they are a single 
view of one square dancing event. How-
ever, extending this single observation to 
the whole of the square dancing experi-
ence is not supported by the data. Statis-
tically the extension is about as relevant 
as measuring the height of the waves on 
a pleasant weekend in the placid Carib-
bean and t rying to extend the observa-
tions to all the world's oceans including 
Cape Horn_ It is a recipe for disaster. 
Had the Davises taken their data at our 
Plus club in Essex, they might have found 
every Plus call used more than once on 
one club night and load the boat used 50 
times when we explored the call from all 
torppiemmiSli•stin de. AI 
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING 
positions, fractions and formations. The 
point is that a single observation is not 
significant when there is a large body of 
data from which to choose. 
If the 1993 National (and International) 
Square Dance Directory is used as a 
source, there are about 18,250 square 
dance clubs world-wide. Using some fur-
ther guestimates, the square dance 
events (club meetings, club dances, 
week-ends, conventions, etc.) in 1993 ap-
proached one million. So statistically, the 
chances that the single observation is 
significant is on the order of one in a 
million. Certainly not the statistics or odds 
on which I would base a radical change 
(single entry program) and the future of 
square dancing. 
What one might safely deduce from the 
statistics (strongly supported by anecdo-
tal observations) is that what dancers re-
ceive from callers at American 
conventions is what might be termed [the 
soft] or the [vanilla] format. This seems to 
be provided by callers where the quality 
of dancers is un-measured or they choose 
the safe option lest they might not be 
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of Gay Square Dance Clubs 
A Lesbian & Gay Organization 
P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215 
1-800-835-6462 
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THE COLLEGES 	 TRAINING 
ARE COMING FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
3RD ANNUAL 
LEE & STEVE KOPMAN 
CALLER'S SCHOOL 
Aug 26 - 28, 1994 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
New & Experienced Callers 
Sight Calling, Creative 
Choreography, Changing 
Figures on Singing Calls 
Plus Much, Much More!! 
Kopman's Callers School 
1305 Whitower Dr. 
Knoxville TN 37919 
(615) 691-1580 
CONTRA CALLERS SCHOOL 
June 3, 4, 5, 1994 
Hannibal Holiday Inn 
Hannibal, MO 
Teaching Square Dance Callers 
How to Present Contra Dancing 
for the Added Enjoyment of 
Their Dancers 
Staff 
Walt Cole... 	Tony McUmber 
(801) 392-9078 (314) 221-6199 
CaN lor nforrnsbon a writs 
Widt Ca" EMACholoirne Rd, Ogailfl U184403 




July 6-9, 1994 
Stan Burdick & Others 




Write Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678 






Callers: 0-5 yrs. exp. 
June 12-17, 1994 




Don Taylor, Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St. Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
WALT COLE'S 
TIMING/MUSIC/CHOREO 
. 	Hannibal, MO May 26 - 31 
Watt Cole -Tony McUmber 
Ogden, UT Jun 30 - Jul 5 
New & Experienced Callers 
NEW R/D TEACHERS 
Hannibal MO May 22 - 25 
Ogden UT Jul 6 - 10 
Cueing - Rhythms - Teaching 
Walt Cole 	801-392-9078 
944 Chatelsin Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
Fremont, Nebraska 
August 26, 27, 28, 1994 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for Information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 





May 30, June 1 - 4, 1994 June 
Chaparral Records Staff 
K. Bower, J. Haag 
G. Shoemake, S. Smith 
Limited - 2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Colorado Springs, CO 
28 - July 2, 1994 
Staff. Calvin Campbell 
Bill Litchman 
Don Armstrong 
Teaching methods for Squares 
Contras, Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 
343 Turf Lane 
CALLER'S SCHOOL 
Ken Ritucci - Randy P 
Present the lnstitu 
Leadership, Training 	eller 
Develop 
Three Separate 	grams 
1. For Begime Ca ers 
2. For Inter 	e Callers 
3. For Exp ed Callers 




*ugust 21 - 25, 1994 




August 21 - 25, 1994 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Presence, Sight Calling, Stage  
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Write: Ed Foote 
140 McCandless Dr. 
Wexford PA 15090 
NORTH TEXAS 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 12 - 17, 1994 
Staff: ID. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write: T.D. Brown 
PO Box 940 










"Sight" plus all systems: 




Memphis, IN 38119 
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Arm, ri,an Sq,...trelin,r. June 1994 
More 
Colleges 
Dear Jon & Susan, 
When reading your ASD magazine, I 
get a strange impression about the prob-
lems of square dancing in the USA. It 
seems that people, after completing a 
class, find no place to dance comfortably 
and on equal footing with the experi-
enced dancers. This is as if someone 
posted a sign at the foot of a hill: "Come 
up and visit the beautiful castle!"; but 
when you climbed up, you find the en-
trance ten feet above the ground, and 
they yell down: "Why did you not bring up 
a ladder?" Of course I must be wrong, 
because nobody would do something 
that foolish; however, this is the impres-
sion I get from reading ASD. (Not your 





Enclosed is my renewal for twelve 
months. I have been an avid reader of 
ASD and the forerunner Sets In Order for 
some 40 years. What would one do with-
out it? 
Keep up the good work. 
Yours faithfully, 
R.E. Lucky Newton 
Australia 
Dear Jon and Susan, 
I enjoyed the article entitled "Practice 
Random Kindness And Senseless Acts 
Of Beauty." 
I also read with interest the article 
entitled "Promoting Square Dancing." I 
thought you might want to know that here 
in Chicago, about 7 or 8 years ago a 
series of public service announcements 
were made. I don't know where they are 
now (I just have some VCR copies), but 
they were cute and well made. They 
might be a great addition to the arsenals 
of people involved in promoting square 
dancing on the TV. The cable company 
uninterested in a half hour video on 






Jill Marci & Others 
Designed for the Beginner to 
Intermediate caller 
Students will receive Jill Marci's 
"How to Sight Call" video 
Call or write 
Jill Marci 
P0. Box 2519 
Santa Clara, CA 95055-2519 
Phone:(408) 37-SMILE 
Attention All Dancers! 
Would you like to know how to 
become a caller? 
JULY 4, 1994 
BEGINNER CALLER 
PROGRAM 
Designed for new callers who 
need basic knowhow and 
instruction. This course is a 
confidence builder and will set 
you on the right track for 
constructive development 
BRUCE WILLIAMSON 
105 Lexington Ave., 
Altoona, PA 16601 
3RD ANNUAL 




August 26, 27, 28, 1994 
Learn Creative Choreography 
Learn How To Write Chow 
Learn The Basics of Sight Calling 
Learn How to Change Figures on 
Singing Calls 
STEVE KOPMAN 
1305 Whitower Drive 
Knoxville, TN 37919 
(619) 691-1580 
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so several times a day that they would be 
willing to air these announcements. 
I hope this helps. 
Nancy Jones 
Arlington Heights, IL 
Editor's note: Can anyone in the Chi-
cago area help? 
Dear Jon & Susan, 
Thanks for the reminder, but I am so 
sorry that I will not be able to renew my 
subscription, just not viable with our poor 
rate of exchange. 
We have had over 10 years of enjoy-
able reading from SIO and ASD, and still 
think it is good value, but square dancing 
in South Africa has not attracted a good 
following. We started the first club in 
1983, limping along with one or two 
squares. 
We seem to experience all the prob-
lems your readers and callers lament 
about, with recruitment, retaining new, 
and satisfying more experienced mem-
bers, etc. I have lost more dancers 
through pushing too hard than from bor- 
ing the more Advanced to satisfy my own 
craving for dancing 'good' Mainstream 
and Plus, not just repetitive singing calls. 
I have about 5 years of the SIO Pre-
mium LP's, and they still provide the most 
enjoyable dancing for me, but it is a strug-
gle to maintain even a single square in 
Port Elizabeth. 
During the last 10 years we have made 
square dancing pen friends from the US, 
UK, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, 
and have happy memories from attend-
ing three National Conventions in recent 
years. 
However, Crystal suffered a stoke last 
October, and we are still working hard to 
get her speech and right side working 
again. I am not giving up, and we will still 
welcome any visiting dancers, and will 
rake up a square to dance with them. I 
just hope there will be more enthusiasm 
after the elections in the New South Af-
rica. 
Yours sincerely, 
Tony & Crystal Webb 
Teacher/Caller - Port Elizabeth American 
Square Dance Club 
IF YOU LIKE SQUARE DANCING 
YOU'LL LOVE WHAT THE CLASSIC SQUARES HAVE FOR 








SAILING APRIL 1, 1995 
FROM MIAMI 
ABOARD CARNIVALS 












/ivadslie .4 	/ 
544" 
MAIL YOUR RESERVATION TODAY OR CONTACT 
MACIE JACKSON/CLASSIC SQUARES 
CRUISES 'N MORE 
5328 EMERSON ST. S-2 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207 
909-395-8489 or 904-683-2818 
Prices are per person, double occupancy Port Charges are Included. 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO CRUISES 'N MORE 
EARLY BIRD RESERVATION FORM 
RETURN THIS INFO TODAY WITH YOUR DEPOSIT TO HOLD YOUR CABIN 
( )INSIDE CABIN ( )OUTSIDE CABIN 	 NAME(S) 	  
DEPOSIT: $50 PER PERSON DUE: NOW ADDRESS  
2ND DEPOSIT: $175 PER PERSON DUE: 08/15/94 	CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 	 
FINAL PAYMENT DUE: 01/14/25 	 PHONE( ) 	 
32 
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NEW EASY - BASIC CLOGGING VIDEO 
TEACHES 3 ROUTINES WITH ALL STEPS. 
$24.95 plus shipping 
STEVENS 
P.O. Box 112 
49 Franklin Rd. 
Mercer, PA 16137 USA 
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-722-8040 USA 
1-800-544-7824 CANADA 
I -412- 662-0808 OVEBSEAS 
uc,"1.1313/11,ucerrroal.” . 	 ti,iji 	n,. ,,,,,c h....  
An answer to some senior Square 
Dancers which I hope we don't lose - Bill 
Johnson and his wife in Blackburn, Aus-
tralia. 
I was very disturbed by Bill's letter on 
how he had left the main square dancing 
programs in his area to seek the Alterna-
tive Programs of Advance and Chal-
lenge. I have to agree with him that these 
programs are fun and keep your mind 
active. I commend them for being able to 
get a group together and learn the "A" 
and "C" movements. This shows great 
leadership and persuasiveness on their 
part. The type of people that we need to 
lead square dancing and recruit new 
dancers, so that our activity does not 
fade away. 
Maybe if they had continued to be 
active with the main programs they 
would have met others who would have 
enjoyed the "A" and "C" and they could 
still be dancing. In addition I'm sure their 
expertise would have helped other danc- 
American Squaredance, June 1994 
ers to become better dancers and their 
callers to become better callers. 
When I started calling many, many 
years ago I was so bad that it is a wonder 
that I ever called a dance. I was in Europe 
and we met some very good dancers 
who had come to Europe because of 
business and another couple who was 
just visiting there. They were very expe-
rienced and danced, back in the states, 
to some of the finest callers of that era. 
Bill & Irene Gross and Ernest & Phyllis 
Conklin danced to me every week in 
Europe and helped me in ways they will 
never know. Because of their support I 
made up my mind to become a full time 
caller and here I am. It is a shame that 
some caller in Australia will not have the 
Johnsons there to help him. 
We will be sorry to loose the Johnsons 
in square dancing but hope that others 
will take heed, enjoy the alternative pro-
grams but still keep active in the other 
programs. 
Jim "Who" Cholmondeley 
St. Louis, MO 
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KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
HH 5166 - I'm Hooked On Feeling by Bronc Wise 
ELK 030 - Golden Memories & Silver Tears (Sing-A-Long) 
by Tom Perry 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5165 - Golden Memories And Silver Tears by Ernie Kinney 
HH 5164 - Your Cheatin' Heart by Wayne McDonald 
HH 5163 - Save Me by Erika Johansson 
HH 5162 - Bourbon Street Parade by Bobby Lepard 
HH 5161 - Someone To Watch Over Me by Buddy Weaver 
HH 661 - Petticoat Hoedown Flip/2cpl-Adv by Bronc Wise 
ELK 028 - Hello Darlin' (Sing-A-Long) by Tom Perry 
ELK 029 - Guitars & Cadillacs (Sing-A-Long) by Bronc Wise 
BR 276 - How Come You Do Me Like You Do by Jerry Biggerstaff 
BR 275 - On A Wonderful Day Like Today by Bill Donohue 
BR 1009 - Tempted (Round) by Bob & Fran Ford 
BR 1010 - A Fool Such As I (Round) by Jimmy & Carol Griffin 
za American Squaredance, June 199; 
BR 277 - You Look So Good In Love by David Murray 
PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES, 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764 
ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
SQUARING: How A FAMILY GOT 
HOOKED ON SQUARE DANCING 
By Pam McIntire, Andover, MS 
(Reprinted from The Northeast Square 
Dancer Magazine) 
Our lives are made up of many events which may or may not be of 
particular importance. Every day we ven-
ture out to work or school, creating a quilt 
of meaningful times. My event may seem 
insignificant to some; but in the day-to-
day living of my life, its significance is 
admirable because it has changed our 
lifestyle. 
My husband has always been a couch 
potato, and I am someone who never 
stops. His commitment to staying home 
spending "quality time" with the televi-
sion is as strong as mine is to going out 
and having a good time. 
The event that changed all this started 
New Year's Eve, 1992. My oldest son 
was asked to baby-sit my friend's chil-
dren so that she might go to a square 
dance. In passing, she said to my hus-
band, 'We start a new class in Septem-
ber; you should try it." His first reaction, 
"yeah, right," was followed by fifteen min-
utes of "pu ppy-dog-eyed" pleading by my 
friend. Finally, after being harassed by 
her, he agreed to try it. After all, Septem-
ber was a long way from December 31. 
S he would forget, his life would go on and 
everything would be normal. Everything 
was normal except forthe monthly phone 
calls reminding him of his commitment. 
Still, no problem, all would be forgotten 
by September. August came and went, 
so did the phone calls. Then came Sep-
tember. The phone calls were daily up 
until the night of September 15; now the 
night of square dancing was upon him 
and he was committed. 
The class was held at a local YMCA. 
It was one of those Indian Summer days, 
and the "Y" was approximately one hun-
dred degrees inside. My girlfriend was 
late, which made my husband very nerv-
ous. He doesn't mix well with people, 
he's a one-on-one type of guy, the "one" 
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being me. We walked into the building 
and were greeted by women wearing 
dresses with petticoats and men wearing 
pink shirts and cowboy boots. Seeing my 
husband's reaction to this scene can't be 
put into words, nor can the comment 
made by him inside the hall. 
Next came the caller, a 24-year-old 
kid, who assures everyone they will have 
a good time. The music starts, the first 
call is given, and my husband looks at me 
like we had better leave right away. My 
response: "No problem. we'll dance this 
song, then we're out of here." Between 
the heat of the hall and the tempo of the 
dance, my husband looks like a dishrag 
someone has forgotten to wring out. Sur-
prisingly enough, the second song 
started and there we were, waiting to 
learn more. I figured at this point he 
wasn't going to leave a hall full of people; 
we would just leave at the end of the night 
and never go back. 
The following Wednesday was the day 
of our second lesson. All day at work I 
knew we weren't going; however, I had 
to give him credit for going the first night. 
As I entered the house that night, there 
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he was all dressed and ready to go for 
lesson two. 
That event happened four months 
ago. We now go to two different clubs for 
lessons and dance at least three nights 
a week. We own all the western wear, 
hats, boots, petticoat; and he even owns 
a maroon (close to pink) shirt. He thinks, 
eats and sleeps square dancing. Our 
dances are all planned months in ad- 
vance. He even has the whole family 
involved. The boys belong to a teenage 
group and go to all the dances with us. 
Things have changed in our house. 
The television isn't on quite as often, and 
the couch is now left for the dogs. I often 
wonder what the couch has to say about 
all this. After all, that's the one not getting 
the exercise now. V 
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EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
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PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
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by 
jim & jean 
cholmondeley 
WOW, what a wonderful experience Callerlab was this time. Callerlab has really put an effort forward to bring the Square Dance Community up to date with the 
CW movement. Two sessions on CW were presented at their convention this year. 
The first was a teaching session on some of the more popular line dances. Dee Dee 
Dougherty-Lottie, Tim Mariner and Jim & Jean Cholmondeley held the session which 
lasted about two hours. About 300 attended and everyone had a ball. Many expressed 
the hope that we would do it again next year. 
In addition, Jirn Cholmondeley and Dee Dee Dougherty-Lottie held a session on 
teaching Square and CW Dance as a combined class. About 140 attended that 
meeting and the interaction was very informative. Because of a scheduling mix up 
the room was too small to hold all the people who wanted to attend and there wasn't 
enough room to dance. The session was well received. 
Jirn and Jean's new book on how to teach a combined class was introduced at 
the session and was well received. It is now available for shipping again. 
The following dance was sent to us on American On Line Computer Bulletin 
Board. 
INDIAN OUTLAW by Scott Elkins 
(Wait 16 counts [4 measures]) 
1-4 	R,L-R,L-R,L-R,L Touch 
(1&2&3&4&) (Movement to the Right) 
5-8 	L,R-L,R-L,R-L,R Touch 
(5&6&7&8&) (Movement to the Left) 
9-12 	Step back R,L,R,L Touch (Weight on Right) 
13-16 Hip Roll Forward and Back (Twice) 
17-20 Syncopated Right Grapevine, w/Hitch 
(Cross L over R, Step R; Cross L behind R, Step R; 
Cross L over Right, Step R, Hitch w/R) (Very Fast) 
21-24 Syncopated Left Grapevine, w/Hitch 
(Cross R over L, step L; Cross R behind L, step L; 
Cross R over L, step L; Hitch w/L) (Very Fast) 
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25-28 Left shuffle fwd, Right shuffle fwd 
29-30 Step fwd Left, Pivot 1/2 Right 
31-32 Stomp L,R,L (31&32) 
33-36 Step Right, slide Left bending right knee, Swing knees R,L,R 
37-40 Step Left, slide right bending left knee, 
Swing knees L,R,L 
41-48 Fwd Indian Shuffles - 
R,L,R-L,R,L-R,L,R-L,R,L 
(Indian Shuffles Bend fwd and turn Left on the Right Shuffles, 
Straighten up at the end and turn, complete the turn on the 
left shuffles, Repeat) 
49-52 Right Kick Ball Change, turn 1/2 Left (Repeat) 
53-56 Step back R,L,R,L (1/2 turn to right as you go back) 
57-60 Two Right Kick Ball Changes 
61-64 Step back R,L,R,L, (1/4 turn left on last left) 




ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL 
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by Mike Sikorsky 
"It takes much too long for new people 
to learn how to square dance...Many pro-
spective new dancers do not wish to 
commit so much time to a period of unin-
terrupted learning...We need to have our 
new dancers graduate at one common, 
unified goal, not have them pass through 
a series of levels that divides, separates, 
and classifies..." 
These statements, more or less, de-
scribe the collective opinion of the mem-
bers of the American Callers 
Association. 
The ACA has taken the first step in 
developing a system that will alleviate 
the above problems. 
It appears that a vast majority of the 
square dancers in the world (not count-
ing Advanced and Challenge) are cur-
rently dancing at a level best described 
as "Soft Plus." They can dance most (but 
not all) of the Plus calls quite well, from 
1 or 2 selected positions. Even at Main-
stream dances, it appears that a large 
majority of the dancers are capable of 
dancing at least some of the Plus calls. 
In common terms, "Soft Plus" or 
"Plus" is "Level 3." The dubs that dance 
at "Level 3" (the majority) must take their 
beginners through all 3 levels before they 
can dance at the club's level, knowing all 
the time that their beginners are learning 
many calls at the first two levels that they 
Li Ltaw_l g El Li Ll 
will never (or very, very seldom) ever 
hear again, once they reach "Level 3." 
The ACA has taken the first step in 
developing a system that will alleviate 
the above problems. 
If your club dances at the Plus level, 
you could adopt the ACA system, and 
you probably wouldn't even know the 
difference. 
If your club dances at the Mainstream 
level, you could adopt the ACA system, 
and you probably wouldn't know the dif-
ference either. 
You would be adopting a system that 
does not divide, separate, and classify its 
new dancers, because it puts all of the 
calls in one pile. 
Many of the ACA members want to 
see the lesser used calls dropped. (In 
fact, many non-members share this opin-
ion.) This would shorten the required 
teaching time. Dropping these calls 
could be accomplished quickly at ACA, 
since the information does not have to 
pass through a series of different com-
mittees (as it does with the currently ac-
cepted system). So it could all be 
accomplished by one single membership 
vote. 
How can your club benefit from the 
progressive mind set at ACA? Have the 
clubs in your area adopt the ACA system. 
You'll be taking the first step in making 
your dance program more "New Dancer 
Friendly," while still providing a program 
that your existing club members will en-
joy. ✓ 
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The following article was taken from April, 1994's Footnote Magazine and was written by Phyllis & Pat Mugrage of 
Mountlake Terrace, Washington. 
This month I will attempt to tell you 
about a great idea for a square dance 
jacket that I saw on KBTC/Public Broad-
casting station. On Saturday mornings 
the program "Art of Sewing" is aired on 
this channel. (Those readers living in the 
Seattle area with Cable TV or those living 
in Tacoma - where this station originates 
- I recommend it highly. Well worth a half 
hour of your time.) 
A few weeks ago they demonstrated 
jackets made in a quilted fashion using 
leftover scraps that you have in your 
sewing room. If you are like me you 
always buy a little more fabric than you 
really need and I HATE to throw away 
large scraps. My quilting friends thought 
this was great, but since I sew so much 
they are now saying "no more," they 
have enough scraps to keep them quilt-
ing for years to come. So when I saw this 
program, I really got enthused. 
To make your jacket you need: 
1. A jacket pattern with minimum 
amount of seams, preferably no darts. (I 
used a Vogue pattern that I had pre-
viously used to make a jacket for my 
daughters but just shortened it so it was 
more waist length.) 
2. Enough Fusible fleece to meet the 
needs of your pattern. (If you prefer a 
lighter weight jacket use Wonder Under 
or Heat'n Bond.) 
ULRIC 
3. Enough cotton or poly/cotton fabric 
to line the jacket. 
4. Approximately 8 yards of ribbon, 
decorative tape, or flat fold bias tape for 
trim. Approximately 5 yards of folded 
bias for binding garment. 
Cut the fleece (or Wonder Under) to 
the pattern. Cut the lining fabric to the 
pattern. Cut your remnant pieces in 4 or 
6 inch pieces (use one size only for the 
whole jacket). 
Once you have all the pieces cut I 
recommend using your table to start put-
ting the jacket together rather than an 
ironing board as you have more room. 
Cover your table with a large bath towel, 
lay the fusible fleece (or Wonder Under) 
with the fusible side up on the towel. Now 
place the pieces on the fleece, covering 
the whole piece, being sure that the 
pieces butt together so that you have 
straight vertical and horizontal lines. 
Some pieces will hang off the edges of 
the fleece/Wonder Under, they can be 
trimmed off later. Carefully cover the 
pieces with a pressing cloth, being care-
ful not to get them misaligned. Now, us-
ing a steam iron, press by lifting and 
pressing every section. Do not run your 
iron as though you are ironing a garment 
or your pieces will become misaligned. 
40 	 American Squaredancv, June 1994 
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Once you have done all the pattern 
pieces in this manner, trim off the excess 
material. (Peel away the paper if you are 
using Wonder Under.) Place the lining 
material under the fleece/Wonder Under 
so the pattern pieces match. 
Cover the butted edge of the pieces 
with the ribbon or trim you have chosen. 
I opted to do all my horizontal lines first 
and the vertical lines next. Stitch the trim 
down with either a straight stitch, zig zag 
or decorative stitch as your time and 
imagination inspire you, stitching thru all 
pieces of fabric. (In effect, quilting the 
pieces together.) 
Once you have all the pattern pieces 
done construct the jacket in the normal  
manner, binding the raw edges with the 
folded bias tape. This really is not as 
complicated as it sounds. 
I just finished one using lace scraps 
(see picture). I was not able to use Won-
der Under so I had to sew the scrap 
pieces together. I opted for ribbon for trim 
and did all the horizontal pieces with a 
decorative strip and silver thread, all the 
vertical strips with gold thread and a dif-
ferent decorative stitch. Those that 
dance in our area are sure to see me in 
it. I opted not to use the fleece because 
I wanted a light weight summery type of 
jacket. It is a fun and unusual article of 
clothing to wear. 
Happy sewing and happy dancing. V 
"'v NIKVAN1AI 
Newest Square Dance 
MAIL ORDER CATALOG "U" 
from Shirley's 
featuring our newest pattern, 
S-5 on the cover, and 
containing square dance 
patterns from all major pattern 
companies, plus s/d apparel, 
jewelry, specials, and 2 pages 
of color for beautiful skirts 
blouses, and petticoat choices. 
For Catalog U, send $1.00 
refundable on 1st $10„;00 order. 
($3.00, foreign.) 	4,., 	ti 	es 
Its7 -14A? c 
Postage 
	
1 patt. $1.50 
2 patt. $1.50 
Booklet $.50 
1-SIZE-FITS-ALL IN EACH 
PATTERN PACKAGE 
Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe 
Route 9-D Box 423, Dept. B 
Houghsonville NY 12537 
Tele. 914-297-8504 
Club Officers: We will send 12 FREE copies of our Catalog for your class 
members, if you will send $2.00 to help defray postage costs. 




by Stan & CatAie Burdick 
MIKESIDE 
MANAGEMENT 
true* *Me &wok* lbw Gana W SIMI • CIONIF 
MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMEITART CHORE01110 SIM TIPS 
WRITE: S B C BUM PO B011678 
BAT, I 1171314 
The wide window of travel-calling opens up with Spring's warmth and 
beauty--what better time to hit the trail? 
Syracuse, New York - Some dances 
just evoke a kind of magic (kind of a mix 
of flavor and spirit) and this was one. 
Maybe it was the season. Spring was 
coming. Warm bodies. Warm hearts. 
Everyone wore Irish green. Maybe it was 
because lots of callers and cuers came 
and danced so well. (Oh, yeah?--CAB) 
Included among them were Maurice 
Warner, Mike Havill, John Miner, Jon 
Loefstedt, Keith Harter and Phil Rude, 
the cuer on deck that night. Anyway, nine 
sets filled the school hall for Eights and 
Dates. No yellow rocks that night, only 
Blarney Stones. Preston Billings gave 
me the billing; I was billeted with Charles 
Linley. Lots of "Irish" eyes were smiling. 
Rocky River (Cleveland), Ohio - It 
felt a lot like "coming home" when I flew 
back to the "Rock 'n Roll City" to call for 
the umpteenth time at Square Pairs (for-
merly of North Olmsted, now Rocky 
River). Their present hall features a par-
quet floor at the City Hall building. An-
other St. Pat's dance. Choice of green 
Jello, black or white pudding, cookies 
and drinks--that's a novel switch. Caller 
Ewey Stamper was there. Delores and 
Bud Miller rounded out the evening. 
Tallmadge (Akron), Ohio - Green 
was still the predominant color at the 
ten-square Western Whirlers dance. I got 
off to a bad start trying to find the Meth-
odist Church hall, but the crowd was "on" 
and we had a ball. Another unusual mini-
meal was served: oven-warmed ham 'n 
cheese sandwiches for all, while Jay 
Kaser went through the Phases and I 
went through the Pluses. Caller Bob 
Masters was there. Chuck and Jean 
Hunter are prexies. 
Jackson, Ohio - To complete the 
Ohio round of dates, I drove my little 
Sunbird rental car down to southwest 
Ohio, where Wagon Wheelers hold forth 
in that lovely 40-set hall built by and for 
square dancers. Choice crowd, but lively. 
Lavish refreshments, featuring pizza. Al 
Hale spun some lines and CWs. Three 
callers came: Ed Clark, Lee Cates 
(Auburn grad '91) and Jim Vititoe. Mark 
Wood booked me into the Holly Hill Motel 
in the shadow of Jackson's water tower. 
Dayton, Ohio - My hosts were Wayne 
and Emily Forsyth for the Twin Base 
Squares who meet at a Senior Center in 
Fairborn. Wayne picked me up at the 
Dayton airport and even loaned me a tie 
for the dance, which I had forgotten to 
pack. Nice crowd, thanks to four banner-
raiding clubs, the largest of which was 
Double H, who provided several peach-
hued sets. Vitality was visible, vittles 
were vast. Dorothy and John Roasa cov-
ered rounds. Babe Parkes, prexy, was 
emcee. Callers John Chevalier (thanks 
for the date switch. John) and Jim 
Winkler (early Tenn. grad) were there. 
Donald Renner videotaped the dance. 
Middleburg Heights (Cleveland), 
Ohio - It's always a ball to call for the 
Solos in that suburban YW. My host was 
Pete Lobos, whose partner is Thelma 
Malkus. Pete treated me to a fish and 
perogi dinner at the American Legion. 
(Perogi? May be a hot potato with an 
accent.) Wall to wall crowd--some of 
those shufflin' Solos had also attended 
my recent dances in Rocky River and 
Tallmadge. Glorious goodies at mid- 
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John Kaltenthaler Irene Womack Jim Mayo 
dance. Bill Hart cued rounds. Ed Siegel 
is prexy-emcee. Caller Bill Reese was 
there. Wow! In my book Solos aren't 
so-so; they're SO-HI in Ohio's fun-dance 
tradition! 
Un adilla, New York - Tucked neatly 
into the hills and dales of south central 
New York lies little Unadilla, where Don 
Pickering booked me for the Covered 
Bridge Special in his quaint little hall. 
Nice hardwood floor, neat eats, good 
coffee, choice crowd, warm iron stoves, 
rural setting and old cracker-barrel hos-
pita lity. 
Clinton, New York - I didn't call here, 
but I stopped briefly at the Central New 
York 32nd Annual Festival at the request 
of Association co-chairmen Warren and 
Carol Babcock and caller Keith Davis. 
Callers at the event were Cliff Brodeur, 
Larry Dunn, Dave Hass, Tom Miller and 
Bob Stem. Cuers were the Saintleys, the 
Slomenskis and Dolly Seymour. Spirits 
were dampened a bit when dancers 
heard of the tragic auto accident of pub-
licity chairmen Rob and Doreen Bahohr,  
and Bob and Shirley King, resulting in the 
deaths of both men. 
Vancouver, British Columbia -
Cathie and I flew to the 21st Annual 
CALLERLAB Convention held at the 
Hyatt, for the first time in Canada. (An-
other international organization, LEG-
ACY, met for the first time in Canada a 
year ago.) The theme of the event was 
"Reach Out and Teach Someone," and 
566 callers and partners attended. There 
was more general dancing than ever this 
year a CDP party, a contra party and an 
MS dance called by the overseas callers. 
A couple of dozen skill improvement pan-
els and lectures were featured, including 
everything from workshopping to after-
parties. On a personal note, Board ses-
sions kept me quick-stepping; my panel 
was on "People Skills in Teaching;" 
Cathie and I received an award for The 
Link publication and other Liaison Com-
mittee work. Other highlights of the four-
day event: 
LATEST RELEASES 
MGR 2411 PUSHED IN A CORNER by Fred 
MGR 2410 GONNA HAVE A BALL by Jim 
MGR 2409 RIGHT OR WRONG by John 
MGM 2408 WINTER WONDERLAND by Brian 
MGM 2407 ROCKET (Hoedown) by Brian 
L 
Al Stevens Don Ward CMGR 301 SPRING FEVER (contra) by Don 
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The Milestone Awards went to Martin 
Mallard and Bob Ruff. (Babs Ruff received 
it; Bob knew he was to receive it before his 
recent death.) 
• The Chairman's Award went to Gail 
Seastrom. ('What a classy thing to do," 
Tony Oxendine said as he took over the 
reins of CALLERLAB from retiring chair-
man Mike Seastrom.) 
• Small World Awards went to visiting 
overseas callers from Germany, Japan, 
Sweden and Switzerland. 
• 25 Quarter Century Awards were pre-
sented to that many callers in atten-
dance who have called for 25 years. A 
Half Century Award went to Dean Ed-
wards of Colorado Springs. 
• Awards of Excellence for service on the 
Board of Governors were given to Bill 
Davis, Wade Driver and Jon Jones. 
• Several Appreciation Awards were pre-
sented for outstanding committee work. 
The dates for the 1995 convention are 
April 10-12 at the Westin William Penn in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Fort Wayne, Indiana - Since I had a 
mid-week date to record another disc for 
Rawhide, I flew to Kalamazoo and drove a 
red National Sunbird south to Fort Wayne 
where friends Dave (Auburn grad '94, 
Tenn. grad '94) and Nancy Gipson had set 
up a special dance for me with the Pistols 
and Petticoats in Wallen Pines Hall. Seven 
or eight sets attended. Dave and I did a duo 
deal, with 'lines" by Nancy G. and Carolyn 
McCoy and rounds by Pat Bryant. Caller 
Rich McCoy was there. Next day, about 
noon, Dave and I met caller Larry Cole (All 
of us are Rawhide/Buckskin callers) to 
make our separate recordings in a small 
studio with an excellent sound engineer 
named Charlie. (He's also a clown, a ma-
gician, a juggler.) With technician Charlie, 
advisor Larry, and "Attaboy Dave" taking 
an active part in the production, it came off 
rather well. Fun, too. I'll hope it sells. 
That night I had dinner with Bev and Don 
Taylor in Auburn, planning for our caller 
school to be held there in this month of 
June. 
With that I must leave you Back Home in 
Indiana and Head for the Hills of upstate 
New York. 	✓ 
zz-nrayisi 
Here at last! 
You can now get the full set of 12 
CW Audio tapes by 
Dee Dee Dougherty 
1. Slappin' Leather 
2. Acky Breaks 
3. Boot Scootin' 
4. Ski Bumpus 
5. The Scoot 
6. Tush Push 
7. Honks' Tonk Stomp 
8. South Side Shuffle 
9. Cowboy Boogie 
10. Hooked on Country 
11. Cowboy Cha Cha 
12. Four Corners 
DC CW Productions 
Suite 168 
11220 W. Florissant Ave. 	
$5.00 each 
Florissant, MO 63033 
(800) 333-7349 Visa/MC/Discover 
17777Miliir 	 177771777 
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CHINOOK RECORDS:  
CK-118 ONE MORE TOWN by John 
CK-116 THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU by Daryl 
CK-117 THINK OF ME by Jerry 
CK-115 TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE by Guest, VVade Driver 
CK-114 SUNSHINE by Dave 
CK-113 COOL DRINK OF WATER by John 
CK-112 A BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME by Daryl 
CK-111 DON'T WAKE ME UP by Jerry 
CHINOOK HOEDOWN. 
CK-513 DILEMMA/POKEY JO 
CK-512 WHITE LINE / SHORT LINE 
ROUNDS ON CHINOOK: 
CK-1102 MY CUP RUNNETH OVER by Ray 8, Virginia 
CK-1103 HUSBANDS & WIVES! ANITA 






HD-128 TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING by Doug 
40 Egby, 
r-, 	 HD-127 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU by Bob 
Fl%‘  
PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
Direct record orders and dealer inquires to: 












Ray 8. Virginia 
VValz 
Join Daryl & Yvonne Clendenin 
for a fantastic 17 day trip to 
Australia 
Climb Ayres Rock, Pet a Koala, Chase a Kangaroo, Square Dance too. 
September 8 - 24, 1994 
Write for a free color brochure: 
Clendenin Ent. 400 N. Plaza Dr. #542 
Apache Junction, AZ 85220 
(optional New Zealand Tour avaliable) 




IN THE NEWS 
BENEFIT HOEDOWN  
On February 26, 1994 a "Benefit Dance" was held for the family of 
Tom Ford, whom we lost in a tragedy 
during the end of December, 1993. There 
were over 40 squares in attendance 
(along with many Country-Western 
dancers that do not square dance). This 
Hoedown featured Round Dancing, 
Country-Western, and Square Dancing. 
Everyone enjoyed the donated effort of 
each "Stage Performer' for the dancing 
activities; and also enjoyed the donated 
refreshments. 100% of the proceeds 
from this dance were provided (along 
with our very best wishes) to Nancy and 
the family. 
TOGETHERNESS IS THE WORD 
Sandy and LaMar Newman found out that togetherness was the name of 
their game when they met some fifty 
HAS YOUR TWIN OUT d C.;SS 
BEEN A LittLE COOL LATELY 
Just maybe it has to do with what you are offering. 
Why not go with the newest craze and offer 
COMBINED SQUARE AND COUNTRY WESTERN 
DANCE LESSONS 
Now available (introduced at the '94 Callerlab) 
a book on how to teach a combined Square and Country 
Western Dance Lessons. 
Includes lessons plans and definitions of Square Dance and 
CW movements, steps, line dances, listing of music for CW, 
choreography for half way dances and music discussions 
$25.00 
Order from J & J Sq Dnc Co. 
12610 Lusher Rd. 
Florissant. MO 63033-5127 
314-653-1441 
Visa/MC/Discover Cards Welcome 
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three years ago. One of the best togeth-
e rn ess 'Things" became square dancing. 
"It's a way to have some good, clean 
fun ," says Sandy. Learning to square 
dance was not the end of it. They also 
learned to call the dances and still par-
ticipate to this day. Their light hearted 
attitude is addressed in LaMar's state-
me nt, "We like to have fun. I try to talk to 
people and get them laughing. I feel like 
if I don't get people laughing and having 
fun when I'm calling, then I'm not doing 
my job." 
Her past experience with Country 
Western bands, makes Sandy the sing-
ing caller of the twosome. She endorses 
LaMar's theory about making sure peo-
ple have fun square dancing. Surely, the 
fact they have spent some 36 years in the 
business tells us of their sincerity and joy 
of serving the activity. 
The PAPER, April 1994 - Elkhart, IN 
GLEN RICKARD 
Glenn Rickard passed away on March 16, 1994. He was a dedi-
cated, avid reader of ASD and often but-
ton -holed our friends to share his 
e njoyment as he read from its columns. 
Glenn taught square dancing on our 
island for years. For several winters we  
went to Mesa, Arizona and danced to 
some of the finest callers. We had mar-
velous times. 
Glenn donated his records and copies 
of ASD to caller Bob Erny of Sequin/Port 
Angeles who offered to pass them on to 
new callers. 
Submitted by Jo Rickard. 
(The ASD staff offer their deepest sym-
pathy to Jo and the family.) 
THE BAUSCHES 
In the April issue of ASD we did a feature on Harold and Lill Bausch in 
Caller Outline. We had a lovely picture, 
but forgot to include it with the article. 
Pictured below is Harold and Lill Bausch. 
SETS IN ORDER BOOKS AND OTHER SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTS OFFERED BY 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER 
P.O. BOX 8069 
LOWELL, MA 01853 
Basic Round Dancing. 
Diplomas - Sq. Dance 
Rd. Dance, Arch Angel, 
Appreciation Awards. 
Needle notes, Square 
Dancing, The Other Stuff 
Five Year Calendars. 
Handboks for 
Basic-Mainstream, 
Plus, & Indoctrinatin. 
Line Dance Books, 
Line Dance Glossary. 
Sq. Dancers On Slate. 
Books, A-1-A-2,C-1, 
C-2, C-3A. Videos, Basic, 
Mainstream, Plus, A-1. 
A-2. Caller Text 
Caller Teacher Manual. 
Call - 1-800-666-6733 FOR PRODUCT PRICES AND INFORMATION 








FROM WHERE I SIT 
I
have been digesting articles received 
from numerous sources the past couple 
of months and would like to reflect upon 
some of the articles I've read. 
CALLERLAB has identified/acknow-
ledged several programs, Community 
Dance Program, Basic Program, Main-
stream Program, Plus Program, Ad-
vanced One and Two, Challenge 
Programs, all for our use. To a mechanic, 
his toolbox contains the tools for his trade 
- to a Square Dance Caller, the programs 
are our 'tools." If the mechanic needs a 
3/4 open end wrench he goes to the 





- don't throw out the tools - educate the 
mechanic. 
The way we operate in Germany is 
this. Both the Dancers Association and 
the Callers Association have endorsed 
the Callerlab Mainstream program as our 
entry level, although both organizations 
recognize all of the programs that Caller-
lab has endorsed. This was a throwback 
on the days when the "American" callers 
controlled the activity (both dancers and 
callers associations were sheltered un-
der the U.S. Military "umbrella"..this re-
mained so until around the late 70's, 
early 80's). 
The vast majority of "special" dances 





Catalog Available $1.00 Ea. 
CALL US ---.•\ 
TOLL FREE! 
1 -800-4 76-200,8i 
VISA 
Erizezi 
I. A.. Al 
MARILYN 
ADAMS 
2012 Warren Ct.  




This gorgeous dress is great 
on any size. Circular skirt 
with bottom double ruffle, 
square neckline and puff 
sleeves. Tie included. 
Fabric: Broadcloth. 
Please send with order size. color, your 
name. address, and telephone number. 
For charge purchases, send charge card 
number, name printed on card and expi-
ration dale. For freight, please add 57.00. 
S C. customers. add 5% sales tax 
Sizes: 	6-20 
Colors: Periwinkle, 
Red, Light Pink. 







5pcki'L 	, 51.95 plus shipping 
MITZI — 8" 
BLACK WHITE 
OTHER DANCE BOOTS AND 
COLORSFREE  ALSO AVAILABLE cALL To LL  
1-800-722-8040 USA 
1-800-544-7824 CANADA 










dancer, with recognition to "students" (by 
identifying a particular call from the Cal-
lerlab program(s) as the highest call to be 
used at this event), "Plus" dancers, and 
on occasion, "A-1" as well. The average 
Saturday "special" dance will have a 
block of time for each level catered to. A 
perfect scenario exists in most cities in 
Germany. We would have 5-6 Main-
stream Clubs "feeding" each "Plus" dub, 
with 2-3 "Plus" dubs feeding each "A-1" 
club (yes, we have broken the Advanced 
program into its separate entities as Cal-
lerlab has identified). 
The programs work, IF YOU WORK 
THE PROGRAMS! One of the educa-
tional matters that I personally cover in 
each beginner's class is the fact that 
once the dancers leave class, the scene 
will change. This to me is one of the most 
important steps in a dancers life--making 
the transition from student to club mem-
ber. One of the phrases commonly heard 
is the reference to "fun." Have you ever 
wondered why in "lessons, everything 
was more FUN?" To a student, EVERY-
THING is brand new. I tell my students  
this point, and also point out that up until 
"graduation" students have been learn-
ing the "mechanics" of "execution" -
learning how to get from point A to point 
B - after "graduation," we concentrate 
more on creating the "dance" sensation, 
with more emphasis placed on "dancing" 
from point A to point B. This philosophy 
has been passed on to all students that 
attend my Callers Colleges as well. 
I mentioned working the programs, by 
this I mean that most of us in Europe 
strive to use each call associated with the 
program that we are calling, each time we 
call. This is the norm, for most of us have 
been "brought up" to believe that we owe 
it to our students (and our "club mem-
bers") to use each call on the list as often 
as possible, for we know that all the 
callers here think the same way and we 
would not want to embarrass our dancers 
by having them attend a dance where 
they will become exposed to any move-
ment they have not seen at "home" first -
the degree to which we "explore" EACH 
call is the difference between each caller. 
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One last comment on "Frequency 
Counts" - thank you Wayne MacDonald 
for saying what I have been thinking for 
years. Every time I have called at a Na-
tional or at a State Convention, I have 
found that I have to shift gears and call a 
different program than what I was used 
to calling at home. I think that the big 
dances are not the place to get a feeling 
for what is being called, since it doesn't 
represent the majority. I also know from 
experience that if I wish my dancers to 
get into a zero box, I call Square Thru -
or an equivalent - therefore the calls that 
are mostly used to get us into, or out of, 
a pre-generated FASR will be counted 
more than the calls that "stand alone" 
rendering the system unfair. Quite a few 
of the German callers use frequency 
counts to ascertain how they are calling 
- too many do-sa-do's and not enough 
spin-chain-thru's, so next week we con-
centrate on (and saturate the market)  
with spin chain thru's. Again, I hate to 
sound like a broken record, frequency 
counts conducted in North America are 
not indicative of what is being danced 
WORLDWIDE, although those of us who 
reside and call outside of North America 
must contend with what the "average" 
North American dancer is dancing - this 
is a very touchy subject here at the pre-
sent time, this is one of the reasons I 
have run for and have luckily been 
elected to the Board of Governors. 
I have been a proud, and thankful 
member of CALLERLAB and will con-
tinue to support them and abide by what 
the organization recommends because I 
believe in the democratic policy. I have 
my personal preferences regarding the 
programs, however I believe in support-
ing the wishes of the MAJORITY and feel 
that more harm is being done when we 





Nov. 24-27, 1994 
At the beautiful YORKTOWNE HOTEL, York, PA 
Thursday evening through Sunday lunch 
Complete package only: hotel accomodations and all meals, 
Optional Gourmet Thanksgiving Dinner available. 
CONTRAS PRIMARILY, but also: SQUARES, QUADRILLES, 
LANCERS, OLD TIME BALLROOM, ROUND DANCE, 
FOLK DANCE, ENGLISH/SCOTTISH/IRISH COUNTRY DANCE 
DON & MARIE ARMSTRONG, Canon City, CO 
DICK & SUE LEGER, Bristol, RI 
BILL & BARBARA JOHNSTON, Skippack, PA 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1:23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (2,4-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - RAD 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - IUD No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III CIa Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III.Jlango/Jive6 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV put/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 





$39.95 LA.  
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). 
AMERICAN CURRENCY 
out side. ettiliejjelE5Nat 	Canada)nr  
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 1037 
SISTERS, OR 97759 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-8139-irr-1'nNGE 
PLIVIELMATI! VT:LIVERY  
VHS ONLY 
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Or, If It Ain't Broke, Don't Fix It! 
By Matthias Knabner, SQ Caller, 
Coburg, Baravia, Germany 
In recent months there has been much discussion whether or not to re-organ-
ize our current dance programs to help 
square dancing continue to grow by at-
tracting more non-dancers. People have 
been talking about major changes in the 
structure of our present dance programs, 
for example combining Mainstream and 
Plus into a new and single level called 
"Square Dance" with (or without) a 
smaller number of calls on this new list. 
It sounds ironic, but as a matter of fact I 
was using this idea as an April Fool's joke 
last year, not knowing it might become 
serious so soon. Isn't it funny how things 
develop? 
Several people have been referring to 
frequency-counts of calls, taken at the 
last National Convention in St. Louis, as 
a clue for finding out calls to be dropped 
from current lists. But first, let's take a 
look at those frequency-counts. The idea 
of charting the number of calls being 
used sounds good. By this means we 
can find out which calls lack usage and 
which calls are being overused. Festivals 
are, however, just a small part of the 
square dance scene. It is at the club 
dance where we spend most of our time 
dancing and therefore the club dances 
should be the place where calls should 
be counted. Let's face it, it's a thrill being 
on stage at bigger dances and, of course, 
every caller wants to do his/her best to 
let the dancers enjoy his calling. Would 
a caller use any choreo requiring teach-
ing or choreo requiring deeper knowl-
edge of definitions when he is calling at 
a festival? I doubt it! Considering the 
broad spectrum of dancers (some expe-
rienced, some less experienced) callers 
would choose smooth flowing choreo  
with a minimal chance of squares break-
ing down, in order to make themselves 
and the dancers look good. It is at our 
club, where we can open our bag of 
tricks, where we can teach or build up the 
material step by step, tip by tip, thus 
entertaining our dancers, by offering 
some "spice" we would omit at other 
places. 
If we were to discuss adjusting our lists 
based on frequency counts of calls used 
on recently released singing-call-re-
cords, everyone would agree that square 
dancing would become boring very 
quickly. Does this sound ridiculous to 
you? Well, the record producers also 
want to entertain every dancer using the 
called side of the record, so it is the same 
decision as is made with the festivals. I 
believe frequency counts help us to find 
things we overdo or omit, but they give 
no thorough information about what's go-
ing on in square dancing all over the 
country or even all over the world. 
Personally, I don't think we need other 
levels with other calls. I believe our pro-
grams work just fine the way they are, 
otherwise how could we have gotten this 
far? If, however, there is a real need to 
shorten the Mainstream list, I would like 
to tell you of an idea I read in Al Steven's 
note service "Notes For European Call-
ers." He pointed out that there are some 
calls on the list which are similar to a 
certain degree, but one is more versatile 
than the other. For example: You can 
replace every Star Thru with a Slide  
Through, but not vice versa; the Slide 
Through is the more versatile one. Other 
calls that are similar to a certain extent 
are California Twirl Partner Trade,  Single 
Hinge Touch a Quarter,  Dive Thru Pass 
To The Center. In my opinion, shortening 
the list in these areas would give us much 
potential which we can use in other ar-
eas. Calls that are easily overlooked by 
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Red, white, blue 
with 8 head appliqued 
$111 00 
#840 
Cute print In 
Royal and white $t 02 00 
#829 
Black and Yellow with 
sunnower print $99.00 
Southwest print 
black hinge on persimmon 
broadcloth $109.00 
MEMORY LAM 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
Sylvia Nelson 
3813 ROCKY FORD AVE 
MANHATTAN KS 66502 
We travel to "Specials" 
PHONE ORDERS: 1-800-533-4449 
PLEASE HAVE CREDIT CARD NUMBER 
READY VISA, DISCOVER, MC, 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Kansas Res add 4.5% tax 
Shipping Charges $4.50 
SIZE 
ADDRESS 
STATE 	 ZIP 
callers, like Fan The Top or Dixie Style to 
a Wave would gain additional interest. 
VVe could even think about adding other 
calls to the list that work well at higher 
levels, but are also suitable for Main-
stream (Single Circle to a Wave is one of 
my favorites). 
But perhaps we should pay a little bit 
more attention to some things I believe 
are really causing trouble. I was fortunate 
to be able to attend Callerlab's '92 Con-
vention in Virginia Beach, VA, and before 
the convention I had some calling dates 
in the Midwestern U.S. I was able to talk 
with many callers and dancers about 
square dancing in their area, and about 
their very own situation. When talking to 
some U.S callers, I noticed that they were 
teaching Mainstream September 
through March or April with an additional 
"summerworkshop"to teach the dancers 
the Plus list (or at least a part of it). This 
certainly brings a lot of uncomfortable  
learning stress to the students and does 
not give them enough time to understand 
the moves thoroughly. 
In the European square dance com-
munity it is somewhat different than in the 
U.S. Just a brief example; Beginner 
classes in Germany normally start in 
September and the students are gradu-
ated at the Mainstream level sometime in 
June or July. Lessons are normally 1 & 
1/2 to 2 hours perweek, at least equalling 
the 45 sessions of 1 & 1/2 hours sug-
gested by Callerlab. Our classes are 
probably not as big as U.S. classes, but 
one or two squares is normal. We have 
a Mainstream level that works perfectly; 
our Mainstream dancers have dances to 
go to, and clubs to visit with reasonable 
distance. All are dancing the same level 
- Mainstream. When some dancers wish 
to learn the moves of a higher level, they 
can find clubs or callers hosting high level 
classes (in Germany high level means 
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Plus and above). But even high level 
(Plus) dancers belong to a Mainstream 
club where they attend the club-dances 
every week. Now I am reading in Ameri-
can Square Dance Magazine that Caller-
lab is to blame for the decline of square 
dancing and that a new callers associa-
tion has all the solutions with a "one and 
only" list called "Square Dance" that will 
solve all the problems. Well, I fear that a 
list which is approximately the same size 
as Mainstream and Plus together (96 
figure families) would be impossible to 
teach properly in a one year season. Our 
current system was developed step by 
step by thousands of callers and dancers 
in the years after the Second World War 
(Sets In Order-program) and was revised 
and internationally standardized by Cal-
lerlab's MEMBERS. It has worked so 
well for the past decades that we now 
have clubs everywhere in the U.S. and 
almost everywhere in the civilized world 
(even in Bavaria). 
Now we have a small group of callers, 
who are dissatisfied with square dancing 
in their area and they are trying to change 
it. They were members of Callerlab and 
tried to change Callerlab's policy, but 
their ideas failed, because they couldn't 
convince the other members. Now they 
have founded their own association and 
have said "to heck with world-wide 
standardization, to heck with guests that 
don't know my list - my list works better  
for me, so I use it with my clubs." In my 
opinion this is a poor attitude to say the 
least; a return to the early days where 
every area or even every club and caller 
had their own lists. 
We callers have a forum where we can 
discuss our thoughts and ideas - Caller-
lab and its committees. When our idea 
fails to convince the others, we should 
either give it some second thought, re-
vise and improve it, or simply forget it. It 
is my understanding that in a democracy, 
one should fight for their ideas in an 
already existing forum, rather than 
founding a counter forum. What we have 
accomplished throughout the past dec-
ades is too precious to jeopardize, just 
because of someone's ego. 
If there is one thing I have learned 
during the last several years, it is when 
one does his homework (i.e. designing 
flowing choreo with "the LITTLE twist" for 
both club and class) the response of the 
dancers is tremendous and there is no 
need for a different/new level. But do we 
really work as much as we could and 
should? I doubt it! I remember someone 
quoting Ed Gilmore; "When the dancers 
get bored with Mainstream, the caller is 
doing something wrong." When we are 
able to ENTERTAIN and thrill our danc-
ers, (showmanship/singing-prefor-
mance/choreo) the dancers won't drop 
out. "If it ain't broke, don't fix it!" 
"Oregon 'n' More in '94!" 
You'll have the time of your life 
ICIRICWOOD LODGE 
A First Class Square Dance Resort 
on the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks 
Sipea,re Z)amee •Vazatieut 	,€.4c..1.4/ 
FOR INFORMATION WRITE: 
KIRKWOOD LODGE 
P.O. BOX 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065 
Featuring 
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Things have been pretty hectic here at ASD this month. We're getting ready to 
I attend the 43rd National S/D Convention in June so we're having to put out two 
issue back to back. By the time we're done for the day, I'm too tired to bother with 
dinner. 
When I have busy days like we've been having, I like to use baking bags for my 
meals. You can buy these bags with or without seasonings. They make them for pork 
chops, chicken, roasts, turkeys, etc. If you buy them with the seasonings, they tend to 
be a bit more expensive so I prefer to buy the bags that come in a box. They come in 
two sizes, regular and turkey (you can pick them up in the foil/wax paper section of 
your supermarket). You can use any type of seasoning you wish on your meat, sprinkle 
the inside of the bag with a Tablespoon of flour and put your meat inside, twist it closed 
and shove it in the oven. That's it. The meat always comes out fork tender. 
You can cook potatoes, rice or vegies inside the bag along with the meat. Below 
are directions for cooking up a couple of Cornish Hens. For more ideas you can refer 
to the recipes that are included with the box of bags. Let me know what you think. 
CORNISH HENS IN A BAG 
1 	Regular size baking bag 
2 Cornish hens (if you want to cook up 4 or 6, use the 
turkey sized bags) 
1/2 	Lemon, quartered 
Season to taste (I use lemon pepper, salt and rub 
with olive oil) 
1 	Tablespoon flour 
Heat oven to 350 degrees. (Never put bags in oven hotter than 350 degrees.) Open 
bag onto a roasting pan. Sprinkle with flour. Rub hens with oil and seasonings, insert 
lemon into each cavity (remove after cooking). Place hens in bag and twist tie closed. 
Poke holes into top of bag so steam can be released during cooking. Bake for one to 
one and a half hours (depending on size of hens) or until lightly browned. Serve with 
wild rice and a veggie. V 






1994 WEEKEND (TWO-DAY) PACKAGE 
WEEKENDS MARKED 
WITH A 0 
HAVE SPECIAL PRICING. 
CALL FOR PRICES. 
ALL WEEKENDS ARE PLUS 
LEVEL UNLESS OTHERWISE 
INDICATED. 
MAY 13 - 15 
ROUND DANCE 
WEEKEND 




& Dave Mouton (IN) 
MAY 20 - 22 
Buck Hastedt (SC) 
Rds TBA 
MAY 27 - 29 
Ron Meisl (PA) 
Tom Rudebock (OH) 
Rds. Ron & 
Pat Meisl (PA) 
0 
JUNE 3 - 5 
CHAPARRAL REC. 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Scon Smith (UT) 
Rds: Rose & 
Glenn Warner (K Y) 
JUNE 10 - 12 
BIG & LITTLE 
ENIS 
Wes Dyer (KY) 
Kenny Jarvis (KY) 
Line Dance 
Instructor. 
C I) Glock (KY) 
JUNE 17 - 19 
Ed Busbee (VA) 
Greg Jones (VA) 
Rds. Judy & 
Ed Jaworski (VA) 
JUNE 24 - 26 
Mel Estes (AL) 
Bill McVey (GA) 
JULY I - 3 
Nick Hartley (IN) 
Torn Davis (IN) 
Rds. TBA 
JULY 8-10 









JULY 15 - 17 
Bill Everhart (IN) 
Dave Craw (IN) 
Rds- Judy 
Everhart-Mouton 
& Dave Mouton (IN) 
JULY 22 - 24 
CA.K)D OL' BOYS 
Sam Dunn (OH) 
Mike King (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman 
(OH) 
Rds Phyllis & 
Bob Hathaway (OH) 





AUGUST 5 - 7 
Harry Koppenhaver 
(OH) 
Bill Claywel I (KY) 
Rds Chuck & 
Margie Thompson 
(OH) 
AUG. 12 - 14 
ROYAL RECORDS 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Rds. Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
0 




AUGUST 26 - 28 
Gene Record (KY) 
Mike Alexander (OH) 
Rds: John & 
lean Silvers (OH) 
SEPT. 2 - 4 
Wayne McDonald 
(TN) 
!Ws Dee Smith (TN) 
SEPT. 9 - 11 
Stan Russell (SC) 
Sam Lowe (SC) 
Rds• Larry Monday 
& Gladys Gunter 
(NC) 
SEPT. 16 - 18 
Rick Burnette (AL) 
John P Bresnan (AL) 
Virgil Troxell (IN) 
Rds Tony & 
Milli Place (IN) 
SEPT. 23 - 25 
Cohn Dyer (AL) 
Phyllis Gable (MS) 
C/W & Line 
Dancing by Phyllis 
SEPT. 30 - OCT. 2 
Jim Durham (VA) 
Dick Kurtz (VA) 
Rds Tim Eum (VA) 
OCT. 7 - 9 
SARDIS STARS 
S/D CLUB 
Gene Baker (N( '1 
Line Dancing by 
Gene & Betty Hal., 
OCT. 14 - 16 
Harold Kelley (GA) 
John Swindle (GA) 
Rds Hal & Sadie 
Roden (GA) 
.-- 
0 	OCT 21.23 
PLUS & ADVANCED 
Separate Halla 
Steve Koprnan (TN) 
Phil Kozlowski (114) 
Rds: Glen & Roaaleo Kelly (KY) 
OCT. 28 - 30 
George Lavender 
(AL) 
Lary Sandefur (GA) 
Rds John & Martha 
Pritchett (GA) 
Luxuro Aces uncKlations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments Hot Tub • Heated Swimming Pool 
Miniature Golf • Tennis • Ping Pong • Volleyball • Horseshoes • I lorseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN FRIDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS SUNDAY AFTER BREAKFAST .  
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ...a 
1, ql  per person plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
$ 1 J	based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
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1994 FIVE-DAY PACKAGE 
MAY 22 - 27 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
John Metcalf (MO) 
Wayne Moment (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
C/W & Line Dancing 
MAY 30 - JUNE 3 
QCHAPPARRAL 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Scott Smith (UT) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
JUNE 5 - I0 
I BA 
JUNE 12 - 17 
EMPHASIS ON 
ROUNDS 
The Adcocks (VA) 
The VVhetsells (SC) 
The Guenthers (KY) 
i 
JUNE 18.24 
Dennis Humpherys (FL) 
Harry Taylor (FL) 
Mike Doughty (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Larry & 
Aleta Dunn (GA) 
JUNE 26 - JULY 1 
Laity Letson (TX) 
King Caldwell (LA) 
James Martin (TX) 
Kevin Van Vliet (CAN) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Clyde Kirk (TX) 
JULY 3 - 8 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Elmer Sheffield (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Grant & Barbara 
Pinkston (TN) 
JULY 10-15 




Dale McRoberts (IL) 
Rds: Tom & 
Itosaleo Clark (IL) 
JULY 17 - 22 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Jim Randall (CA) 
( iary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Russ & 
Wilma Collier (IN) 
JULY 24 -29 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds Dick & Pat 
Winter (OH) 
July 31 • Aug. 5 
Jim Park (Ml) 
Harold Rowden (MO) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Frankie & 
Johnnie Wynn (MI) 
N IIIIST 7 - 12 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds• Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
AUGUST 14 - 19 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Lesson (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
AUGUST 21 - 26 
Wade Driver (AZ) 
Tim Marriner (VA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Eric 
Jaworski (VA) 
AUGUST 28 - SEPT. 2 
A-1 I A-2 with 
Special C- I Sessions 
Two Halls 
Bill Harrison (MD) 
Kevin Van Vliet (CN) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
SEPTEMBER 4 - 9 
ADVANCED & PLUS 
Dale McClary (FL) 
Skip Smith (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jeannette & 
Leo Chauvin (FL) 
SEPTEMBER 11 - 16 
Larry Prior (FL) 
"Decko' Deck (VA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds, Contras, Lines 
- Prior & Deck 
SEPTEMBER 18 - 23 
PLUS AND MORE 
Johnnie Wykoff (TX) 
Jerry I felt (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Lines & Contras 
Hell & Wykoff 
SEPTEMBER 25 - 30 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Marilyn & 
Cliff Hicks (MI) 
OCTOBER 2 - 7 
Ken Rower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds Chuck & Voncille 
Murphy (MS) 
, OCTOBER 9 - 14 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
Woody Ussery (AR) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jerry & Barbara 
Pierce (AL) 
OCTOBER 16 - 21 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds Jim & Priscilla 
Adcock (VA) 
OCTOBER 23 - 28 
TBA 
0 Indicates special pnced package ('all for pnces All Sessions are Plus Level wk. Otherwise hicticaled 
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • Hot Tub • Heated Swimming 
Pool • Miniature Golf* Tennis *Ping Pong • Volleyball Horseshoes • I lorsehack Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS wan ('lIECK-IN SUNDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AM) ENDS FRIDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
person lus Teessee 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ... $340 basd on dopuble occunnpancySales Tax  
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 






Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 50 Marlborough NH 03455-0060 
USA & Canada. 1-806-445-7398 Fax 1-603876-4001 
Foreign 1-803-876-3636 
Real Good Feel Good Song. Jim Brown 	RWH 150 
Happy In Big Mamu, Al Horn 	 PR 1142 
Easy Come. Easy Go, Pat Barbour 	 ER 1001 
Mornin Dew, (patter, flip call), Guy Adams 	O 902 
Play A Song For Me Applejack, Troy Ray DR 64 
Save Me. Erika Johansson 	 11115163 
Train On The River (patter) PR2012 
Up & Down The Road (patter) 	 PR2012 
Trail Of The Lonesome Pine, Mac McCullar 	BM 145 
Your Cheatin' Heart. Wayne McDonald 	HH 5184 
Hello Hello (was Sunny Hills 5001), 
Mac McCullar 	 BM 149 
How Come You Do Me Like You Do. 
Jerry Biggerstaff 	 BR 276 
Shoulda' Been A CoMxiy, Mike Sikorsky 	ER 1002 
Hey Good Looking, Dale McClary 	. RVVH 801 
Someday Soon, Red Bates 	 SSR 171 
Strolling Banjo/Hands Down, (patter) 	. C 120 
	
Rock My World, Jerry Story   RYL 124 
I Take A Lot Of Pncie Wade Driver 	 CK 115 
Everybody's Somebody's Fool, Jerry Story . RYL 221 
Indian Outlaw, Berry Vestal   HIT 001 




by Ken Larson 
Woodridge, IL 
What ever happened to compro-mise, negotiation, willingness to 
be flexible and just plain old common 
sense? It would appear none of the 
above can be found very often within the 
community of dancers or callers. 
There has been a spate of opinions 
about the current state of square dancing 
both in print and orally at all levels. It 
would seem the only apparent common 
denominator is "Yes, we have a prob-
lem." The "problem" as often agreed 
upon includes: 
• Dancers are growing older. 
• Attendance at clubs is down and 
dropping. 
• Clubs are getting smaller. 
• More clubs are folding than ever 
before. 
• More clubs are in a precarious po-
sition. 
• Lesson attendance is smaller than 
ever. 
• Lessons are too long. 
• There are too many calls to teach in 
a 30 week lesson time period. 
• Fun is disappearing from dances. 
• Too many dropouts from the danc-
ers who finish lessons. 
This list is not meant to be all inclusive. 
However, the basic conclusion one can 
draw is quite simple. We need to attract 
and "keep" a new generation of square 
dancers. It's apparent what was done 
before is what is being done now and it 
isn't working. Therefore, if it's broken, it 
needs to be fixed. 
The problem simply stated is that not 
enough people are willing to try anything 
new or different. Each proposed idea 
seems to meet all kinds of opposition 
from others. Too many are willing to give 
lip service to an idea but then don't give 
it the support it needs to work. 
The 
Non-Changing 
Square Dance World 
Among callers, there is a great diver-
gence of ideas. Change the level names, 
combine the levels, reduce the levels, 
reduce number of calls, use frequency 
lists as basis for teaching, don't change 
anything, don't tamper with Mainstream, 
don't make it more complicated and on 
and on. So far there is little evidence of 
action from the two caller groups - Caller-
lab and ACA - which thus far cannot 
seem to get any sort of consensus to-
gether. 
Among clubs and their dancers, a 
similar lack of consensus exists. We're a 
Mainstream Club or we're a Plus Club 
and we won't change. Bring new 
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dancer's to club level as soon as possi-
ble. 
Another interesting phenomenon is 
the nearly absent interaction between the 
Square Dance Associations and the 
Caller Organizations. There ought to be 
more interaction than what is presently 
occurring. 
I do not have any specific plan or so-
lution to offer. There are ample ideas 
from which to select a new direction. I'm 
tired of the status quo. Why can't some 
consensus take place? Since nearly eve-
ryone agrees on the problem, we've got 
to stop spinning our wheels and move 
forward. To those who advocate drastic 
changes - be ready to tone down your 
demands. To those who want no change 
- be ready to do something. 
It afraid if something isn't done soon, 
there won't be much left to salvage. 
Square dancing may become relegated 
to an activity done by so few people that 
it almost makes sense not to have it 
designated as the "official folk dance" of 
any state. With positive actions, there will 
be no need to suffer that embarrassment. 
There are too many concerned, tal-
ented, respected and caring people who 
can take positions of leadership. Unfor-
tunately, too many people wait in the 
wings without saying or doing anything at 
all. What are we waiting for? 
With the current popularity of Country 
Western dancing, the opportunity is ripe 
for a resurgence of square dancing. Let's 
not let this chance slip by. The situation 
is not totally hopeless. Let's get together 
and make some decisions that will make 
a difference in the Fall 1994 lessons. It 
can be done, but we have to act now! 
Promenade 
" 	• 	A.— 	te-Ar I 7.).-cr .iPti-?1 	 " 
For- ti 	and reserva4dife 
: 	3 25 8 or (800) 220-924r 
Fax (407) :330-2586 
MO011tYRECIOVTO MA 	ti atSTINATIONS Such AS 1..Afi,,YEqASo 
To Mid 	CAil4uliEQUEST 0141 VACATION SpitiAt. 
.t. 
c ‘Velcorne Etutsiroes How* Mon-Vri 9asti-31110 Eastern' 
iloterntber Amer-kart 'Travel Network 




Bill & Bobbie Davis 
0  ver the last several months there has been much talk and writing about dancer mobility, 
new program lists, teaching orders, and 
single entry-level programs. These sub-
jects are in some ways related and in 
other ways they are not. Here is our 
analysis of the whole picture. 
In the U.S. today there are essentially 
two entry-level programs that are taught 
to new dancers. The two programs are 
the Callerlab Mainstream program and 
the Callerlab Plus program. Typically the 
MS entry-level program is taught by 
sponsoring clubs that dance MS, and the 
Plus entry-level is taught by sponsoring 
clubs that dance Plus. This makes sense 
as clubs are sponsoring classes to get 
new people for their clubs. In areas 
where there are no MS clubs, it makes 
no sense to graduate dancers at the MS 
level with no place to dance. 
With the decline in our numbers, many 
have lamented the fact of these two dif-
ferent entry-level programs. It is particu-
larly frustrating to some because the 
programs are only separated by a few 
calls. Because of this, there are currently 
proposals and effort afoot to somehow 
come up with a single entry-level pro- 
gram. We have written about that in re-
cent columns. 
The teaching order that is used to 
teach entry-level classes is another is-
sue. In areas where Plus is the entry-
level, some have opted for a teaching 
order that recognizes that many of the 
Plus calls are used at open dances much 
more frequently than many MS calls. So, 
when teaching new people to dance at 
the Plus level it makes some sense to 
teach these high-frequency Plus calls be-
fore teaching some of the low frequency 
MS calls. However, such a teaching or-
der still covers the full Plus program. It 
does not constitute a different program. 
How does it affect things? 
Most dancers, after graduation, will 
dance mos, frequently in their home 
venue. They will probably do that for 
several months. Thus, by the time they 
enterthe mobile dancerscene, they have 
had many sessions at their full club level. 
At that point in time it probably makes no 
difference what teaching order they ex-
perienced because they will have had 
many sessions in which the program 
calls were used in a non-class environ-
ment. As a result, they will have had lots 
of exposure to the high frequency calls. 
So by the time dancers become really 
The Complete Book of 
/2aiic Round cAtricing 
by 















1 - 4 books, $18.50; 5 or more, $17.00 Shipping: $1.50 for first book 
$0.50 per additional book. Send to: P.O. Box 951, Tualatin OR 97062 
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mobile, the teaching order used is of little 
consequence. So why bother? 
The reason is in their experience in the 
first few critical months after graduation. 
Here they are dancing in their home 
venue. However, they are getting club 
level choreo. If typical, it is dominated by 
the high frequency calls. If the sponsor-
ing club is Plus, that means the choreo 
contains the high frequency Plus calls. If 
the new dancers know these calls well, 
they will do, and feel, a lot better during 
these first very important months. They  
will have a better chance of feeling ac-
cepted by the club(s) if they can dance 
the club stuff with few errors. 
Thus, the frequency based teaching 
order is a tool for helping the transition 
from class to club. It does not effect long 
term mobility. 
A single entry-level program would 
make all dancers completely mobile. To 
sell, it must be short and include some 
Plus calls. For some, the first 2/3 of a Plus 
teaching order is a good answer. That's 
the connection. ✓ 
CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation 
#1 I X" x 3" $13.50 	#2 	\3" S 15.50 	#3 2Y4" x 3Y4" - $17.50 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES, 
BARS AND DANGLES. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303 
1-8(X)-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada). Phone or FAX (503) 371-1862 
YOUR VISA or MASTER CARD 
IS GOOD AT 
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
• • BRAND NEW 
ESP - 193 IF BUBBA CAN DANCE (I Can Too) by Elmer 
ESP - 192 ROCK MY WORLD by Elmer 
ESP - 191 THATS MY STORY by Jerry 
ESP - 190 AS FAST AS YOU by Elmer 
ESP - 907 FEELIN KINDA LONELY TONIGHT by Steve 
• • RECENT 
ESP - 412 STRUTTIN OUT (Hoedown) by Elmer 
ESP - 906 PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES by Steve 
ESP - 531 SUGARTIME by Bib 
ESP - 187 I DON'T NEED NO ROCKIN CHAIR by Elmer 
• • BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP - 236 REAL GOODTIME by Joe 
JP/ESP - 328 TRAVEL ON by Mark 
• • RECENT 
JP/ESP - 7003 REMEMBER ME by Bill 
JP/ESP - 7002 YA'LL COME by Bill 
JP/ESP - 235 LOVE'S GOT A HOLD ON YOU by Joe 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St., Tallahassee, FL 32301 
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HISTORY OF LEGACY 
LEGACY originated in the minds of 
Bob Osgood of Square Dance, Stan 
Burdick of American Square Dance and 
the late Charles Baldwin of The New 
England Caller. They were the edi-
tors/publishers of the three largest 
square dance publications in the country. 
The purpose of LEGACY is to provide 
communication among all phases of the 
Square Dance Movement. LEGACY is 
said to have come from "Leaders Gath-
ered for Commitment and Yak." 
The first LEGACY meeting was called 
in May of 1973 in Cleveland, Ohio. The 
plan was for there to be representatives 
from all phases of square dancing. There 
are members (called "trustees") repre-
senting dancers, callers, round dance 
instructors, publishers, record produc-
ers, vendors and other interest groups. 
They represent all areas of the world, 
with trustees from 39 states, three Cana-
dian provinces and two other countries. 
The trustees meet in the odd num-
bered years around the country and dis-
cuss square dancing problems. They 
that's Going On  
In 
Plare Dance‘'% 
sometimes find possible solutions. 
These discussions may lead to the pass-
ing of resolutions that are distributed to 
the square dance world. Usually the trus-
tees find that their problems are the 
same across the world. The sharing of 
information is helpful to all concerned. 
What has worked elsewhere may lead to 
a solution fora club problem in your area. 
The LEGACY Board of Directors 
meets each year on the Sunday morning 
following the National Square Dance 
Convention to handle the necessary 
business of the organization. Some of 
the continuing projects of LEGACY have 
been the censuses and surveys to find 
out how many dancers there are and how 
they feel about various things relating to 
square dancing. 
LEGACY uses the broadest meaning 
of "square dancing" to include squares, 
rounds, contra, clogging and now coun-
try dancing. 
From LEGACY came the beginnings 
of Roundalab, Contra-lab, National As-
sociation of Square and Round Dance 
Suppliers and "The Summit" (a meeting 
of the heads of all square dance organi-
zations). 
PO BOX 216 GRENN BATH, OH 44210 
     
Latest ROUND DANCES: 
GR 17191 IT'S ALL OVER II two step by Elaine & Bill Funk 
New SOLO-LINE DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 17012 SHORTCAKE ALA SIFFIN by Jean Siffin/Bob Howell 
GR 17084 STREET FAIR by Paul & Laura Merola 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 14247 KJRSTINS CHA CHA P.3 by Joan & Eddie Krupinski 
GR 14308 SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES P.2 two step by Hank & Jetty VValstra 
GR 15018 EVERYBODY LOVES A TWO STEP P-2 by Bill & Ruth Peitz 
GR 17025 BASIC RHUMBA III by Jim & Jennie Runnels 
GR 17121 MY BLUE HEAVEN P-2 two step by Bud & Ona Lee %ghetto 
GR 37033 JUST FOOLIN' AROUND P-2 two step by Hank & Jetty Walstra 






















110 GUESS IT DOESN'T MATTER - WAYNE 
111 TWILIGHT TIME - WAYNE 
502 DOWN YONDER ON THE CHATTOHOCHEE - GLEN 
601 A LOT LESS SHOVIN AROUND -JOHN 
112 DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME - WAYNE 
701 THE COUCH POTATO (Show Tunes) DEBORAH 
003 CJ I ORANGE BLOSSOM (HOEDOWN) 






102 TEQUILA SHEILA - JOHN 
301 LAZY RIVER - DOUG 
401 MARTY ROBINS MEDLEY - TRAYLOR 
501 LET IT ME ME - RICHARD 








328 Stonesthrow Rd. 











One of the important facts about the 
LEGACY trustees is that they are leaders 
in their own niches, be that the nationally-
known caller or the member of a local 
association, the local round dance 
teacher or the national publication pub-
lishers. All have an equal right of input 
and an equal vote. 
LEGACY II was also in Cleveland. 
LEGACY III was in Memphis, TN; LEG-
ACY IV in Louisville, KY; LEGACY V in 
Denver, CO; LEGACY IX in Reno, NV; 
LEGACY X in Milwaukee, 1M; and LEG-
ACY XI in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
LEGACY XII will be in Fayetteville, AR in 
1995. 
For additional information, contact Al 
and Vera Schreiner, 1100 Revere Dr., 
Oconomowoc, WI 53066.  
ers. This focus is reflected in the 1994 
theme for Square Dance Month: "Square 
Dancing--For the Young and the Young 
At Heart." While younger dancers are 
being courted, it is important also to re-
tain those who are now enjoying the ac-
tivity. 
Plan now for your late summer-early 
fall recruitment campaign. Appoint a 
committee, study the materials, make 
plans for a blitzkrieg of publicity. The 
clubs that really plan a campaign and use 
new ideas are still teaching sizable 
classes. 
The LEGACY Promo-Pak, which con-
tains ideas and suggestions for recruiting 
and publicity, will be available by the time 
you read this. A poster depicting the 
theme is included. A nominal charge of 
$5 is requested to cover costs. Order 
from and make checks payable to Stan 
and Cathie Burdick, PO Box 2678, Silver 
Bay, NY 12874. 
For more information on LEGACY, its 
purpose and its meetings, write to the 
executive secretaries Al and Vera Schre- 
LEGACY PROMO-PAK 
AVAILABLE IN MAY 
The focus of LEGACY, as well as other 
national square dance organizations, is 
on making square dancing interesting 
and available to younger square danc- 
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finer, 1100 Revere Dr., Oconomowoc, WI 
53066 or call (414)567-3454. 
CALLERLAB 
MAINSTREAM QUARTERLY SELEC- 
TION 
Walt Cooley, Chairman of the Main-
stream Quarterly Selection Committee, 
is pleased to announce that the MSQS 
committee has selected WAHOO as the 
Mainstream Quarterly Selection for the 
period May 1, 1994 to September 1, 
1994. 
Quarterly Selections are provided 
as optional material for those callers 
and/or clubs that wish to include a 
workshop in their programs. Do not 
use a Quarterly Selection unless you 
walk it or workshop it first. 
WAHOO 
STARTING FORMATION: From a 
split/box circulate formation (box of four  
dancers) 
ENDING FORMATION: Facing couples 
THE ACTION: All Circulate one position 
then turn to face the person beside you 
(in toward the center of the box). 
DANCE EXAMPLES EASY: ROUTINE 
FOR NORMAL CORNER ALLEMANDE 
• Heads Square Thru, Touch 1/4. 
Centers Trade, Swing Thru, WA-
HOO, Slide Thru, Pass Thru, 
Wheel & Deal, Zoom, Centers Pass 
Thru, Allemande Left. 
ROUTINE TO STIR THE BUCKET 
• Four Ladies Chain 3/4, Heads Lead 
to the Right, Touch 1/4, WAHOO, 
Allemande Left, (bucket is stirred) 
SINGING CALL: 
• Heads Promenade, Halfway, Lead 
Right, Touch 1/4, WAHOO, Square 
Thru 3/4, Corner Swing, Prome-
nade. 
TIMING: Approximately 6 Beats. 
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS: Start 
with a Static Square and call 
YAK S  
A 
BREAK THE SOUND BARRIERS! 
OUR SPEAKERS ARE ENGINEERED AND DESIGNED TO 
PROVIDE QUALITY SOUND IN DIFFICULT SITUATIONS. 
THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOUND SINCE 1961. 
THE MOST POPULAR FOLDING SPEAKER IN AMERICA.. 
WE HAVE THE RIGHT SPEAKER FOR ANY HALL YOU CALL! 
COME AND VISIT OUR BOOTH IN 
PORTLAND # 330 & 332 
DIRECTOR 	DIRECTOR JUNIOR 	HALF YAK 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL (203)647-7530 FAX (203) 870-4546 
OR WRITE: YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361 
YAK STACK 
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BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee 
Li Vol 1. 	1 MN 23 
Vol 2: 241tuu 49 
I I 	VOI. 3: 	Mainstream Cloverleaf lo Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Lea Schmidt 
I.I 	Vol. 1: 	Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain 
& Exchanye the Gears 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING in D.B D. with Dm McWhider 
Vol 1: 	Tea Cup 03111 to Relay Me Deucey 
. I 	Vol. 2: Cross Fire lo Spin Chain & 
Exchange the Gears 
A-1 SQUARE DANCING with Mike Sikorsky 
\lot. 1. 	Acey-Deucey 0 Cross Over CtI1111;fP 
Vol. 2. Ot/e•Ef In to Mix 
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna Fardree 
L Phase I & II. Fraulelk SI. Louis blues 
C 	Phase III 	Answer Me, Desert Song 
NEvk ❑ Phase Ill: I Aim.") Basics (Four Dances) 
ROUND DANCING with Joyce Motel Lane & Jim Lane 
12 	Phase IV: 'Til Rummy*, Audios. Ranbow Conneclion 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
• Beginning CtoiNing 
-1 Eis Iruermediale 
WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl 
C 	Line and Partner Dances 
In:: • 
SA'Ven 1.111f DdlIt*S 
Si'1'44"4" 	CONTRA DANCING 
s*iatlFssg.t Intro to Contra o/Nlike Seminal') t$4&95) 
1.•••::E.Jeoed 	 For 0am:ern A Teachers iv; Hal Rice 
N 
	 J 	n Ballroom. Weet Cosiii-Ssvmg. Ethnic. and other 
dance  ttipes available. Please send catalog. 
IMPROVE YOUR 
DANCE SKILLS THRU 
VIDEO  
R&R VIDEO NIERNA I 10NAL 
1649 Whinier Blvd., Los Angelo,. CA 90023 
(213) 262-5942 
KEW TAPES: 
Round Dance Phase III 
(Tanry),Mtimho Chn Cha,111.1mha) 
And 
4-onixas won Mike Seastrorn 
Packago incluclos 
AllItiin Gaitttnitott anti 	S-14.9*,  
trintrtic.ttnr. tux-skirl 
YALIE 
ADDRESS:___ _ • 
CITY-. 
STATE: __ _ 	ZIP COOE• 
Essiol to caw, 
• "Heads (or Sides) Square Thru 4, 
Touch 1/4, WAHOO. With this 
setup, the ending formation is nor-
mal Facing Couples. Key Recogni-
tion Aid: The dancers who are 
holding hands in the Box/Split for-
mation will finish as partners. 
In the most recent keep/drop balloting 
of the Mainstream Quarterly Selection, 
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE, the vote 
was to keep it as a Quarterly Selection 
forthe period May 1 to December 1, 1994 
at which time it will again be eligible for a 
keep/drop ballot. 
The current Mainstream Quarterly Se-
lections are: SINGLE CIRCLE TO A 
WAVE, ACEY DEUCEY, WAHOO. 
ADVANCED QUARTERLY 
SELECTION 
Steve Minkin, Chairman of the Ad-
vanced Quarterly Selections Committee, 
is pleased to announce that the commit-
tee has selected SCATTER SCOOT as  
the Advanced Quarterly Selection for the 
period May 1 through September 1, 
1994. 
SCATTER SCOOT 
AUTHOR: JACK LASRY (1970) 
STARTING FORMATION: Parallel 
waves 
THE ACTION: Those facing out All 8 
Circulate, those facing in, Scoot Back. 
ENDING FORMATION: Parallel 
waves. 
TIMING: 6 BEATS 
DANCE EXAMPLES: Zero Line: Pass 
the Ocean, SCATTER SCOOT, SCAT-
TER SCOOT again, go Right & Left 
Grand! Heads Touch 1/4 and Cross, 
Pass and Roll, Motivate, SCATTER 
SCOOT, Scoot and Dodge, Chase Right, 
Scoot Chain Thru, SCATTER SCOOT, 
1/4 Thru, Acey Deucey, Explode and 
Pass the Sea, Allemande Left, you're 
home. 
SINGING CALL EXAMPLE: Heads Pass 
the Ocean, Extend, Single Hinge, SCAT-
TER SCOOT, SCATTER SCOOT, 1/4 
Thru, Boys Run, Cross Over Circulate, 
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Extriva 
* STAR STUDDED STAFF * 
Turn and Deal, Swing Corner and 
Promenade. 
SUMMER TRANSITION: 
A CRITICAL TIME 
From the CALLERLAB Board of Gov-
ernors. 
We are entering the summer season 
and, in many areas, dancing activities 
will be curtailed. Classes throughout the 
country have had their graduation exer-
cises. Now the real challenge is before 
us.We have introduced many new danc-
ers to the wonderful world of square 
dancing, and we assume that most of 
them are interested in continuing their 
new-found hobby. Now let's encourage 
them so that their enthusiasm doesn't 
diminish during the summer months. In 
areas where clubs take a break from 
dancing during the summer, maintaining 
the enthusiasm of new dancers may 
pose a bit of a problem. However, your 
new dancers can be included in many  
activities which may or may not involve 
dancing. 
Summertime is a good time to nurture 
the seeds of those friendships planted 
during the busy fall and spring classes. 
Now is the time to make them grow. How 
about a patio party or a pool party with 
lots of good food and time to relax and 
get to know one another? Or a barbe-
cue? Or a picnic? Perhaps the patio or a 
cleaned out garage (a bonus, inciden-
tally) will provide space for a bit of prac-
tice and relaxed dancing. One need not 
invite the entire group at one time but 
might consider smaller groups of people 
with similar backgrounds, abilities etc. 
And, of course, square dancers seem to 
make their best recipes when invited to 
lend a hand to provide food. 
Camping trips also offera great oppor-
tunity for including the new dancers in a 
relaxed, fun atmosphere where they can 
get to know club members and each 
other. If you are going to an out-of-town 
dance or a nearby festival, you may want 
to invite some of the new dancers to go 
*JERRY STORY 
*TIM MARRINER 
* STEVE KOPMAN 
Rounds by Barbara Stewart 
PLUS and ADVANCED 
(2 FULL TIME HALLS) 
AUGUST 19-20, 1994 
OMNI DURHAM HOTEL & CIVIC CENTER, DURHAM, N. CAROLINA 
HOYLE LINGLE 
6509 GLENDOWER RD. 
FOR INFO: 	RALEIGH, NC 27613 
919 7: 47 
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HERE'S A VERY SPECIAL 4—DAY 
CONCENTRATED 
CALLER SCHOOL 
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR BRAND NEW ,UNSEASONED, 
WANABEE, CHOREO-CURIOUS ,HASH-HOPEFUL, 
TEST-IT-TO-SEE CALLERS 
JULY 6-9 
AMID NEW YORK'S COOL AND BEAUTIFUL 
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS ON LAKE GEORGE 
IN AN AIR-CONDITIONED CENTER, HAGUE, N.Y. 
(LIMIT - 8 CALLERS, 0 TO 5 YRS. EXP.) 
WRITE STAN BURDICK, CALLER-COACH 
PO BOX 2678, SILVER BAY, NY 12874 
PHONE: (518) 543-8824 
ALSO - STILL TIME TO REGISTER FOR MID-WEST SCHOOL 
IN AUBURN (FT. WAYNE) INDIANA JUNE 12 - 17 OR 
SOUTHERN CALLER SCHOOL, MEMPHIS, END OF SEPT. 
along. They might be hesitant to go on 
their own but would jump at the chance 
to go with someone friendly who could 
help and encourage them. 
Although there will be many work-
shops available to the newly graduated 
dancers, do not push them into an expe-
rience the fun of dancing at the level at 
which they graduated and to develop 
expertise at the level for a year or more 
before they move on to renew programs. 
You will make a welcome contribution to 
reducing the drop-out rate if you do this. 
Please remember to provide that per-
sonal touch for the newly graduated 
dancers during the summer months. En-
courage them to appear on the club door-
step with dues in hand when the fall 
dance season starts. 
CALLERLAB recently completed its 
21st annual convention at the Hyatt Re-
gency Hotel in Vancouver, British Colum-
bia. More than 560 callers and their 
partners attended this prestigious three-
day event. The convention theme, Reach 
Out and Teach Someone, was reflected 
by an overall attitude of genuine caring 
for the need and wants of the dancers. 
Among the significant awards pre-
sented this year were the following: 
The most prestigious CALLERLAB 
award - The MILESTONE AWARD - was 
presented to two outstanding individuals 
who have contributed greatly to CAL-
LERLAB and the square dance activity 
for many years. They were Martin Mal-
lard, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and Bob 
Ruff, Whittier, California. As many of you 
know, Bob passed away on January 
22nd of this year. The award was ac-
cepted by his wife Babs and their son 
Jeff. 
The Chairman's Award, presented for 
significant contributions to CALLERLAB, 
was given to Gail Steastrom. 
Small World Awards were presented 
to callers from non-North American loca-
tions who were attending a convention 
for the first time. The recipients were: 
Clyde Bell, Japan; Richard Bjoerk, Swe-
den; Claes Hjelm, Sweden; Martin 
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Kromer, Germany and Jeanette 
Staeuble, Switzerland. 
Previous Small World Award recipient 
attending the convention were: Vern An-
derson, New Zealand; Sture Berndtsson, 
Sweden; Stefen Sidholm, Sweden; Al 
Stevens, Germany and Yona Chock, for-
merly from the Netherlands but now re-
siding in Hawaii. 
A Half Century Certificate was 
awarded to Carl Edwards, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado for having completed 
50 years of calling. 
Quarter Century Certificates were pre-
sented to those callers who have com-
pleted 25 years of calling. 
Awards of Excellence are presented 
to members of the Board of Governors 
who are retiring from the Board. Retiring 
this year are Bill Davis, California, Wade 
Driver, Arizona and Jon Jones, Texas. 
Appreciation Awards are given by the 
CALLERLAB Executive Committee to 
recognize members that have given un-
selfishly of their time, energy and knowl-
edge in support of CALLERLAB. 
Recipients of the 1994 Appreciation 
Awards were: 
Jack Berg, Stan & Cathie Burdick, Bill 
Davis, Tom Dillander, Pam Dougherty, 
Randy Dougherty, Herb Egender, Mike 
Jacobs, Jim Mayo, Ken Ritucci, Doreen 
Sillery, John Sybalsky and Terry 
Wheeler-Kephert. 
POSITION STATEMENT 
by the CALLERLAB Board of Governors 
April 10, 1994 
The CALLERLAB Board of Governors 
has sampled, studied and reviewed the 
feelings of our membership and it is clear 
that, throughout the world, there is strong 
support and appreciation for the current 
CALLERLAB square dance programs. 
Based on this support, CALLERLAB will 
continue to promote and maintain these 
programs with only minor adjustments 
from time to time, to keep them in agree-
ment, with what is being danced world-
wide. We recognize, on the other hand, 
that there is a continuing problem in 
Ruffles 
8902 Taub Rd. 
Houston, TX 77064 
713-469-1951 
Custom mode just for you! 





TO ORDER. State style, color. site and pnce 
with your name, complete address and 
telephone number Add $4 75 for shipping 
and handling Texas customers add 7 25% 
sales tax Foreign shipments add $7.00 per 
dem Canada. Hawaii & Alaska add $3 00 per 
dem CHARGE PURCHASES send card 
number, name on card & expration date 
ALLOW 4-6 weeks aeivery 
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those areas where dancers are rushed 
through square dance programs without 
adequate preparation. 
The Board of Governors recognizes 
that there are many problems confronting 
square dancing. Recruiting of new danc-
ers is not as effective as we would like. 
Teaching of new dancers is often rushed, 
and the transition from class to club danc-
ing is difficult. The friendliness and socia-
bility that is an integral part of the square 
dance experience is sometimes over-
shadowed by the technical aspects of the 
activity. We believe that these problems 
will b addresses most effectively by re-
taining the well accepted programs of 
dancing developed by CALLERLAB and 
enjoyed by dancers over the past 20 
years. At the same time we urge callers 
and dancer leaders to join us in working 
to find solutions for the other problems 
facing square dancing. The actions we 
recommend are: 
1. We encourage caller and dancer 
associations work together in devel-
oping improved recruiting methods. 
The recruiting brochure - A New 
Song and Dance Routine - is one of 
CALLERLAB'S efforts in this area. 
Techniques that have been suc-
cessful in the past include demon-
strations, square dance parties for 
non-dancers and community serv-
ice projects such as parades and 
charity fund raisers. Recruiting must 
be considered a year-round activity. 
2. We urge callers and club manage-
ment to review their methods of 
teaching new dancers. We strongly 
recommend that new graduates 
dance the club program for a full 
season before moving on to another 
program of dancing. If the club 
dances mainstream then it is essen-
tial to provide, and enthusiastically 
support, a full season of Mainstream 
dancing before introduction of Plus 
calls. Attempts to rush dancers into 
subsequent programs of dancing 
without adequate preparation are 
doomed to failure. 
3. We ask everyone in square dancing 
to remember that a very important 
part of the appeal of square dancing 
is the sociability and friendship that 
it offers. We must make the extra 
effort to encourage mixing and so-
cial interaction. Make each dancer 
or class special. Dance parties, 
group trips, community projects and 
after-parties have all helped us to 
enjoy each other in the past. Square 
dancers are wonderful people. They 
are our greatest strength. 
We appreciate your past support and 
hope we can count on your continued 
support of the CALLERLAB dance pro-
grams as we work together to make 
square dancing fun for everyone. 6/ 
R 
C-1001 WANTED MAN 	 by Jerry 
C-1002 SOMETHING (Hoedown) 	by Bill 
C-1003 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES by Bob 
But Peterson Bob Anderson Jerry Abbey 
PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 95015 1-800-851-6203 
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MADE IN AMERICA 
3. -Alb tic-tac-toes® 
Style: 'Syliva' #546 	 $34.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 	1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-maring 
replaceable top lilt. 
Style: 'Shag' #522 	 533.95 
Colors: Black, While, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-ma/mg 
replaceable top Mt 
Style: 'Peggy' #608 	 536.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy. Bone 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching 
gibb 
*4141 1ib 
These shoes are manufactured 
in our factory, located in 
Gloversville, NY, USA 
Thus, we are able to offer 
"ALL LEATHER" 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price 
Style: 	Julie' #611 	 S36.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last 	Nicole (S lender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching 
Name: 
Address: 
City, State, Zip: 
Daytime Phone No: 
Style: 'Jan' #604 	 $34.95 
Colors: Black, While, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Lash Classic (Broad Toe) 
Heel: 	1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-roaring 
replaceable top 
Sizing Sr Widths (women's) 
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12 
Medium & Wide 
5-10, 11 & 12 
Size 12 available 
in *522 Si *515 
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver metallics 
II Non-marring split leather outsoles 
III Fully lined with foam perpiration absorbing nylon 
II Foam cushioned ong wearing flex-insole and added 'ball' padding 
II Engineered and constructed for the "Dancer 
Style: 'Heather' #539 	 535.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-roaring 
replaceable top lat. 
Style: 'Dancer' #519 	 S33.95 
Colors: Black. White, Denim, Red, Navy, Bone 
L tact: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non •maring 
replaceable top lilt.  
Style:_______ 	Size:_____ Width: _ 	___ Color:_______ 
Size:______ 	 Color: 
[ ] MC 	[ ] Visa 	Signature: 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
Send to: Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co 	 or Call: 
PO Box 953 - 231 Kingsboro Ave. 1-800-648-8126 during factory 
Gloversville, NY 12078 	 hours M-F, 7:30-4:00 EST. 
Add 54.00/pr. shipping and handling, NY residenh odd 
soles tax. and give county. Canada odd 57.00/pr.  





Your Traveling Caller 
Basic Thru A-2 and CW too 
Write or Call for Rates and Dates 
6263 Meadowview 
Kalamazoo, MI 49004 
MEME.ERB 
(616)385-2385 Atc"Ap CALLEPLA 
'74;12 Side 
SQUAIIIES 
MARTY ROBBINS MEDLEY 
SR 401 
Caller: Traylor Walker 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, into middle 
square thru 4, right & left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, 
centers square thru 3/4, swing and promenade. 
LAZY RIVER 
STAMPEDE 301 
Caller: Doug Jernigan 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads promenade 1/2, 
lead right, circle to a line, pass the ocean, 8 circulate 
once & 1/2, box the gnat, swing & promenade. 
LET IT BE ME 
STAMPEDE 501 
Caller: Richard De Pels Meaker 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, touch 1/4, walk & 
dodge, swing thru, boys run, bend the line, right & 




Caller: Nasser Shukayr 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, walk in square 
thru 4, do sa do to a wave, girls trade, recycle, pass 
thru, trade by, swing & promenade. 
EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL 
RYL 221 
Caller: Tony Oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do sa do, swing thru, 
spin the top, right & left thru, flutter wheel, sweep 
1/4, swing and promenade. 
ROCK MY WORLD 
RYL 124 
Caller: Jerry Story 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, sides right & left 
thru, square thru 4, do sa do, eight chain thru, swing 
& promenade. 
HEY GOOD LOOKIN' 
RWH 801 
SING-A-LONG SONG 
Artist: Dale McClary 
TAKE THESE CHAINS FROM MY HEART 
RWH 802 
SING-A-LONG SONG 
Artist: Stan Cole 
MORNIN' DEW 
QUADRILLE 902 (PATTER) 
Caller: Guy Adams 
CH ET/JOE 
ROCKIN M 004 
(PATTER) 
STROLLING BANJO/HANDS DOWN 
CHAPARRAL 120 
(PATTER) 
DO WAH DIDDY 
D J RECORDS 108 
Caller: Joe Saltel 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, sides right & left 
thru, sides square thru 4, do sa do, eight chain thru, 
swing corner, promenade. 
GOLDEN MEMORIES & SILVER TEARS 
HI HAT 5165 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line, right & left thru, 
flutterwheel, slide thru, comer swing, promenade. 
IF BUBBA CAN DANCE 
RED BOOT 3040 
Caller: Don Williamson 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, single circle to a 
wave, boys trade, spin the top, right & left thru, 
rollaway, touch 1/4, boys run right, swing & prome-
nade. 
(Can also be done as a line dance, "Bubba's 
Dance" by Don Wlliamson) 
A LITTLE LESS TALK 
RED BOOT 3039 
Caller: Don Williamson 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way walk in & 
square thru 4, do sa do, swing thru, boys run right, 










By Harry L. Gerwin 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
Part 3 
Last month we wrote about what you can do to promote Square Dancing, 
Clogging, Round dancing, etc. That arti-
cle was for those with little or no knowl-
edge about TV or Public Relations. This 
month let's talk about those folks that 
might be interested in TV as a hobby or 
those folks who are retired from TV. Lets 
start with those folks that think TV might 
be an interesting and challenging hobby. 
If you are interested, you are in luck. 
Most Public Access TV stations have a 
teaching program to train people and 
certify them to become Field Producers, 
Field Technicians, Studio Producers, 
Studio Technicians and Studio Directors. 
The cost to attend these classes is typi-
cally very nominal. Some stations have 
their own instructors to teach the 
classes. Some stations team up with a 
local college to teach the classes. Once 
you complete your first class and be-
come certified, you are ready to break 
into television. 
The above titles probably don't mean 
much to most people so let's define their 
American Squaredancx, June 1994 
roles just in case you are interested. This 
way you can also decide which role you 
would like to start with if you think TV 
would be an interesting hobby. The Pro-
ducer, be it Field Producer or Studio 
Producer, is the one that sees to it that 
everything that needs to happen to pro-
duce and put a show on the air, does 
happen. The Technicians are the ones 
that operate the equipment such as cam-
eras, light board, audio board, video 
switching, teleprompter, VCR, editing 
equipment, etc. The Director is the one 
who is in command during the taping of 
a show in the studio. 
If you decide to go to school, the first 
course you will probably take is either a 
Field Producer or a Field Technician 
course. If you take the Field Producer's 
course and get certified, you are ready to 
produce your own first production. If you 
take the Field Technician's course and 
get certified you are ready to run the 
camera, do the lights, do the editing, etc. 
for a Producer. 
Let's say you take the Field Producer's 
course and you already know the video 
you want to produce. The first thing you 
do is prepare a script and get it approved. 
You can then check out the equipment 
needed for each shoot, such as the cam-
era, light kit, microphone etc. You must 
also find one or more volunteer Field 
Technicians to operate this equipment. 
These might even be technicians that 
took the class the same time you did. The 
field crew might be as small as two peo-
ple consisting of a Producer/Host and a 
Technician. There might be a larger 
crew, for example a Producer, two Tech-
nicians, a Host and several Guests. 
After the field shoots are done, the 
following events occur. The raw footage 
of the video tapes taken in the field are 
logged. This means that the video/audio 
for each scene is described and the start 
time and stop time for each scene are 
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both recorded. Next, the Producer se-
lects and lists the scenes which he or she 
wishes to put on the master tape. This list 
is called the Edit Decision List or DEL. 
The Technician, using the equipment in 
an editing booth, copies the video and 
audio from the rough tapes to the master 
tape and inserts titles etc. as called for in 
the DEL. The master tape is used to 
make copies of any additional tapes de-
sired for showing on cable or commercial 
TV or for making VHF copies for home 
showing. 
At this point the Technician's work is 
done. The Producer still has the job of 
getting air time for the tape or executing 
any other plans scheduled for the tape. 
Next, consider the studio productions. 
Some studio productions are shot en-
tirely in a studio. Soap operas generally 
fit this category. Some Studio produc-
tions are shot entirely in a studio but 
scenes from field shots are interspersed 
in the program. New programs generally 
fit this category. The studio setting typi-
cally uses three or more cameras. 1,000 
watt lights in the ceiling illuminate the 
scene. Typically three lights are used to 
illuminate each person on the set. 
The typical crew for cable studio pro-
ductions consists of the following: In the 
studio there are three camera operators, 
a studio floor director, a light board op-
erator and a teleprompter operator. In the 
control room there are the following peo-
ple: Director, assistant director, audio 
board operator, video switches operator, 
character generator operator, and video 
tape operator. 
The director, literally on a second by 
second basis, calls out directions on 
which camera, which cutaway, which 
graphic video tape recorder (VTR) output 
shows on his screen and is recorded on 
the master tape. Of course the script 
provides guidance, but he or she is basi-
cally on their own once taping starts. 
When taping a talk show, such as the 
Opera Winery Show, there is no script 
during the interview segment and the 
director must ad lib camera selections, 
titles and other scenes. Needless to say, 
the camera people need to be very skilled 
to give the director the good shots. 
The primary function of the assistant 
director is to assist the director in timing 
the overall program. He or she also alerts 
the director for the breaks, calls for titles 
from the graphic operator so guests' 
names can appear on the screen, helps 
guide camera operators for the better 
shots, etc. 
The functions performed by the tech-
nicians is basically self evident in their 
titles. The camera people operate the 
cameras. The studio floor director is the 
director's voice in the studio. They use 
hand signals to the Host on when to start 
talking, when to cut, when to stretch, 
when to wrap, etc. The light board opera-
tor turns ceiling lights on or off as called 
for by the director. The teleprompter op-
erator, operates equipment which dis-
plays the host's written text on a screen 
in front of the camera lens. The text is 
moved up by the TelePrompter operator 
as the host reads the words. 
There are a number of technicians in 
the control room. The studio board op-
erator controls audio levels from the mi-
crophones, VTR's etc., and switches 
audio channels in or out as called for by 
the director. The video switches operator 
switches the cameras, VTR and charac-
ter generator in or out as called for by the 
director. The VTR operator starts the 
VTR with the master tape at the begin-
ning of the program. He orshe then starts 
and stops other VTR's as called for by the 
director. The Character Generator op-
erator brings up titles, names and the 
credit roll as called for. These are then 
inserted on the master tape by the video 
switches as called for by the director. 
ATTENTION: 
i'ART-TIME or FULL-TIME 
TRAVELING CALLERS 
GET YOUR NAME/ADDRESS ON OUR 
"TRAVELCALL" 
LISTING 
For Wider Exposure in USA 
also. Club/festival Booking Agents 
Ask For Our 3-page Listing For Available 
Caller To Call Your club/event send 
Stamped return Envelope Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678. Silver Bay, NY 12874 
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If you take the studio producers course 
and are certified, you then can develop 
your own show and produce it. While all the 
help will be volunteers, you will have some 
expenses such as buying tapes for the 
VTR's and the cost of making copies of the 
master tape for distribution. Then there are 
probably some lunches, such as taking a 
talent to lunch or dinner and you wouldn't 
want the crew to bring their own lunch or 
dinner. 
Next we come to those folks who worked 
in TV and are now retired. If you want to get 
back in, it's easy. Most stations have an 
equivalency test. Take the test, pass the 
test and the station will certify you, it's that 
easy. 
With this, I hope I have been able to 
paint a fairly good word picture of what's 
involved if you are interested in getting into 
TV as a technician, director or producer. 
I took up this hobby in December of 1992 
when I took my first class to become certi- 
fied as a Field Producer. Since then, I have 
produced three, 15 minute videos and 
taken three additional classes, the last one 
as a Studio Producer. Two of the videos 
were on square dancing and one was a 
comedy. I have found it an incredible re-
warding hobby, doing work that brings en-
joyment and health to other people. Of 
course it doesn't hurt the ego to turn on the 
television and see your name in the credits. 
It was my experience that the teachers 
were, everyone of them, just super. During 
production and editing, I had lots of ques-
tions, some pretty dumb ones, and in every 
case they were always very helpful. Once 
you are certified, you have available to you 
the use of facilities worth several million 
dollars. It's really a great deal. 
Finally, those who have retired from TV, 
get back in as a volunteer with your local 
Cable TV station. Your knowledge and 
skills can make a great contribution to im-
proving the image of Square Dancing. V 
001.4,041,0,041.00......IPAririririvil.Jr0011 
0 	 0 



























TRASHY WOMAN - Gary  
BIG FOOT STOMP - Ken 	 0 
MRS. RIGHT - Marshall # 	 0 
LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE - Scott 	 ... 
WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT - Jerry 	 0 
STROLLING BANJO/HANDS DOWN - Hoedown 	Scott Smith 	0. 
September 2-4 - Oklahoma City, OK 




0 	 CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 00  
OP 1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano TX 75075 214-423-7389 	 0 
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000 	1995 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
▪ January 1 3-1 5 - San Diego. CA 
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PARTY I, 	NE 
by Cathie Burdick 
hen we think of June, we think of gradu-
ates and weddings. This year let's hone in 
on the "wedding" theme and plan a party 
around it. 
Most everyone has some white clothes, so let's 
borrow a page from our party-giving Texas friend 
and ask everyone to wear something white, if not 
all white. Decorations then should also be white--
flowers, tablecloth, napkins. 
For the actual wedding, two things come to 
mind--a hilarious skit about a shotgun wedding or 
an actual renewing of vows among those attend-
ing who volunteer in advance to do it. You decide 
whether you want to be serious or comic, or both. 
You might honorthose of your members who have 
accumulated many anniversaries: 50, 40, 25 if 
you're an average square dance age club; 10 and 
20 if you have a young membership. How about a prize for the most recently married 
couple? Or an engaged couple? Use your imagination. 
It's easy for music to reflect the mood. Use Put On Your Old Gray Bonnet ("on our 
golden wedding day"), Anniversary Waltz, Hawaiian Wedding Song, Because, That 
Old Gang Of Mine, The Wedding Cake, Bells On My Heart, Get Me To The Church On 
Time. 
For food, we suggest "Matrimonial Bliss." Here's the recipe: 
MATRIMONIAL BLISS 
Mix the following with fingers and press into 9" x 9" pan: 
1 	Cup flour 
1/2 Cup butter 
Cover with the following mixture: 
1-1/4 	Cups brown sugar 
2 	eggs, lightly beaten 
1 Tablespoon flour 
1/2 	teaspoon baking powder 
Pinch of salt 
1/2 	Cup coconut 
1/2 Cup Raisins 
1 	small pkg. glace cherries (8 oz.) 
1/2 Cup walnut pieces 
Bake in a 350 degree oven for about 30 minutes. 
Ice with the following mixture: 
1 	8 oz. pkg. cream cheese 
1-1/2 to 2 Cups icing sugar 
1/2 	teaspoon almond flavoring 
Have a great party! 	V 
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Gentlepersons: 
Well excuse me, but I think Mr. Mirsalis has me-itis if I read cor-
rectly his comments in the March, 1994 
issue of ASD. Did I go to sleep along the 
way and not understand that square 
dancing was a choice? If there is a 
change in his club's program forthe sum-
mer, then it must be for a reason. Is that 
reason because the club plans a break? 
If the club provides that option, then why 
would Mr. Mirsalis not accept the fact that 
some members choose to exercise that 
option? 
I have been dancing for over eleven 
years. My club doesn't have a program 
that includes breaks; we just go all year. 
We start classes whenever it is appropri-
ate so that we might have a Mainstream 
graduation in January, or July, or No-
vember, or whenever. Sometimes, we 
even start a basic class on one night 
while we host a Plus class on another 
night. Even with this program, we have 
rusty dancers who drift in and out. Why, 
certainly it would be better for us "square 
dancing lunatics" to have the same peo-
ple attending classes, club night and 
hoedowns every time we did. That might 
improve the chances of having an error-
free evening; I doubt it. But, there are 
many of those "drifters" that I like--and I 
like a whole lot. I feel better spiritually 
when we greet each other with love and 
respect. 
Why, I get to use skills I don't normally 
exercise--dancing for myself and for at 
least one other person. We worked to-
gether, we got through it, we respected 
each other afterwards. Believe me, those 
drifters know they are rusty and appreci-
ate a gentle hand of encouragement. I'm 
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sorry, Mr. Mirsalis, but you should lighten 
up on those non-lunatic dancers and 
think less about "my" need and more 
about "our' needs. You need them as 
badly as they need you. If they don't 
return one year after their "plowin' and 
plantin'" because you think so ill of them, 
who wins? 
And believe me--there are other things 
in life than square dancing! There will 
always be givers and takers in every 
aspect of life. Accept with dignity your 
apparent lot in life as a giver. 
Very truly yours, 
Charles F. Stamper 
Western Star Dancers 
San Francisco, CA 
I belonged to CALLERLAB for 16 years and was an accredited caller 
for the past 11 years. I am no longer 
associated with CALLERLAB, and I 
would like to tell you why. I know that this 
letter will bring forth many "ain't so" let-
ters and possibly a few "I agree" letters, 
but what I hope it does is to generate 
discussion. 
CENTRAL OREGON 




Christina Corelli-Goode & Kirby Goode: Cuers 
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c/o Clara Neville 
PO Box 514. Prineville. OR 97764 
Call: Clara Neville 503-447-4871 
Sandy Eddings 503-536-3799 
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I believe CALLERLAB has become an 
elitist organization more interested in 
protecting and defending what it has cre-
ated than ensuring a wholesome and 
healthy activity. When CALLERLAB was 
founded, I felt that there was a need for 
an organization that would work for the 
betterment of square dancing, and I still 
do. But any organization must remain 
flexible to changing situations. The 
square dance situation of the '90s is 
drastically different from that of the '70s 
when CALLERLAB was formed. CAL-
LERLAB is acutely aware of the decline 
in the dancer population but so far re-
fuses to admit even the possibility that 
the program levels could be a factor. Is it 
not time we made entry into the square 
dance world easier? A lot of callers think 
so and have formed the American Call-
ers Association (ACA). ACA, through fre-
quency of use counts, developed a 
shorter list of calls necessary to learn in 
order to become a square dancer. It's a 
different approach, it's similar to what 
was in use during the growth period of 
square dancing, and it's worth trying. 
CALLERLAB rosters contain around 
3400 callers but only 55% are consid-
ered full members with voting privilege. 
All others, and this represents a majority 
of the rank and file of the caller masses, 
must rely on the wisdom of the 55 per-
cent allowed to vote on square dance call 
selection and policy. Voting privileges 
are bestowed on all who join ACA; not 
just those who can afford to attend a 
meeting. As all members of the associa-
tion have a kindred interest in increasing 
the rolls of dancers, everyone is afforded 
the right to vote on all issues. 
CALLERLAB has done much in im-
proving the overall square dance activity 
and deserves many accolades, but re-
fusing to allow all who belong to vote on 
square dance issues that effect them as 
callers and leaders and the failure to 
admit that something it has created may 
be one of the things that is wrong with the 
activity today drove me out. ACA accepts 
the fact that I am a caller who has a deep 
concern about the health of the activity 
and, therefore, urges my vote on all is- 
sues. ACA is also willing to look at new 
ideas and ways of improving the activity. 
If you agree with any or all of what I've 
stated, let the Board of Governors of 
CALLERLAB know. If you disagree, you 
can answer through this magazine or 
write to me or call me. I look forward to 
any and all discussion. 
Cleve Cooper, 
695 Troy Ave., 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208)523-5195 
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SD 510 - CIRCLE DANCES AND MIXERS #3 
Called by JACK MURTHA 
- Easy Achey Breaky (line dance) 
- Chasin' Rainbows (easy couple dance) 
- Friendship Ring (circle mixer) 
DIA 4003 - DIAMOND CALENDAR GIRL (calls 1-20 
Called by CRAIG ROWE 
The DIAMOND PROGRAM is designed for use in school classes 
and in EASY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS. For info, write: 
JALK MURTHA ENTERPRISES •146 CLINTON ST. YUBA CITY, CA 95992 3055* 19161673 -1120 
It is interesting to read some of the 
laments written in "American Square 
Dance Magazine" about our great activ-
ity. They are familiar to us all...where are 
all the families??? Why aren't more clubs 
holding lessons??? Why are we becom-
ing an activity of retiree, semi-retirees 
and empty nesters??? Then there is the 
finger pointing ..."It's CALLERLAB's fault, 
it's the dancers fault, Advanced and 
Challenge dancers are ruining our activ-
ity, etc. etc. etc. Wouldn't it be interesting 
if after an independent research group 
studied all the data over the last ten to 
fifteen years and discovered that the 
wane of square dancing was because of 
the "Plus Level"? 
How can that be? Most dancers, in-
cluding this one, dance PLUS. There are 
more Plus clubs than any other level. 
True, but now let's turn back the clock. 
Before Plus... we were one of the most 
inexpensive forms of family entertain-
ment around, lessons only took ten to 
fifteen weeks and square dance clubs 
held lessons regularly. Today, clubs lose 
money even when the lessons are held 
in a member's basement. Anyone who 
doesn't think it is expensive to hire a 
caller and rent a place for six months 
must not be participating in club meet-
ings or is a caller with their own hall. 
Why do dancers choose the level they 
dance at? Basically, because they like to 
square dance. I do not believe that danc-
ers initially take "Plus" because it is more 
choreographic, or looks more interesting 
or more challenging. Most choose it be-
cause of one of the following reasons...  
1. It was the only program available in 
there area. 2. The people that recruited 
them belonged to a "Plus" club (dancers 
like to dance with their friends) or 3. It 
increased their opportunity to dance. 
Does the Mainstream list need to be 
shortened? YES. The pruning of the lists 
would be a natural evolution in a folk 
activity. I would have no problem if CAL-
LERLAB and ACA were to use the fre-
quency count from the last National 
Convention as the basis for shortening 
the Mainstream and Plus program. 
Hopefully, they will agree to do that. But 
to limit the choices of the participants in 
a folk activity for the benefit of a few is a 
prescription for further decline. 
Most freshman college courses are six 
months in length (using the semester 
hour as a basis). However, they are bro-
ken into two equal parts of three months 
(approx. 15 weeks) each. i.e. English I & 
II, French I & II. History I & II etc. One 
does not have to sign up for six months 
of French at the beginning of the year. If 
a student feels that French I will satisfy 
his reqL:rements, all he needs to take is 
French I. Why should we require every 
one to take the equivalent of Square 
Dancing I & II (Mainstream & Plus)? 
We can fill a need and serve our activ-
ity better by offering the consumer more 
choices instead of less. (Wasn't this one 
of the rationales that ACA used when 
forming?) After all, where would General 
Mills be if they only sold Corn Flakes? 
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Hamlin, Texas 79520 
Recollections 
of a Norwegian 
Barn Dance 
By Leif Hetland 
Western Contra 
came to America from Norway at age 
six and of course had not taken to 
dancing as yet, but I have recollections 
of being at dances in Norway and watch-
ing the grown ups. Sixteen years ago, my 
wife Anna Lee and I visited Norway, the 
land of my birth. Anna Lee was born in 
Los Angeles, California of Norwegian 
parents and she had been to Norway 
before we married, but this would be my 
first trip back to my native land since I 
emigrated to America. 
Anna Lee and I spent many wonderful 
hours visiting relatives from both sides of 
the family and one of the tighlights was 
at the Hetland homestead outside of the 
town of Sandnes close to the city of 
Stavanger. My older cousin, Rasmus 
Hetland, showed us around the farm 
bringing back many fond memories. 
Cousin Rasmus did not speak English 
as the succeeding generations in Nor-
way were taught in school to do, so we 
spoke Norwegian. Cousin Rasmus loved 
to dance and told about an event that 
occurred at the farm many times. He told 
me about the barn dances that were held 
in the early summer just before the hay-
ing season. The barn at the Hetland farm 
was well built, livestock and machinery 
occupying the first floor and the whole 
second story being a hayloft. He remem-
bers how my mother loved to dance and 
how he loved to dance with her. In the 
late spring or early summer before the 
new hay was brought into the barn, the 
people of the farm and their neighbors 
would spend a weekend dancing in the 
empty hayloft. The loft would be swept, 
the musicians would come from the sur-
rounding area, the kitchen would be bus-
tling with food preparation activity and 
the dancing would last from Friday night 
till Monday morning. 
American square dancing has a rich 
heritage of growth through the years as 
it spread throughout the states. As I re-
flect on my involvement in the American 
folk dance, calling squares, cueing 
rounds, calling and dancing western con-
tra and exploring the roots of the activity 
within the United States, I am reminded 
of my visit to Norway and the Hetland 
homestead, and, how much of our danc-
ing heritage has roots in the European 
countries and how much we and they 
have in common as folk dancers. 4/ 




I've Got Friends In Low Places 
RR-228-By Tim 
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Soon To Be Released 
Feelin' Kinda Lonely Tonight 
RR-231-BI/ Dee Dee 
Western Skies 
RR-232-By Wade 
• • • • • 
Sweetheart Festival 
Feb, 11-13, 1994 
Wade, Mike & Tim 
Denver, Colorado 
For More Information : 
Wade & Carla Driver (602) 833-2033 
••••• 
1721 E. Glencove St., Mesa, AZ 85203 
(602) 833-2033 
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DJ107 'Til The Money's Gone 	Dan & Joe 
DJ106 I'm Up To My Ears In Tears 	Dan 
DJ105 Won't You Wear My Ring Joe 
DJ104 Why Get Up 	 Dan & Joe 
DJ103 Going Against The Grain 	Dan 
DJ102 Walkin' The Floor Over Me Joe 
DJ101 Back To The Country 	Dan & Joe 
3925 N. Tollhouse Rd ,Fresno, CA 93726 
(209)227.2764 
-",.. 
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	 by Don Ward 
American Callers Assoc. 
Contralab 
am writing this month,s column from 
my sixth floor room at Kaiser Hospital 
overlooking the beautiful San Fernando 
Valley, California. As I write, twilight is 
turning this home to over 1.5 million resi-
dents into a sea of sparkling diamonds as 
the city lights come on. In the week I have 
been here I have had a chance to do a lot 
of pondering about our activity. Locally we 
have less than 1,000 ..:ancers out of 1.5 
million. This is due in part to a cultural 
diversity. The economic factor of a large 
urban white collar "poor," in terms of the 
$20.00 per hour aerospace jobs that have 
been eliminated while still facing life style 
payments for an era of pleasure. Our once 
plentiful dancers are now trying to stay 
afloat. 
In the 30's people turned away from 
expensive nights on the town and the 
ballrooms filled to overflowing with danc-
ers wanting just to move to music, enjoy-
ing each other's embrace, flirtation 
(when's the last time you flirted with your 
partner during a swing) and all for just 25 
or 50 cents. Extensive lessons weren't 
needed, why they even taught the "fox-
trot" & "waltz" 30 minutes before the 
dance. My wife and I got in on the last of 
this dance marathon when in the late 40's 
we would dance to Lawrence Welk on 
Lick Pier in Santa Monica. Then came 
square dancing in the world famous Hol-
lywood Palladium, filled to capacity, on 
Sunday afternoons for $1.00 per person. 
The world's largest square dance hap- 
pened in Santa Monica in 1950. Fourteen 
thousand dancers, fifty thousand specta-
tors and 36 callers helped this city on the 
bay celebrate their Diamond Jubilee. The 
average beginner,s class in this area was 
6 to 10 weeks fora dollar a person. 
In reflecting on this, a common factor 
seemed evident. The "white collar middle 
class" wasn't in the big money yet. We 
were still satisfied with uncomplicated fun. 
But life styles changed. As we became 
more affluent we wanted bigger and bet-
ter toys to play with, campers, ski boats, 
even air planes for some. Dancing be-
came more "challenge" driven in keeping 
with our life style and beginners classes 
became longer and more expensive 
every year. Today a couple will spend 
upwards of $300 plus clothing to get 
through a beginner's class and the hard 
reality is that many of the "urban white 
collar" cannot afford our activity anymore. 
By now you may be wondering if the 
doctors should be looking at my head 
rather than my stomach, but there is a 
healthy future for both me and our activity. 
I see more interest in Community Dance 
Programs as an entry or fun level floor for 
dancing. With squares, rounds, mixers, 
line and contra dances we can now offer 
a program that does not require the time 
or expense of what has become the norm 
of square dancing. 
My contra dances all begin with an 
introductory walk through before the 
dance where we teach enough basics to 
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get them through the first tip. From then 
on they learn by doing. Every dance in the 
evening's program is based on some as-
pect of the proceeding figures. I also 
found myself looking at my dance book. 
There were the "good old ones," some 
easy, well thought out contemporary fig-
ures and a number of "hot, advanced" 
contra's. I found myself guilty of digging 
into square dancing's bag of toys so con-
tra dancers could "swamp the boat, load 
the barge and tote the bale." I know better, 
but titillation sometimes overtakes reason 
and that an increased movement count 
does not make for better or more interest-
ing dances. I still believe that there is 
room to explore figures that contribute to 
smoother, thus better dances. A good 
example is Paul Moore's "Lost at Sea" 
which uses two contemporary move-
ments danced to traditional music for one 
great dance. I am also finding dances with 
no more than six or seven movements 
that keep everyone active and have no 
discernible beginning or end. Match this 
to music where the melody never seems 
to end and you have almost four minutes 
of pure dancing pleasure. I'll be introduc-
ing this concept at the National in the 
contra hall and in future Contra Corners 
articles. 
"Lost at Sea" is a nice smooth improper 
duple especially when danced to a Hoop-
ers Jig by the Thistle Band or Fishers 
Hornpipe, New England Chestnuts 2. 
This is one of those dances that is music 
sensitive. Either it's great or a bomb de-
pending on the music phrase in relation to 
movement. If you have trouble locating 
the recommended music drop me a note 
and Paul & I will come up with substitutes. 
1) LEFT HAND LADY DO SA DO, 2) 
SAME ONE SWING, face across, 3) 
PASS THE OCEAN & BALANCE, 4) 
TRADE THE WAVE & BALANCE, 5) lady 
on left ALLEMANDE LEFT 1-1/2, 6) LA-
DIES CHAIN across, 7) FLUTTER 
WHEEL, 8) RIGHT & LEFT THRU (8ct 1/2 
SQUARE THRU) repeat the dance. 
"Rainy Day Contra" may well be some-
one's dance by another name, however I 
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found it written on a napkin on a California 
rainy day, hence its name. The dance is 
smooth flowing when used with contem-
porary or a traditional reel. Formation: 
Alternate duple. Intro, men face left, la-
dies right. 1) ONE YOU FACE 4 HAND 
LEFT HAND STAR, 2) reverse RIGHT 
HAND STAR, 3) men move up with lady 
ahead PROMENADE UP or DOVVN (ac-
tive men down, active lady up) 4) WHEEL 
AS COUPLE BACK TO PLACE, BEND 
LINE, 5) LADIES CHAIN, 6) CHAIN 
BACK, 7) PASS THRU, PARTNER 
TRADE (Calif Twirl), 8) slow HALF 
SQUARE THRU, (repeat dance next in 
line star left). What makes this dance 
enjoyable is it can be danced a continu-
ous movement in unison with each phrase 
of music. For a traditional feel use F & W 
string Band "Perry Sound Reel." Mar-let 
511, "Sing, Sing, Sing" is a good middle 
of the road tune or "Don't keep Me Hang-
ing Around" Sunny Hills 5007 for some 
real excitement. 
There are great reports from the Contra 
Hall at the California State Convention so 
I'll cover that and the National at the same 
time. Your input is valuable to myself and 
all the other readers of American Squares 
so keep the information coming; Don. 
Ward, 9989 Maude Ave., Sunland, CA 
91040. Happy dancing! 	6/ 
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IOWA BARN DANCES 
Cecelia Roddy 
Leo Satterlee is a gentleman now 88 years old who called square dances 
for forty years, beginning in the 1930's. 
After reading his book, Iowa Barn Dances, 
I asked Mr. Satterlee if he would let ASD 
Magazine reprint the introduction so that 
readers could know more about what the 
old barn dances were like. Over many 
years Mr. Satterlee called dances in neigh- 
bors' homes, in halls, in barns, and in 
schoolhouses, and for four years called 
every Saturday night on radio station 
WHO, on the show, "Iowa Barn Dance 
Frolic." 
He learned from callers who were old 
timers in the 1930's, including a settler who 
came across the country in a covered 
wagon, and the dances in the book are the 
old style as well--more like Kentucky Run- 
ning Set than New England Quadrille. Forty 
years later Betty Casey included many of 
these same dances under the chapter 
heading, "Lest They Be Lost," when she 
wrote The Complete Book of Square Danc-
ing. I thank my sister Letitia for introducing 
me to Mr. Satterlee, and I thank Mr. Satter-
lee and ASD Magazine for sharing this 
story with us. 
INTRODUCTION TO 
IOWA BARN DANCES 
The purpose of this book is to keep alive the quadrille as danced by the early 
pioneers and in the rural communities of 
America from before the turn of the century 
until the modern square dance more or less 
took over. The modern dance has evolved 
from these dances but is becoming so 
highly technical that you need to take les- 
sons for several months before you are 
able to attend a regular dance. A good 
example of this was given me by a friend 
who took lessons and danced with the best 
of them for several years. Then some ill-
ness kept them out for several months. 
When they did attend they got in a set and 
the other three couples sat down. The 
dances had changed so much they were 
not good enough to dance without further 
instructions. I don't mean to belittle the 
modern dance in any way. They are good 
for those who are physically able to do 
them and can take the time required to 
keep up to date with them. The dances I 
am dealing with you need only to learn two 
or three basic formations which can be 
learned easily. Then just follow the caller. 
These were fun dances and if someone got 
mixed up, so what? It just made for more 
fun. I believe these dances are still danced 
in many communities but they have been 
more or less relegated to the status of a folk 
dance. 
My introduction into the square dance 
came in the early 1930's when I moved with 
my wife Jessie, daughter Marie, and son 
Leonard, to a small farm about nine miles 
south of Des Moines, Iowa, and aboutthree 
miles east of a little town of Norwalk. We 
arrived there in the late winter. Shortly after 
we arrived we were invited to a dance at a 
neighbor's home a short distance away. As 
neither of us knew a thing about square 
dancing, we accepted only to be sociable 
and to get acquainted with our neighbors. 
They also would have some round dances 
(waltzes, two-steps, etc.) which we could 
do so we felt we wouldn't be exactly wall-
flowers. About the third square dance set, 
someone got me in one set and my wife in 
another and before the evening was over 
we were doing a passable dance and really 
having a good time. The dances during this 
period were usually held in someone's 
home or barn. The first dance I attended 
was in a home where the furniture was 
removed from two rooms. There was a 
large double door between them where the 
caller stood and one set danced in each 
room. 
One of our neighbors had a barn on the 
side of a hill. The stalls for the animals were 
on the downhill side. The planking in the 
hay mow was 1" x 12" so we would go there 
the day before to smooth the cracks the 
best we could and cover the floor with 
cornmeal. This would fill the cracks and 
make a good floor for square dancing, but 
normally it wasn't very good for the round 
dances. You don't want a very slick floor for 
the square dance. 
Sometimes we would rent the Odd Fel-
lows or Masonic Hall but usually, in the 
rural communities, the dances were held in 
a home, a barn, or the school house. 
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In those days we always took our chil-
dren with us. Usually after refreshments 
they would get sleepy and be put cross-
ways on the host's beds. This would gen-
erally hold five or six children. The rest 
would be on the floor on blankets or wher-
ever we could find a spot out of the way. 
Everybody brought refreshments, usually 
sandwiches or cake. The hostess fur-
nished coffee and punch. A collection was 
usually taken up for the orchestra and 
caller. Sometimes the host would count the 
men present and divided the charge be-
tween them. Sometimes the caller had to 
be paid, but usually there were enough of 
the men in the community who could call 
and they would take turns calling free of 
charge. This is how I got my "baptism" in 
calling. At a dance the second winter sea-
son after we started dancing there hap-
pened to be only one man present who 
could call. I told him I didn't know a thing 
about it but I would give it a whirl. Well, to 
make a long story short, I called frequently 
at the dances after that. 
At this time in Des Moines at the Shrine 
Auditorium there was a radio broadcast 
every Saturday night called, "The Iowa 
Barn Dance Frolic." This was a stage pro- 
Zip 
gram where an audience watched the per-
formance as it was being broadcast. They 
used two square dance sets on the stage. 
One came from the V.F.W., and was there 
every week. The other came from the farm 
communities and brought the caller. If your 
group wanted to appear, you called in and 
made a reservation. You were lucky to get 
two dates a year. This second year that we 
were square dancing we were fortunate 
enough to get two dates. The first one we 
attended as dancers, but the second one 
our caller was unable to go so I was asked 
to try it. I didn't think I was good enough, 
but the dancers said I was, so I went. I had 
never used a microphone before so you 
can understand how I felt getting up there 
before a large crowd in the auditorium with 
uncounted thousands listening over the ra-
dio. To this day I can't remember what 
changes I called, but I gotby pretty well and 
didn't get mixed up. The hardest thing was 
to stop gracefully in the middle of a change. 
We were allowed only so much time and I 
was given a signal when to stop. So I had 
to improvise some way to quit and make it 
sound right. 
Evidently Stan VVidney, who was in 
charge of the show, thought I did a good 
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job, as the next Wednesday I got a call from 
the station to come down and see him. 
When I got there he said they had been 
having trouble getting good callers. He 
asked me if I would like to call every Satur-
day night. I was dumbfounded. I told him 
that I had only called about a year. Yet he 
thought I was good enough to call all the 
time on his show. Then he took me in a 
room and I listened to a recording of the 
dance I had called the previous Saturday 
night. I couldn't believe it was me. You 
sound so much different than you think you 
do on records. This gave me confidence, 
so I told Stan if he was willing to take a 
chance, I would try it. They gave me $3.50 
a Saturday night. It doesn't sound like 
much these days but remember, these 
were Depression times and I was tickled to 
death. This started three and one-half 
years of calling every Saturday night. I 
don't think I missed one night. This was 
during the time that Ronald ("Dutch") Rea-
gan was the sports announcer on this sta-
tion. The Williams Brothers were also 
appearing on the ''Barn Dance Frolic." 
Andy Williams (later of television fame) 
was the youngest member of the quartet 
and would usually come backstage and 
watch us rehearse the dances before the 
show started. I would always rehearse 
each new group of dancers, as they were 
usually strangers to me. 
It was during the years I spent in Des 
Moines at the "Iowa Barn Dance Frolic" 
that I got the idea of putting down for pos-
terity these dances as I was unable to find 
anything in the library that explained these 
dances in a manner that a person who 
didn't know a thing about it could call and 
run a dance. It has just sat in a drawer all 
this time since. 
It is with this in mind that I dedicate this 
book to my late wife, Jessie, who was so 
helpful and understanding during my many 
years of calling dance. 
Leo M. Satterlee 
Mr. Satterlee's three favorite dances are 
Buck and Wing, Ocean Wave, and Texas 
Star. He can be contacted at the following 
address: Mr. Leo Satterlee, Health Center, 
Odd Fellows Home, 14500 Fruitvale Ave., 
Saratoga, CA 95070. ✓ 
AN EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR YOUR 
CALLER, CUER, SQUARE DANCE FRIEND 
OR JUST YOURSELF. 
SPECIAL $6.95 + SH 
A special offer for subscribers 
of American Square Dance 
Protect your back issues of 
American Square Dance 
with this attractive 
leather-look gold embossed 
magazine binder. Each binder 
holds a full year's issue of 
ASD. They have sturdy cloth 
based red vinyl covers and 
are made to give you many 
years of use. The binders 
open flat for quick and easy 
reference. 
Send your orders to American Square Dance, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas, 
CA 93906. Phone (408) 443-0761. (Visa or MasterCard accepted.) 
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A \\Y/LI\OAS1-110\S  
ALABAMA 
BFtANT LEY'S WESTERN SUPPLY & 
DANCE APPAREL 
R#2 Hwy. 35, Section, AL 35771 
1-800-828-8091 
"FREE Mail Order Catalog 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley, CA 95470 
1-800-468-6423 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
8520 Platt Ave Suite 623 
West Hills, CA 91307 
818-347-1207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2488 Almaden Road 
San Jose, CA 95125 
(408) 267-2333 
Complete Line d SD Apparel 
SQUARED FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd , Ste 5 
Sacramento, CA 95841-1207 
918-344-0346 
COLORADO 
SID RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd 
Denver. CO 80214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW SID SHOP 
8650 49th Si N 
Pinellas Park, FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
JENNIFER SHOES 
917 Brookhills Dr 
Cantonment, FL 32533 
904.968-4415 
Clogging 8 Ballroom Shoes 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park. Road 
Chicago. IL 60634 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St.  
Auburn, IN 48706 
219-925-3818 or 925-0639 
24-hour Phone Service 
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR 3 Box 125, Pahoa, HI 96778 
on the Big Island, 808-982-9278 
Everything for the SR Dancer Inc 
Hawaiian-mode dams 
KANSAS 
EUT S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
635 E 47th St. S., Wchrta, KS 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42 
316-522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
SHEPLERS' WESTERN WEAR CATALOG 
Worlds largest selection of Boots. Jeans. Hats 
Suits. Dresses and Acessones Cell 1-8C0-242-
6540 for your FREE catalog. Give operator 
Code 6 703, or write Sheplers. Dept 703. PO 
Box 7702. Worlds. KS 67277 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S 
1956 Cherokee Dr 
Lake Charles. LA 70611 
(318)855-4470 
Visa & MC 
MAINE 
MAINE-LY COUNTRY WESTERN WEAR 
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd 
Gray, ME 04039 
207-857-3412 
Catalog S2 Refund with lst Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES 5/0 & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd. Phone 410-795-08C6) 
Eldersburg, MD 21784 
Catalogue Availade — S4 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkie peticoats 8 pantalettes 
NEW MEXICO 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
4017 Central Ave NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87108 
505-255-8981 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE SD SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr. 507-345-1900 
Mankato, MN 58001 
Member d NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders' 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & SID STORE 
109-111 S Main St. (315-868-2644) 
Central Square, NY 13038 
Complete Western & S/D Store 
Catalog $1 Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W SID FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Mons 
193 Vianery Rd (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry, NC 28480 
Marl Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore, OK 73180-5105 
Apparel 405-790-5832 




ViAchita Falls, TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES 
9047 Garland Rd., Dallas, TX 75218 
310 E Main, Richardson, TX 75081 
214-323-8684/235-9707 
SID Apparel & Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
TRIPLE R's CATALOG SERVICE 
PO Box 2340 
Fairfax, VA 22031 
1-803-627-0412 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
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Encore 
br DOROTHY WALKER 
Highlights From Past Issues Of This Magazine 
4 	 
25 YEARS AGO JUNE, 1969 
"Developing Round Dancers" by Lou 
& Pat Barbee tells us, "There is only one 
reason why anyone comes to square 
dance class--to have fun! To keep them 
coming it is important that you give them 
fun from the very first minute they get on 
the floor. 
Some of the people have never 
danced a step in their lives. They have 
come to class either because they prom-
ised a friend or have heard about this 
different kind of square dancing and want 
to see what it is. Their appetite for this 
new kind of dancing must be stimulated 
the first night and continue to be satisfied 
every night or they will look for some 
other pastime that will hold their interest. 
Adding variety to the square dance 
program in the form of round dancing will 
keep those square dancers' dancing ap-
petites satisfied much longer. Learning 
to round dance can be as much fun as 
learning to square dance. The use of 
simple mixers in square dance class will 
not only give the dancers variety, but with 
the correct introduction to these mixers, 
their curiosity about round dancing will 
be aroused. 
If rounds at square dances are kept at 
the easy level and cued, either by the 
caller or by a round dance leader, the 
square dance-round dance marriage will 
live happily ever after. Neither activity 
can be completely successful and satis-
fying without the other. Square dancing 
is lively and energetic; round dancing is 
dreamy and romantic. Variety is the 
spice of life and togetherness is essen-
tial!" 
Question: How do you teach the 
handicapped to square dance? In teach- 
American Squaredanm, June 1994 
ing the handicapped, the secret of suc-
cess lies in the knowledge the instructor 
has of the group he is working with. All in 
all, the answer remains in a slower 
tempo, limited basics, and sometimes an 
easier, different version of established 
Western dancing. It may be a little more 
work for the caller but greater satisfaction 
in the accomplishment is the result. 
New Idea: Spin Chain The Star by 
Charlie Tilley, Saugus, Massachusetts. 
10 YEARS AGO JUNE, 1984 
Dub Perry of Venice, Florida sent us a 
well-written excerpt from the Bradenton 
Herald News, written by Rex Bennett, a 
square dancer and columnist, who says, 
among other good comments: 
"It would be impossible to accurately 
describe in detail the many appear-
ances, personalities and characteristics 
of the people who are square dancers. 
They come in every imaginable size, age 
and shape. We meet people from any 
state in the union and some from our 
neighboring nations. Some are ex-
tremely happy-go-lucky extroverts, and 
some are serious at times almost to the 
point of seeming somber. But it is safe to 
say that they all seem to have the same 
purpose in mind - an avid desire to keep 
time to the music and to let the world 
know about it..." 
Most of us fit that description, we'll 
wager. 
From SID Entertainment: The News-
letter of the Bluegrass Club of New York 
noted that a special 15-20 minute square 
dance segment would be part of the 
opening entertainment ceremonies 
when the International Gaines for the 
Disabled comes to Garden City, Long 
island, on June 17, 1984. Doug Tuch-
man of the Bluegrass Club will produce 
the program, Pat Cannon will call the 
square dance and the Yankee Rebels 
will provide the music. President Rea-
gan, many state, local and foreign digni-
taries will be on hand. The program will 
be televised around the world. 
Challenge Chatter: Last year Caller-
lab voted to delete the word "level" as it 
pertained to square dance and to use the 
word "program" in its place. We don't 
know how it has affected others, but we 
are having a very difficult time getting 
away from the use of "level." It just 
doesn't seem to fit into our vocabulary as 
we write this column and others. We 
decided to look up the meaning of the two  
words and pass them along. Our source 
is Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary. 
LEVEL: adj. #4 Degree of moral, intel-
lectual, or social elevation; rank; specifi-
cally equal rank. The men were on a level 
mentally. #5 The line in which anything is 
aimed. #7 Differences in altitude thus 
measured. 
PROGRAM: n. #1 A list giving in order 
the items, turns, selections, etc., making 
up an entertainment; also, the selections, 
etc., collectively. #2 Any prearranged 
plan or course of proceedings; a pro-
spectus. #4 A preface, or prefatory state-
ment. 
Those are the definitions! You be the 
judge. 
New Idea: Feedback by Dan Neu- 
mann 	✓ 
HAPPY FATHER'S DAY 





















5050 - 50 WATTS 
5100 - 100 WATTS 
5150 - 150 WATTS 
HAVE IT ALL IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE 
SO WELL ENGINEERED, WE GUARANTEE IT TWO FULL YEARS 
FA BOX 5394 SAN JOSE. CA 95150 	108 995-6541 
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Single Circle to A 
Wave 
Acey Deucey 
MS EMPHASIS CALL 
Pass To The Center 
PLUS 
Transfer the Column 
Connect the Diamond 
PLUS EMPHASIS CALL 










All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
3/4 tag the line 
Track two 




Not a Callerlab 
program 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers prior 








SO/SSR-502 YANKEE DOODLE by Cliff 
SSR-175 PENNSYLVANIA POLKA by Mike 
SSR-174 SINGING THE BLUES by Bruce Mc. 
SSR-172 HEY LITTLE DEVIL by Chris Froggatt 
SSR-171 SOMEDAY SOON by Red 
SSR-170 IT'S SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Lori 
SSR-169 WOOLY BULLY/CAJUN JON (Patter) 
SSR-165 LET IT SNOW by Bruce W. 
SSR-163 SLA Contra by Tony 
SSR-161 KIDS OF THE BABY BOOM by Don 
SSR-135 MEMORY by Jack 
SSR-1 12 WIND BENEATH MY WINGS by Jack 
Don Brown 	Lou Morin 	Cliff Brodeur 	Bruce Williamson 
For catalog and information: Silver Sounds Records, P.O.Box 229 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937 
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rip 61.01e .W0111266) 
THINGS ABOUT LOVE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Ray & Ann Brown 
Good music with a nice different P-5 jive. 
YES I DO 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Ray & Anne Brown 
Good music with quite an interesting P-5+1+1 
rumba (circular hip twist-snake) 
MY LADY III 
GRENN 17188 
Choreography by Jerry & Perry Lefeavers 
Pretty music & a good P-3 waltz cued by Jerry. 
MADONNA IV 
GRENN 17188 
Choreography by Jerry & Perry Lefeavers 
Same record as above with a P-4+2 (royal spin, nat 
weave) waltz routine. 
COME DANCE FOX-TROT 
ROPER 410 
Choreography by Lynn & Donna Roumagoux 
Good music with a nice P-4 fox-trot routine 
PIXIE 94 
GRENN 17187 
Choreography by Glen & Beth McLeod 
Good music with a little different P-2 two step cued 
by Glen. 
MISS PEABODY BROWN 
GRENN 14296 
Choreography by Chuck & Barbara Jobe 
Good peppy music & a lively P-3+2 (qtr trn prog 
chasse, shag step) two step & fox-trot. 
LUCKY WITH YOU 
EPIC 15-05532 
Choreography by Jack & Lee Ervin 
Good George Jones vocal & a nice easy going 
P-4+1 (hinge) waltz. 
HONKY TONK ATTITUDE 
EPIC 34-74911 
Choreography by Larry & Arleta Dunn 
Good Lucky Joe Diffie vocal with a 4 part P-2 two 
step. 
I'D RATHER MISS YOU 
WB7-18668 
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott 
Little Texas vocal with a P-3+2 waltz (diamond trns 
& weave) 
FAST AS YOU 
REPRISE 178341 
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott 
Lively Dwight Yoakam vocal with a 3 part P-2 two 
step routine.  
I SWEAR 
ATLANTIC 7-87288 
Choreography by Tony Speranzo 
Good John Michael Montgomery vocal with a P-4 
lazy cha cha. 
I'LL BE SEEING YOU 
RCA 447-0116 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good Tommy Dorsey music with a P-6 fox-trot 
routine. 
A' LA MER 
SPEC PRESS (FLIP OF CHA CHA TERRERO) 
Choreography by Brent & Mickey Moore 
Pretty music & a nice, little different P-4 rumba. 
WARM & TENDER 
GRENN 37033 
Choreography by Hank & Betty Walstra 
Pretty music & a good P-2+2 waltz. 
RED ROBIN 
GRENN 15007 
Choreography by Dorothy Sanders 
Good music & a good fast moving P-3 two step. 
BORN TO DANCE 
GRENN 14225 
Choreography by Craig Pierson 
Good music with a different P-3+2 (diamond trn, in 
& out runs) combination sts, jive & fox-trot. 
RING OF SHINY GOLD 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Tom & Jan Kannapel 
Jim Reeves vocal with a nice P-5+2+1 waltz. 
SWEET DREAMS 
BELCO 419 (320) 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
Good music with smooth P-2+1 (fishtail) two step 
cued by Richard. 
SIDE BY SIDE 
BELCO 419 
Choreography by Jack & Ann Von Der Heide 
Catchy music & a good P-2 two step cued by Jack.  
TEMPEEMA 
BLUE CHIP 701 
Choreography by Steve Allen/Rose Marie Kre- 
shock 
Little different music & a P-5 waltz. 
MAMBO TONIGHT 
ROPER 425 
Choreography by Ralph & Jean Collipi 
Good lively music & a nice P-4+2UR mambo rou- 
tine. 
RHYTHM OF THE NIGHT 
GORDY 1770 
Choreography by Mike Seurer 
P4+1 (dble cubans) cha cha to De Barge vocal. 
IF BUBBA CAN DANCE 
RCA 62761-7 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good Shenendoah vocal with a P-3 two step (figure 
8 & susie 0) 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
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3430 PACIFIC AVE S.E. 
SUITE A-6332 
OLYMPIA, WA 98501 206-456-1643 
I_CU-MAC 1)44 SPECIAL EVENTS 
National Trail In Dances 
June 19, 1994 Hood River OR , June 20, 1994 Salem OR 
June 21, 1994 Grants Pass OR June 22, 1994 Portland OR 
Sept. 10-17 Holland America Alaska Square Dance Cruise 
with Mac Letson and Don Wood 
110T NEW LOU-MAC RELEASES 
LM 199 THE DANCE by Robed Townsend 
LM 198 LONG GONE by Tom Roper 
LM 197 WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD FROM YOU by Bill Burngarner 
LM 196 FINALLY FRIDAY by Den Prosidy 
LM 195 BIBLE BELT by Don Wood 
LM 194 TEMPORARY HOME by Tommy Well. 
LM 193 REGULAR JOE by Wes Dyer & Kenny Jarvis 
LM 192 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING by M. Letson & Tom Roper 
Record Order Phone Number (9011867-8722 









Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 
Good Harry Belafonte vocal with an interesting 
P-5+2 waltz. 
YOU CAN'T HAVE IT ALL 
ARISTA 12649-7 
Choreography by Cathy & Ken Felch 
Good Alan Jackson vocal a nice P-2+1 (hover) 
waltz 
YOU CAN'T HAVE IT ALL-
SAME MUSIC AS ABOVE 
Choreography by Betty Ackerman 
A P-2 waltz 
BORN TO BOOGIE 
WE 7-21948 
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn 
Vvild music by Hank Williams Jr. with a fun P-2 two 
step. 
YESTERDAY'S SONG 
COL 18-02604 or COL 13-05486 
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott 




Choreography Jim & Adele Chico 
Good lively music with a p-3+2 (fallaway throw-
away, link rock) combination two step & single 
swing. 
KISS ME QUICK 
RCA 447-0639 
Choreography by Larry & Kathy Gafford 
Good Elvis vocal with a p-3+1 (alemana) combina- 
tion two step & cha cha 
CHARLESTON II 
MCA 60104 OR DECCA 25620 
Choreography by Roy & Janet Williams 
Great Tommy Dorsey music with a long sequenced 
fun type P-2 two step with lots of charlestons. 
WELCOME TO MY WORLD 
RCA 12346 
Choreography by Charlie & Leona Lovelace 
Good Jim Reeves vocal with an unphased interme-
diate slow two step routine. 
OH WHAT A DANCE 
SEASONS LM0007 
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
Four Seasons vocal with a P-4+2 (challenge chase, 
double cubans) cha cha & samba. 
JUDY IN DISGUISE 
ERIC 303 OR COL 3315 
Choreography by Don & Linda Hichman 
Good music with an interesting P-4+2 (natural top 
& switch) 1 up (wrap trn) mambo 
COME ON OVER 
SUN 3091 
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn 
Good Jerry Lewis vocal [Whole Lotta Shakin Goin' 
On) - P-2 two step. 




AMER. PIE 9067 
Choreography by Bill & Lee Howell 




Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 




Choreography by Bill & Lee Howell 
Good lively music with a P-4+2 (grand circle & 
sixteen) paso doble. 
IPANEMA 
GRENN 14143 OR 14296 
Choreography by Bob & Jeanne Granger 
P-2+2 two step (whaletail & Susie 0) with good 
music. 
TWO BROKEN HEARTS 
CHINOOK 1103 
Choreography by Dan & Doris Sobala 
Three part P-2 waltz with basic figures. 
HUSBANDS & WIVES 
CHINOOK 1103 
Choreography by Dan & Doris Sobala 




Choreography Dan & Doris Sobala 
P-4+1 rumba (sweethearts) 
AMADA MIA 
HOCTOR 688 
Choreography Betty & Ed Navage 




Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
P-6 fox-trot with good music (vocal). 
MY CLAIRE DE LUNE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
Pretty vocal with an interesting P-4 rumba. 
THE SPINNING WHEEL 
REXEL SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Lamberty/Swain 
Pretty music & a different P-4+1 (dble rev) waltz. 
WALKIN MY BABY BACK HOME 
REXEL SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Lamberty/Swain 
Good Nat King Cole vocal with an unusual P-3+4 
two step some done in escort & shadow. 
ONCE AGAIN A BIG THANK YOU TO REEVES 
RECORDS FOR PROVIDING THESE RECORDS 
FOR REVIEW. 	V 
Tripilo t er ei•• • • • 
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Most computing has come a very long way since an Apple II application 
from an audio tape recorder allowed me to 
put the files of the whole of CHICKEN IN 
THE BREAD PAN on two sides of a 143 K 
floppy. However, the production of banners 
still leaves something to be desired. This is 
not to say that there has been no improve-
ment in these applications, but mostly it has 
been in the area of more fonts and less 
"jaggies" and higher prices for multiple 
copies. 
You may have seen some banners ad-
vertising the Mount Baker Council Spring 
SHAKY-DO (What the heck is a Shaky-
Do?) which had to be larger than the con-
ventional single or double line banner, and 
which had to be produced in quantity. With 
some banner programs, taller letters and 
some graphics and font manipulation is 
possible, notably Printmaster Gold. How-
ever, even this program has significant limi-
tations and of course production of any 
large number of copies would be very hard 
on a printer. Furthermore, making finished 
copies at a commercial establishment 
proved too costly at a quoted $9.00 per 
banner. 
The need to use multiple graphics, and 
particularly multiple font styles, and make 
25 copies at an affordable price lead to the 
following: 
First, a general banner size and design 
was determined. It was found that many 
copy shops can enlarge material to 11 x 17 
on 20# color paper for about 20 cents a 
sheet. Three such sheets produce a re-
spectable banner for use in a hall. Using 
any graphics application in landscape 
mode using an area measuring about 6-1/2  
x 10 inches, several panels were produced 
on 8-1/2 x 11 paper, that when cut out and 
joined together would be a miniature of the 
finished banner. Be sure to use the cor-
rect aspect ratio on the 8-1/2 x 11 sheet 
to match the aspect ration of the final 
paper size you choose! Each panel was 
then blown up to 11 x 17 and these (3) 
blowups taped together at a total cost of 60 
cents each instead of $9.00! 
There is a further opportunity for en-
hancement because any appropriate color 
can be used for any section of the banner. 
In addition, it is quite practical to use peel-
off dots, stars or labels as well as high-
lighter and marking pens or even crayons 
for variety and accent. Filling in outline 
fonts and even small color accents on 
graphics greatly improves the looks of the 
finished banner. Your imagination can pro-
duce endless numbers of attractive results! 
A little work, yes, but all you SDCUGers 
surely don't mind a little extra work to earn 
the admiration of your fellow dancers! 
John Boor, Mt. Baker Council 
Footnotes Magazine, May 1994 
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by Arthur Murray 
Don't hang your weight on your part-ner's arm in an effort to relax. Your 
partner can't dance for you. You must 
hold your own balance and support your 
own weight. 
Don't start off with the wrong foot. 
When a man wants to be sure of stepping 
on his partner's toes, he starts with his 
right foot. When a girl is eager to have 
her toes crushed, she starts with her left 
foot. 
Don't be a Gloomy Gus or Gertrude. 
Dancing should be an expression of joy! 
If you're not having a good time, why not 
go home? 
Don't think you are dancing if you sim-
ply back the girl around the room while 
the music is playing. It betrays a lack of 
imagination, and really is not the ideal 
way of showing her a big time. 
Don't dance with your hips way back. 
It is an out-of-date fashion. For good 
dancing the perfect position is to be erect 
and tipped forward a little. 
Don't clutch your partner's hand with 
a death grip. She won't run away. 
Don't wave your arms about in the 
airy-fairy manner. Girls who do this in-
variably miss the lead and stumble. A 
loose hold will not make you light as a 
feather. A firm grip with your left hand on 
back of a man's shoulder will keep your 
balance. 
Don't expect life to be all sunshine and 
roses if you dance with your wife just 
once and then park her for the rest of the 
evening. 
Don't find fault with your partner's 
dancing. You weren't always the last 
word yourself, and it's apt to give the 
impression that you are just learning to 
dance. 
Don't hum or whistle loudly. It isn't very 
kind to your partner. Humming an occa-
sional note or two won't make you a 
social outcast, of course, but don't try to 
make yourself a part of the orchestra. If 
you must hum know the song and keep 
in tune. 
Don't advertise the fact that you went 
to grammar school by counting aloud as 
you dance. 
Don't take short back steps which 
block your partner and cause him to step 
on your toes. If the toes of your slippers 
are soiled, you are not taking long 
enough steps. 
Don't be stiff. Dancing, of course, is 
supposed to be a light and graceful art, 
the very personification of free and easy 
movement. Beginners, however, often 
tend to dance stiffly and self-consciously, 
simply because they are not sure of 
themselves. This is only natural. If you 
ever learned to skate, row, swim, play 
tennis, golf, or badminton, you will re-
member that at first you were. awkward, 
slow and graceless. You had always to 
think of what you were going to do before 
you could do it, and you were very likely 
to keep getting in your own way. 
But as you learned you became more 
sure of yourself, and soon you were able 
to move with an easy, natural swing. 
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overtensed, took things more easily, and 
you became quick and graceful. 
So it is in dancing. Don't worry too 
much about stiffness at first. You'll get 
over it as you progress. And the best way 
of progressing rapidly is to make sure 
that you know the steps thoroughly. 
Practice your way to grace and sure-
ness. There is no other way. 
As you dance more and more, the 
muscles that you bring into play will be-
come trained and developed. You will be 
able to dance easily, gracefully, and with-
out tiring. 
Don't hug the floor! When I tell a pupil 
to lift her feet in dancing, she almost 
invariable gives me a look that is both 
chilling and skeptical, as if to say, "And I 
thought you were supposed to be a danc-
ing teacher! I've always heard that danc-
ers should keep their feet on the floor!" 
Well, my pupil is wrong about the idea 
of having to keep her feet glued to the 
floor, but it isn't her fault. I, too, had heard 
that dancers should keep their feet on the 
ground. Let's see why this belief exists. 
At the beginning of the century, when 
such dances as the Gallop, Polka and 
Leaping Waltz were going out of style, 
dancing teachers suddenly became 
arch-conservatives. They decreed that 
the feet must never, never leave the floor. 
This was a natural reaction to the ex-
treme cavortings of a passing era. Actu-
ally, there is an excellent reason, and a 
practical one too, why your feet should 
leave the floor. 
When you lift your feet about a quarter 
of an inch off the floor and pass them 
through the air, the floor offers no resis-
tance. By passing your feet through 
space, instead of rubbing them against 
the floor, you give them a chance to move 
lightly and easily. Your feet will then be 
free to do the steps of the dance, and can 
be moved in any direction with less effort 
and more grace. 
Reprinted from "The Dance Corral, 
October, 1993" who's source was "How 
To Become A Better Dancer," 1938 ✓ 
MERRBACII RECORD SERVICE 
For All Of Your Square And Round Dance Records 
Square Dance, Round Dance And Line Dance Manuals 
Square Dance Records♦ Round Dance Records 
Clogging Records ♦Line Dance Records 
Samson Wireless Systems • Williams Sound Wireless 
• Williams Sound Personal PA For The Hearing Impaired • 
Call Today For A Free Sample Of Our Monthly Square Dance Tape Service 
Stay On Top Of The Latest Releases. 
Receive A Monthly/No RetumNou Keep The Tape/"New Releases" 
Cassett Tape Service / $32.00 Per Year in U.S. / $42.00 U.S. Funds To Other Countries. 
Need Blank Cassettes? Yes We Have Them! Boxes, Poly And Hard Plastic Labels 
Cassettes Are Ampes 617. Lengths are: C-12, C-22, C-32, C-46, C-62, and C-91 
CALL, FAX OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICES 
Johnnie Wykoff & Star DBA 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 * 323 West 14th St., Houston, TX 77008 
Tel # 713-862-7077 * Fax: 713-802-2922 24Hours 
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
In the April issue, we are sorry to read 
that Joe Uebelacker, editor of The Cana-
dian Connection, is wrapping up his note 
service with the May issue. His fine work 
will be missed by many callers. 
Included in this issue is a basic called 
Scoop 'Em Up, by Joe. He refers to it as a 
"wrong-hand" Flutterwheel. A fun basic for 
experienced Basic or Mainstream dancers. 
Joe has some good advice concerning 
his efforts to smooth out the execution of 
Flow Your Neighbor (and Spread). He 
says, "If those out-facers will make their 3/4 
turn as if doing a cast off with someone, it 
will time out so much better." 
Joe offers a New Call by Tim Marriner, 
called Go Right (Left) To A Wave. It uses 
part of a Chase Right along with Tag The 
Line, as well as Right or Left Roll to a Wave. 
A fun movement and Joe offers material 
both from Tim and himself. 
In the A 1 & 2 section, Joe presents 
some material for Split and Box Counter 
Rotate. You'll find some good material in 
the Challenge section covering Magic Col-
umn. 
ASD wishes you, Joe, the best of every-
thing and hope you will soon be back with 
us in the note service. 
From the April issue of A.C.F. Caller-
link, editors Howard Cockburn and Keith 
Lethbridge offer Part Two of Presentation 
Skills. This informative article was reprinted 
from the Dec. Callerlink and authored by 
Mike Davey. It contains informative infor-
mation when you are introducing someone, 
whether caller or speaker. 
In this issue, we found material from 
various areas and callers. Some we were 
most impressed with were from Graham 
Elliott. His choreography offers an idea that 
is important to all dancers, helping them 
remember who are sides and who are 
heads. He wraps it up with two singing call 
for your use. 
If you are looking for some good contra 
material you don't need to look any farther. 
David Smythe offers some very good ma-
terial for your use. 
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Toronto & District Sq & Rd Callers 
Notes, editor Norm Wilcox writes a very 
interesting article concerning the "fuss and 
furor" about the square dance programs. 
His ideas are rock solid and he says, "I try 
to write figures that cover the whole spec-
trum from very easy to difficult so you (the 
subscriber) can pick what you need." 
Norm offers some really good position 
dancing figures in his Mainstream section, 
using Cross Fold. Donna Saunders pre-
sents some good stuff with Chase Right & 
Left Chase. Calling Left Chase puts the 
dancers on cue that it is a left turn instead 
of right. 
Switch Anything is very well covered in 
the A-2 section. Norm says, "The item that 
is common for all the Switch calls is that the 
centers run - - always!" 
Mechanics, edited by Wayne Morvent, 
in the April issue offers material covering 
Run/Cross Run. It's always good to see a 
caller use the entire extent of a basic. With 
Run/Cross Run, for example, these basics 
needs to be taught and used enough for the 
dancers to become comfortable with them. 
They are both good movements. 
Wayne offers an experimental call enti-
tled Recycle The Wave. A great way to 
change Right Hand Waves to Left Hand 
Waves and Visa Versa. This one is 
authored by Wayne himself. It sounds like 
a fun maneuver. 
In the Advanced section covering Single 
Wheel, I'm glad Wayne said it and not 
me...Single Wheel "cannot be fractional-
ized." This is one call that concerns the 
dancers until they really learn it. 	✓ 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing  
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of 
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, 
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1994 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 
1994 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and 
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, 
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions, Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr. - Dancers: $7.50/Callers: $15.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
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After thirty four years of club calling, 
Blanche and I have decided to retire from 
further club participation and have 
handed over the management of the "Ca-
thedral Squares" to Kelvin and Janet 
Love, 18 Dayton Place, Christchurch, 
New Zealand - telephone (03)3834495. 
Please contact them regarding any and 
all club activity. 
We appreciate all the assistance we 
have received during the time we have 
been in the activity and the wonderful 
associations we have had with leaders 
and dancers around the world. Thank 
You! 
We especially wish to thank all the 
Editors of the dance newsletters and 
magazine with which we have ex-
changed the "Around the Squares" 
newsletter. We have enjoyed receiving 
news from around the world and the re-
printing of the article from the club news-
letter. 
We have watched and participated in 
the changes that have come along since 
1974 and in hindsight wonder if we were 
correct in constructing the programs. 
Sometimes we felt we had changed too 
many things. It seems the "ghosts of the 
past" are catching up with us! 
We are today comparing the numbers 
we now get at the "simple" line dance 
sessions we run - the equivalent of 80-
100 squares each week? In two sessions 
they are "line dancers" and keep coming 
back and bringing their friends. Our tele-
phone runs "red hot" seven days a week. 
There is a MESSAGE here surely! 
The announcement of our retirement 
was made by Dive Taylor at the astound-
ingly successful "Southern Hemisphere" 
Square and Round Dance Festival Feb-
ruary 25, 26 and 27, 1994 after we an-
nounced his retirement, with over 800 
people in attendance. As a very fine vis-
iting caller said after the retirement an-
nouncements were made - "I hope I have 
the guts to do it while still on top!" 
Please be kind to everyone. 
Sincerely, Art and Blanche Shepherd. 
ALL GOOD THINGS MUST 
END SOMETIME!! 
I
n the summer of 1969 the first Halsey 
Fun Weekend took place at the Halsey 
National Forest, Halsey, Nebraska. Wes 
and Dorothy Mohling, of Hastings, having 
been active in 4-H and Rural Youth Ac-
tivities sponsored by the Nebraska Ex-
tension Service, were offered the use of 
the State 4-H facilities at the Halsey Na-
tional Forest location, for square danc-
ing. Along with their friends, Bill and 
Phyllis Speidel and Ken McCartney of 
Lincoln, they put together weekend 
dance programs they called "Halsey Fun 
Weekends." Ken McCartney retired from 
calling in 1976. 
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After the initial one in August of 1969, 
they offered two weekends each year on 
the second weekend in June and the 
second weekend in August. The dancing 
takes place on the spacious hardwood 
floor in the beautiful 4-H Lodge overlook-
ing the Loup River Valley. These week-
ends start with a Friday evening dance, 
an "after party" with snacks and enter-
tainment, and a full day of dancing on 
Saturday with square and round dance 
workshops on Saturday morning. After a 
dance session following lunch on Satur-
day there is free time for the dancers to 
enjoy many other activities. These in-
clude: canoe trips down the Loup River; 
hikes and bicycle rides in the forest area; 
swimming in the Halsey Park pool; or a 
leisurely drive in the world's largest man-
made forest. Many just enjoy the western 
atmosphere of the Halsey Forest Park. 
Saturday evening we enjoy a great 
steak fry and all the trimmings! Then we 
have a dress up dance Saturday night 
which is followed again with an after party 
snack and more "entertainment." The 
weekend ends with Sunday morning 
workshops and a noon meal. 
Wes and Bill have been calling for a 
combined total of 75 years. Both are 
"retired farmers." Each couple have one 
son, both are named Steve. Both sons 
have taken over the farming operations 
of their fathers. Bill and Wes have de-
voted practically all of their time away 
from farming to square dancing, not only 
calling but promoting the activity. 
Their wives, Phyllis and Dorothy have 
supported their husbands in their calling 
endeavors and usually attend the dances 
they call for both locally and away from 
home. The gals take an active part in 
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making the weekends successful by 
playing the gracious hostesses and look-
ing after the needs of the dancers. 
The lady that managed the 4-H facility 
when we started did a fantastic job. The 
food and service was enjoyed by all. She 
said that square dancers were the easi-
est to please and work with and she 
provided the best for us. In later years we 
had other managers and it seemed they 
all tried to out do each other in the 
scrumptious meals they served and the 
friendliness they provided to the dancers. 
Besides the good meals, we have hot 
dogs and "smors" for after party snacks 
on Friday nights and selected cold cuts 
of meat and cheese, etc., on Saturday 
nights. In addition, all dancers have avail-
able to them unlimited coffee, iced tea 
and milk during the whole weekend. 
The Halsey weekend after parties 
have established a reputation of being 
something very special. We have en-
joyed doing them and we have always 
had good response from the dancers. 
The dancers also seem to enjoy helping 
perform and take part in all we have 
offered. 
Bill and Wes have done the calling and 
workshops. After lunch on Saturday, any 
callers in attendance are asked to call for 
us. Bill and Phyllis do the round dance 
workshops and Bill cues the rounds.  
Dorothy takes care of the business end 
of the weekends, handling all of the reg-
istrations, etc. 
This summer we will have our 50th and 
51st consecutive weekends. We are ap-
preciative of the many dancers and 
friends who have attended over the 
years. We have been complimented by 
having many callers and cuers in atten- 
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SG 601 Buzz On - Dean 
SG 204 You Do My Heart Good - Tom 
SG 501 Fallin' Never Felt So Good - Bob 
Produced at HEARTLAND STUDIOS, LTD. 
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dance also. We have had dancers from 
all surrounding states and many other 
states with us on our weekends. 
We have been giving a free weekend 
to any couple who attends ten consecu-
tive weekends. There have been many 
who have qualified! All attendees receive 
a free badge with the Halsey Fun Week-
end Logo. 
A few years ago Bill and Phyllis and 
Wes and Dorothy decided that they 
should continue to the 50th square danc-
ing weekend and then stop to do other 
activities that they have not been able to 
do because square dancing always 
came first. Both Bill and Wes will con-
tinue their calling as they have in the 
past, but now will have more time and 
less obligations in the summer time. We 
value all the friends we have made and 
thank them for making these weekends 
a success. If you would like more infor-
mation or care to join us for one or both 
weekends to help us celebrate our last 
summer of square and round dancing at 
Halsey, please call Dorothy at (402)771-
2541 or write her at route #1, Box 210A, 
Glenvil, NE 68941. The 1994 dates are 
June 10-11-12 for our 50th weekend and 
August 12-13-14 for the final weekend. 
A VISIT DOWN UNDER 
By Nelson & Kadie Reeme 
We have just returned from attend-ing the Second "Southern Hemi-
sphere" Square and Round Dance 
Festival, which was held in Christchurch, 
New Zealand on February 
25,26,27,1994. 
On our arrival we were met by a couple 
from the Cathedral Squares club of 
Christchurch, Lois & Alan Roden, who 
hosted us during our stay. Although we 
had only met Alan & Lois on one previous 
occasion, at Convention 90 in Vancou-
ver, they welcomed us like old friends 
and took us into their home. They acted 
as tour guides showing us the sights in 
and around their beautiful city of Christ-
church, which is called the Garden City. 
The dancing was held in the Pioneer 
Stadium, a large facility with a wooden 
floor and capable of dancing in excess of 
100 squares. We danced to the calling 
and cueing of many fine callers and 
cuers. 
While attending the festival we met 
many wonderful people and made many 
new friends. We are glad we made the 
decision to attend the festival as we thor-
oughly enjoyed our time in New Zealand. 
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CHICAGO Commoky 
HEARTLAND STUDIOS, LTD. 
130 WEST ST., GALENA, IL 61036 (815)777-1797 
DELA - CHICAGO COUNTRY AND CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS 
CHANTILLY ROUNDS, NICKEL AND GASLIGHT RECORDS 
The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activity. 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
other special dances (two days or longer) 
in the next issue please 
contact the ASD office. 
JUNE 
0602-CANADA-Fun Galore in '94 - SQ/RD Con-
vention, June 2,3,4, 1994. Keystone Center, Brandon, 
Manitoba. Callers: various. Contact Bruce & Janet 
Clevett, Box 246, Souris, Manitoba ROK 2C0. (204)483-
2365 or (204)483-3153 
0603-KANSAS-Kansas State SQ/DA Cony. June 
3&4, 1994, Bicentennial Center, Kenwood Park, Salina, 
KS. J.Jones; 12/13 L&P Wacker. Contact J.W.&H. Rut-
ledge, 1900 Dakots ST., Leavenworth, KS 660 48 
(913)682-7926, or D.Schirmer, 7931 Croco Road, Ber-
ryton, KS 66048 (913)862-1192. 
0603-CALIFORNIA-2nd Annual Western Contra 
Dance Weekend, June 3,4,5, 1994. Idyllwild School of 
Music And The Arts (ISOMATA), L.& A.L. Hetland, 
C.& A. Elliott. Contact L. Hetland, 9331 Oak Creek 
Road, Cherry Valley, CA 92223 (909)845-6359 or C.EI-
liott, 3344 Quimby St. San Diego, CA 92106 (619) 
222-4078. 
0603-NEW ZEALAND-28th National SQ/RD 
Convention, June 3,4,5,1994. ASB Stadium, Kohima- 
rama, Auckland. Contact S.& J. Russell, Unit 8 Bishop 
Court, Cook Street, Howick, Auckland, New Zealand. 
(09)534-3081 
0603-INDIANA- 16th Annual Clifty Falls State Park 
Weekend Fling-Indy Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes, June 
3,4 & 5, 1994, Clifly Falls State Park, Madison, Indiana. 
Caller J. Wykoil, Cuer J.Smith. Singles & Couples wel-
come. Contact Brenda Stoner, 1640 Park Chase Place, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46229 (317)894-1178 or Doris 
Potter (317)842-8296. 
0603-CANADA-Acme Campout, June 3,4,5, 1994, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Callers J.Refvik & B.Hansen. 
For info write Jean Refvik, 3816 Brooklyn Cres. N.W., 
Calgary, Alberta Canada T2L 1H2 
0604-CALIFORNIA-Dynamite Weekend, June 
4,5,1994. Vets Memorial Hall, Royer Park, Roseville, 
CA. T.Scholl - RDs W.Robinson. Contact Arlene 
(916)988-8905 or Sam (916) 991-5310. 
0605-NORTH CAROLINA-English and American 
Country Dance Week, June 5-11, 1994. John C. Camp-
bell Folk School, Brasstown, NC. II.Comelius, B.Dal-
semer. Contact B.Dalsmer (800)365-5724 
0609-IDA110-30th Idaho State SQ & RD Festival, 
June 10,11,1994, Snake River Jr/Sr. High School. SQs 
W. Morvent, RDs L.& M. Edwards. Contact Shirley & 
Wayne McKinnon, Jr., Box 218, Blackfoot, ID 83221 
(208)785-4152 
0610-COLORADO-40th Annual Colorado SQ & 
RI) Fest. June 10,11,1994. Gunnison, Colorado. State 
Callers & Cuers. Contact B&E Dawirs, (303)249-6929. 
0610-MINNESOTA-43rd Annual Minnesota State 
SQ & RD Cony. June 10,11,12,1994. Mayo Civic Cen- 
ter, 30 Civic Center Drive SE, Rochester, Minnesota. 
Contact S&J Severance, 633 12th St., Windom, MN 
56101. (507)831-4417 
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Soon To Be Released 
My Bury Redo Shen A it:MCC 35 
by .ktit Placklts 
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CC 36 by Lary Ingibeg 
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The Hot One 
Margie CC34 
by Jock Berg & 
Elmer Scheffield Jr. 
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ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
*** 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
*** 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95 
Both for only $695 
plus $1.00 ship. & handling 
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax) 
Earrings also available 
with clips. 
When ordering specify dress 
color. red. blue or black.  
Send check or money order to 
Charms-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 





Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles 
Caller Schools & Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Callis Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-801-392-9078 	Winter-602-726-8415 
PROMENADERS 
Clog & S/D Shoes 
Blk & Wht $37.95 
Colors $37.95 
Gold & Sil. $39.95 
P&H add $3.50 
SOPHIA T'S 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Squae Dance Shop 
RI 9. Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East a Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black & white) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38 95 
Tel 919,778-0476 
Brochure available $2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Check, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
0610-WASHINGTON-Miss 'N' Links Alpine Fest. 
June 10,11,12,1994. Colville, WA. Old Colville IIigh 
School. T.Marriner, D.Cochrane. RDs D&P Taylor, 
E&E Schiffner. Contact (509)684-2005 or (509)684-
4644. 
0610-MICHIGAN-12th Annual Sq & Rnd Dance 
Weekend, June 10 & 11, 1994, Manistique High School, 
Manistique, MI. Squares R.Allison, Squares1 &G M ick-
etti. Contact B. Parks at (906)341-5340. 
0616-VIRGINIA-28th National A/C SD Conven-
tion, Pavilion Convention Center, Virginia Beach, June 
16, 17, 18, 1994. Contact Ed & Marilyn Foote, 140 
McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090. 
0616-VIRGINIA-28th National Advanced/Chal-
lenge S/D Convention, Pavilion Convention Center, Vir-
ginia Beach, Virginia, June 16-18, 1994. Callers too 
numerous to list. For info write Ed & Marilyn Foote, 140 
McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090. 
0617-WASHINGTON-43rd Annual Washington 
State SQ DA Festival, "Bee Back For More In '94" June 
17, 18, 1994. Kennewick High School Complex, Ken-
newick, WA. E.Kinney, V.Weese. RDs D&V Hooper. 
Clogging E&B Middlesworth. No contact. 
0618-NORTH CAROLINA-Shaped Note Singing 
School, June 18-19, John C. Campbell Folk School, 
Brasstown, NC. L. Boosinger. Contact B.Dalsemer 
(800)365-5724. 
0619-NORTH CAROLINA-Dance Callers' Week, 
June 19-25, John C. Campbell, Brasstown, NC. 
B.Dalsmer. Contact B.Dalsmer (800)365-5724. 
0624-VIRGINIA- 3rd Annual American Cancer So-
ciety Country Roundup, June 24, 25, 1994. Deer Park, 
Newport News, VA. M.Rogers & local talent. Contact 
Marilyn (804)357-7978 ACS office (804)766-0444. 
0626-ENGLAND-13th Annual Season Holiday, 
June 26, thru July 2nd. 1994.Beau Sejour Centre, St. 
Peter Port. K.Reid, M.Brunham. Cuer J.Preston. Contact 
Send S.A.E. to G.S.D.V., 1 Church Hill, Finchingfield, 
Essex CM7 4NN, England, or call 0371 810637 
0630-WASHINGTON-D.C.-Square Dance Explo-
sion-June 30-July 3, 1994. Omni Shoreham Hotel, 
Washington D.C. 11th annual cony. of the Internat. 
Assoc. of Gay Sq/DA Clubs. Callers-various. Contact 
Stars & Squares Forever, 1331-A Pennsylvania Ave. 
NW, suite 470, Washington, DC 20004 
JULY 
0701-CALIFORNIA-Firecracker Fling, Hawthorn 
Memorial Center, Near LAX Airport, July 1,2,&3. Call-
ers D.Baier, D.Lipscomb, D.Towry. Cuer B.Malthouse. 
Contact Gene or Sue Willis, 5130 W. 136th St., Haw-
thorn, CA 90250 (310)676-7200. 
0703-NORTH CAROLINA-New England Contra 
& Square Dance Week, July 3-8. John C.Campbell Folk 
School, Brasstown, NC. T.Sannella. Contact B.Dalsmer 
(800)365-5724 
0704-OREGON-Cowpie Stomp, Crook County RV 
Park/Fairground, Prineville, Oregon, July 1-4, 1994. 
Callers R. Ross, L. Seeley. Cuer R. Noble. For more info 
call Les & Paula (503)287-7135 anytime between 8:00 
AM & 10:00 PM. (Note time differences.) 
0707-CANADA- Waskesiu Weekend, Assembly 
Ilall, Waskesiu, July 7,8 & 9, 1994. Callers M.& T.Mal-
lard, M.& S. McCall. Contact Martin & Terry Mallard, 
222 Stillwater Drive, Saskatoon SK, S7J 4A4. 
0708-01110-Weekend at Days Inn, Findlay, Ohio. 
July 8,9,10,1994. D.Walker & Petersons. Contact 
(313)425-8447. 
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VON'S NOTES" 
New Monthly Note Service 
01) )  41 For The Caller Who Cares J)J 
by 
John & Linda Saunders 
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, 
Contra's, Lines, Partners Review and Much, 
Much More .. 30 YEARS of calling experience 
to share. Don't delay 	 
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY...to 101 
Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
Telephone: 904-428-1496 
CALLERS— DANCERS 
Are YOU Considering Sponsoring 
A Square Dance Group Travel Program? 
If So, WE CAN HELP. 
We Specialize in Preparing 
Square Dance Group Travel Programs. 
CONTACT US for information 
About How We Can Custom Design 
A Group Travel Program for YOU. 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
RR 1 Box 3, Suite 101 
Lowpoint, IL 61545 
309-443-5061 
    
    
    
    
    
      
      
Come With Us To 
EV TZPANDA 
PLUS ANTART1CA (optional) 
In JANUARY 1995 
(Their Summer) 
ASK FOR DETAILS SOON: 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
PO BOX 2678, SILVER BAY NY 12874 
518-543-8824 
Mike's Records 
9356 Natick Avenue 
CO 	0 	North Hills, California 91343 
Q 	Mike & Millie Sikorsky - Owners 
(818)891-6622 (800) 213-3515 
Square Dance - Round Dance - Clogging 
Orders shipped daily Unbeatable Prices 
We Carry All Labels Unbeatable Selection 
Monthly Tape Service Unbeatable Service 
The Country's Most Competive Prices! 
0708-SOUTH DAKOTA-Dam Camp Out, July 
8,9,10,1994. Pierson Ranch Campgrounds, Lewis & 
Clark Lake, Yankton, South Dakota. J.Junck, M.Hogan, 
RDs D&J Schultz. Contact J&S Junck, P.O. Box 128, 
Carroll, NE. 68723 (402)585-4829 
0710-CALIFORNIA-19th Annual Asilomar Ref-
uge By The Sea, Monterey CA. July 10-15, 1994. July 
15-17,1994. M.Sikorsky, B.Wise, M.Firstenburg. RDs 
H&B Jorritsma & C&J Eskin. Contact Nita Page, PO 
Box 98, 3419 E.Coast Hwy. Corona Del Mar, CA.92625 
(714)251-0500 
0714-WASIIINGTON-Skagit Square's Annual 
Fun Fare, Skagit County Fairgrounds, Mount Vernon, 
WA, July 14-16, 1994. Callers C.Jordan, E.Slade, 
P.Mugrage, D.Harry, J.Corrigan. Cuers T.McClallant, 
P.Mugrage. Clogging cuer A.Mills. For more info call 
(206)424-9675 or (206)424-7584. 
0714-WASHINGTON-Fun Fare, Skagit County 
Fairgrounds, Hazel St., Mt. Vernon, WA, July 14,15 & 
16, 1994. Callers C.Jordan & E.Slade. Rounds 
T.McClelland & P.Mugrage. Clogging A.Mius 
(Bresch). For info call (206)424-9675 or (206)424-7584. 
0715-IOWA-1st Annual Heartland Doedown, July 
15,16,17,1994, Ramada Inn, Brulington, Iowa. 
G.Adarns, S.Greer, cuer: W.&D.Hochhalter. Contact 
Heartland Hoedown Weekend, 1634 Muldoon Drive, 
Rockford, ILL. 61103. (815)654-1061. 
0715-ARIZONA-45th Annual Clown-A-Rama, 
July 15,16,17,1994. Show Low, Arizona. SQs B.Fisk, 
RDs E&L Cousins. Contact J&R Kintner, P.O.Box 
1882, Show Low, AZ 85901. (602)537-7281. 
0715-TENESSEE-Twin States Celebration SQ & 
RD , July 15,16,1994. Viking Hall Civic Center, Bristol, 
TN. D.Dougherty, cuers W&N Dickenson. Contact J&R 
Brown, 303 Arnold Way, Bristol, TN 37620 (615)878-
3489. 
0715-PENNSYLVANIA-Oil Creek Challenge, Ka-
lyurnet Campground, Lucinda, PA. July 15,16,17,1994. 
J. Steckman, T.Whitacre. Contact S. Whitacre, 1379 
Griffith Road, Phelps, NY 14532 (315)548-5078 
0720-NORTH CAROLINA- I 8th International 
Round Dance Cony. July 20-23, 1993. Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina. Contact A&J Friedman, 52 Charwood 
Circle, Rochester, NY 14609 
0721-WASHINGTON-15th Annual Entiat Fun 
Days, July 21,22,23,24,1994 City Park, at Entiat, WA. 
18 miles N. of Wenatchee, WA. D.Davis - R.Lane. RDs 
M.McKensie - C.Preedy. Contact (509)784-1399 or 
(509)662-7863. 
0721-CANADA-9th Canadian Natnl. SQ & RD 
Cony. July 21,22,23,1994. The World Trade Center, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. Callers & Cuers: various. Contact 
Convention '94, P.O. Box 39, Middle Musquodoboit, 
Halifax County, Nova Scotia, Canada BON 1XO 
0722-CALIFORNIA-Ninth San Diego Contra 
Dance Weekend, July 22,23,24, 1994. University of San 
Diego, CA. D.Armstrong, P.& M. Moore, G.& F.Nick-
erson. Contact P.Moore, PO Box 897, Running Springs, 
CA 92382,(909)867-5366 
0722-ILLINOIS- 11th Illinois SQ & RD Conven-
tion. July 22,23,24, 1994. Peoria Civic Center, Peoria, 
IL. Contact John & Betty Lohfink, 33022 N. John Mogg 
Rd., Wildwood, IL 60030 (708)223-2457 or Bob & 
Kathy Curtis, 3329 Chapel Valley Dr., Quincy, IL 62301 
(217)223-9261. 
0722-ARKANSAS-22nd Arkansas S/R Dance Con-
vention, July 22 & 23, 1994. Robinson Auditorium, 
Little Rock, Arkansas. Various Callers & Cuers. Contact 
American Squaredancx, June 1994 1 0 5 
1 19 Allen St. 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 MEG SIMKINS 413-566-3349 
Everything for 
Square Dancers 
Send $1 00 fa catalogue 
Refunded on first oder 
Handling $4.00 ea. 
Roger Skipper, 115 Tee Pee Trail, Fairfield Bay, AR 
72088 
0722-WASHINGTON-Spokane Singles Sum-
merama SID Weekend, July 22,23,24, 1994, Western 
Dance Center, N. 1901 Sullivan Rd., Exit 291, Spokane, 
WA. Callers D.Cochrane, D.D.Dougherty-Lottie. Cuer 
s.Healea No contact provided. 
0729-COLORADO-Colorado Rocky Mountain 
High, July 29 - 31,1994. Holiday Inn Hotel & Cony. 
Center, 1-70 East at Chambers Rd. Denver, CO. 
K.Bower, W.Driver, M.Flippo, • J.Haag, L.Letson, 
T.Oxendine, S.Smith, J.Story. RD cuers G&L Krueger. 
Contact W.Parsons, P.O. Box 23242, Oklahoma City, 
OK. 73123 (405)721-5811. 
AUGUST 
0801-CANADA-41st Annual B.C. Square Dance 
Jamboree, August 1 thru 6, 1994. Penticton, B.C. Con-
tact Box 66, Penticton, B.C. V2A 6J9 - (604) 439-0624 
or 494-0238 
0805-TENNESSEE-20th Tennessee State Conven-
tion, Aug. 5&6, 1994. D.P. Culp Center, Johnson City, 
TN. Write Rt. #6, Box 166-A, Johnson City, Tn 37601 
(615)928-8466. 
0805-ALABAMA-Party Time Sq & Rnd Dance, Joe 
Wheeler State Park, Rogersville, Alabama, August 5&6, 
1994. Featuring L. Letson, D.McMillan, B.& L. Van Atta. 
Contact Darryle McMillan, PO Box 5336, Decatur, Ala-
bama (205)353-1618. 
0811-01110-13th Amer. Adv. & Challenge Cony. 
August 11,12,13,1994, University of Toledo, Toledo, 
Ohio. Callers various. Contact L&P Perkins (313)269-
6182 or M&J Solek (419)476-5158. 
0819-MARYLAND-Summer Sizzler, August 
19,20.21.1994, Ramada Inn Cony. Center. 901 Dual 
Highway, Hagerstown, MA. B.Harrison, T.Oxendine. 
RDs O&M Ostlund. Contact (301)599-1139. 
0819-MICHIGAN-33rd Michigan SQ & RD Con-
vention. Saginaw Civic Center, Saginaw, MI, August 
19,20,21, 1994. Contact Lloyd & Linda Catey, 3462 
Doane Hwy., Grand Ledge, MI 48837, (517)645-7417 
or General Chairpersons Frank & Minerva Hubbert Sr. 
(313)964-0716, FAX-(313)964-4715. 
0819-DENMARK-The Sq & Rnd Dance Conven-
tion of the World - '94, Roskilde, Denmark, August 
19-22, 1994. For full information kit please contact Sue 
Wonson, 14 Cirrus St., Dapto, NSW 2530, Australia 
(042) 61 5270 or Contact M.C. Jackson, PO Box 15717, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215. 
0826-WASHINGTON-38th Annual Salmon Barbe-
cue SQ & RD Festival, August 26,27,28,1994. Western 
Dance Center, Sullivan Park, Spokane Valley, Spokane, 
WA.S. Greer, RDs J&R Spiese. Contact C.& B. 
Amsbury, 3727 West Heroy. Spokane, WA 99205-1817 
(509)328-5175 
0826-01110-Weekend at Days Inn, Findlay, Ohio. 
J.Park & Petersons. August 26,27,1994. Contact 
(313)425-8447 
0826-ILLINOIS-Crossroads Outing Weekend, Au-
gust 26,27,1994. Keller Ramada Inn, Interstate 57 & 70, 
Effingham, IL. T.Oxendine, L.Letson. RDs O&D Loehr. 
Contact B&B Letson, (317)-474-6801. 
0826-COLORADO-26th Ann. Peach Prom. August 
26,27,1994. Mt. Garfield Middle School, 3475 Front 
Street, Clifton, CO. J.Saltel,SQs. RDs M.Richards.Con-
tact C&R Kerns, (303)241-5321 
SEPTEMBER 
0903-CANADA-26th ASRDF Convention, Spruce 
Grove, Alberta, Canada, September 3-5, 1994. For info 
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms 
are hemmed for comfortt and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each 
	
$34.00 
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards- 3 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each 
	
$28.00 
LENGTHS: 19, 20, 21, and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Fink 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: 	Small, Medium and Larae 
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National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
10,000 clubs around the world 
Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage 
$50.00 - Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
COMOMMBFAILWIMS  
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
11W WHITE MOUNTAIN RIM ROMPERS 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE CLOWN-A-RAMA 
JULY 15, 16 AND 17 
SHOW LOW, ARIZONA 
FEATURED CALLER 
BOB FISK - Mesa Arizona 
FEATURED CUERS 
ERNE & LORAINE COUSINS - Sedona, AZ 
FOR INFORMATION: call 802-537-7281 OR WRITE 
J & R KINTNER. P.O. BOX 1882 
SHOW LOW, ARIZONA 85901 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 





J & J Manufacturing 
Goren Strip Shopping Centel 
Mauldin. South Carona 29662 
Phone (803)2m-4000 
VISA - MC Prepayment Ck or MO Inside Con. U.S. 
The Best In 
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT 272 PISTOL PACKIN MAMA. Rd by Fran Kropl 
TNT 273 F I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Maw 
TNT 274 JUST LOVING VDU (Flip) by Ed Shortrran 
TNT 275 WALKING SHOES, Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 276 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK Pd by Steve Wilhoit 
TNT 277 SHE'S A LITRE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME BABY. Rd by Fran Knopf 
TNT 279 PERFECT HARMONY Rd by Jeff Grossman 
MODEM STttE CONTRA PARTY 
LP 1001 PICK LEGER ts..s.75 pal. 
Nagle Recoil Slaves AysNalk 
OANAN Oitateml it 25, 58,100, 6 200 
IWO 2RI 7, ft Muss VT 06474 902-5249424 
protection with a 
professional look. 
write Stan & Dell Turner, 12215-151 "A" Ave., Edmon-
ton, Alberta, Canada T5X 4A3 or call (403)457-5414, 
FAX (403)456-0363. 
0903-CALIFORNIA-Labor Day S/D Jubilee, Sep-
tember 3 & 4, 1994, The Silver Dollar Fairgrounds, 
Chico, CA. Callers J.Story, T.Oxendine, B.Baier, 
K.Garvey. Cuers K.Reid, T.& d. Hankins. For info call 
Margie Hedrick (916)872-4216, Paul Reed (916)877-
8143 or Ron Southworth (916)877-8591. 
0909-NORTH CAROLINA-Rockin' In The 
Smokies, Fontana Village, North Carolina, September 
9-10, 1994. Callers T. McFadden, K. Maliskey, T. 
McGill (S/D Director). Line dancing & two-step & 
couples country dancing. Contact Carolyn McGill, PO 
Box 239, Norris, TN 37828 (615)494-6168. 
0915-GEORGIA-23rd Ann. SQ & RD Dance Cony. 
Sept. 15,16,17,1994. Macon Coliseum, Macon, GA. 
Callers various. Contact S&K Bloodworth, Rt. 2 Box 
96E, Danville, GA.31017 (912)945-3306 
0916-COLORADO-Pike Peak Jubilee VIII Sq & 
Rnd Dance Weekend, September 16-18, 1994. W.Drive 
& G.Shoemake calling plus level sqs.; G.& L.Krueger 
cueing rounds. Contact Leo Boudreaux (719)593-7350. 
0916-NEBRASKA-24th Nebraska State S/R Dance 
Convention, September 16 & 16, 1994. Adams Country 
Fairgrounds, Hastings, Nebraska. Caller S.Smith, Cuers 
D.& M.Richards. Contact Roger Neil & Marla Bouton, 
PO Box 23 1 6, Kearney, NE 68848 (308)236-5912. 
0922-NEW JERSEY-33rd Convention Fed. of 
Delaware Valley SQ & RD Garden of Friendship Dance. 
Cherry Hill Hyatt, Cherry Hill, New Jersey Sept. 
22,23,24,1994. Various callers & cuers. Contact J&M 
Lachenmayer, (610)539-9253 or J&B Mathers 
(215)657-1937 
0923-CANADA-Charlie's Angels Annual Fall R/D 
September 23,24 & 25, 1994. Edith Cavell School, 
Moncton, NB, Canada Guest Cuer R.& J. Collipi. Con-
tact C.& R. Ross, 388 McLaughlin Drive, Moncton, NB, 
Canada El A 4R4 (506)383-7188. 
0930-NEW YORK-8th Annual SQ/RD Festival, 
Sept. 30 - Oct. 1,1994. ONCENTER Convention Center, 
Syracuse, NY. R.Bates, J.Kaltenthaler, J.Lee, T.Mar-
riner, L.Kopman. Cuers I&B Easterday, K.McGraw. 
Clogging T. Barrett, S.Bilz. Contact D&J Reed, P.O. Box 
166, Ballston Lake, NY 12019 
OCTOBER 
10 14-INDIANA-Weekend at Potawatomi Inn, In 
Angola, Indiana Oct. 14,15,16,1994. L. Perkins, L.Cole 
& Johnsons. Contact (313)425-8447 
1021-VERMONT-4th Annual Tumbling Leaves 
Fest. Oct. 21,22,23,1994. Bennington College, Ben-
nington, VT. Callers R.Bates, C.Brodeur, T.Crawfrod, 
B. Harrison, J.Pulaski, R&J Collipi, E.&I Mindlin. Con-
tact C.Brodeur, P.O. Box 914, Pittsfield, MA 01202 
(413)443-3060 or (813)627-6344. 
1021-TEXAS-22nd Annual Rambling Roses 
Sq/Rnd Dance Festival, October 21 & 22, 1994, Tyler, 
TX. Cuers L.& H. Neely. Callers T.TyI & D.Nordbye. 
Contact Jim & Ida Stephenson, 8743 Pheasant Drive, 
Chandler, TX 75758-7011 (903)849-3667. 
1021-FLORIDA-20th Annual Roundup, October 
21,22,23, 1994, DeFuniak Springs, Florida Community 
Center, FL. Sqs E.Sheffield, Jr. Rnds M.Jones. Contact 
Chairmen Marvin & Olena Taylor, (904)456-0785. 
NOVEMBER 
1104-INDIANA-Weekend At Potawatomi Inn, An-
gola, Indinana. Nov. 4,5,6,1994. L.Greenwood & Mill-
ers. Contact (313) 425-8447 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P 0 Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in moil 8 phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7039 
Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
PERRY'S PLACE 
12505 Starkey Rd Suite J 
Largo FL 34643 
813-535-0254 / 800.882-3262 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles, etc 
PALOMINO VD SERVICE 
2905 Scenic Dr 
Marion OH 43302.8386 (1-800-328-3800) 
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
The Prolesek>nal Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0060 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-503-876-3636 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N E Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
lust $72 50 Yr 8 You keep the tapes.  
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Rood 
London, England El7 8HX (Ph 081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost. $2.59 plus 500 posing 8 handling 
BADGES 
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC. (708)526.7396 
1150 Brown St, Wauconda, IL 60084 
Horne of the Original ROVER Bodge 
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Bodges 8 Dangles 
Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted colors), much more 
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471 -3735) 
Engraved Badges 8. Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold 8 Roberta Mercer 
25B5 Mock Rd , Columbus OH 43219 
KA—MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Bodges 
Free Cataogue — Ph 1-800-352-KAMO 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105(405-794-5774) 
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Rifle, CO 81650 
Engraving Badges For Square Dancers For Over 30 Years 
303-625.1718 	FAX 303-625-4373 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508-897-9767) 
176 West Acton Road 
Slow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquom 
3775 County Road 92 No , Maple Plain MN 55359 
Notes sent First Class Moil 
Mainstream through A-? 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Sion 8. Cathie Burdick 
PO Boa 2678 
Silver Bay NY 12874 (518) 543-8824 
Write For free sample 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the 'Complete Club Caller 
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232 
Rusty Fennell-512-490-1010 
Write or Call for complimentary Copy 
JOHN'S NOTES 
John 8 Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes Dr , New Smyrna Beach FL 32169 
909-428.1496 Basic — C-1, with added Attractions 
Monthly Service Send for Free Sample. 
DANCETIME Notes For Callers (Formerly by Dick Hon) 
Brad Carter 	Ph 217.422-1029 
P 0 Box 3101 Decatur, IL 62524-310 
Write for free Sample 
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TAPE SERVICES 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Mite for sample 
tape. Palomino S/D Service, 2905 Scenic Dr. 
Marlon OH 43302-8386 Phone 1-800-328-3800 
MEF1RBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains Ml New S/D Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Caters 
Serving Callers Shoe 1971 — A Perfect Gilt for Your Calor 
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA 8 Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
PACESETTER SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	1-615-499-5554 
MIKE'S RECORDS/TAPE SERVICE 
Al The New Square Dance Releases 
9356 Natick Ave., North HIIs, CA 91343 
818-891-6622 / 800-213-3515 
$40 per year / $55 per year Intl' 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught al-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard posltbn. A-1 arid A-2 taught with walkthru 8 practice 
of al cals. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of cals, are 
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Dril tapes, dance tapes 
8 two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless PL, Wexford PA 15090. 
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach lope by Joe Usibelocksr $20 U 
Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) 
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - All yodeling singing 
calls by Joe. $15_ $5 off tf ordering both, 1494 Clear-view 
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario K9K 2A4 Canada 
BOOKS 
BURLESONS SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 
different calls and movements; $25 00 plus $5 00 s/h 1993 
Edition New Type, New Binder Order From American 
Square Dance Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas CA 
93901-1004 Phone 408-443-0761 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8 00 ppd Now includes 10-
week dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete ap-
proved terminology, misers, teaching hints, plus introduction 
into foxtrot, tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with 
the Grenn record teaching series. Order book and/or re-
cords from Frank Lehnert, 2844, S 109th St , Toledo OH 
43611 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS —
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for 
dancers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream; Book 2 
(Green), Plus program and Al & A2 Please specify which 
book you are ordering. To order send $4.60 (including do-
mestic postage) to Supreme Audio, Inc, P 0 Box 50, Marlbor-
ough, NH 03455-D050 or contact your local square dance 
shop' 
A HANDBOOK OF NOVELTY AND COUNTRY•WESTERN 
DANCES by Olie Moe Ray Included in this book is over 30 
country-western solo dances. Also, 6 of the top couples 
dances. Cost: $19.95 per book S/H 3 50 US • $5 50 Canada 
Order From - Siddol & Roy Publications, 1017 Williamsburg 
Dr, Charleston, IL 61920 
HOT NEW COUNTRY WESTERN UNE DANCES: Book One 
32 original new dances - waltzes, partner dances, easy, inter-
mediate, advanced line dances, couples' mixer, The Two Step 
• the line dance. Send check or money for $5: Bonnie Re-
imisch, 217 N. First St., el, Dept ASD, DeKalb IL 60115. 
COLD FEET 	Beginning Waltz & Two-Step Basics 11994) for 
BEG ROUND DANCERS ($15.95 t $2.50 p/h) & Fancy Danc-
ing 5-Book Set, Phases I-III, definitive reference series with 
771 pp , 575 phol/diag, 709 clearly defined fig/variations, 9 
rhythms for SERIOUS or EXP DANCERS Set $59 95 t $4 50 
p/h Su  so bk $15 95 ♦ $2.50 p h). Highly acclaimed publica-
tions by K. Anderson. Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162, 
Mesa AZ 815206 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner 8. Cou-
ple dances Book II, Continues on I; Book III, Photographed 
Turns!, Book IV, T•acher's Manual, Book V, Line Dances Ga-
lore; Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles 8. Schottisches; Book 
VII, More Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cha, Book IX 
West Coast Swing, Book X El Gar'bogis, Technique 8. Styling, 
Book XI Hot Line Dances. Order by number $20 each in-
cludes pstg. 8. handling, add $200 each outside USA Kelly 
Genet* PO Box 43425, Las Vegas NV 89116 
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell Collection. 
Here you'll find everything to get your toes toppin and hips 
swinging--the music, concise directions for all levels, plus in-
teresting history of each dance. Cost: $21 95 per book S/H 
$3.50 U S - $5 50 Canada Order from Siddal & Roy Publica-
tions for Dance, 1017 Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE 5 books available- Plus, Al & A2 both in 1 
book), Cl, C2, C-3A Each book diagrams all calls for the in-
dicated program from a variety of positions, also includes 
helpful hints for dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with 
spiral binding, laser printing provides clear sharp images. 
The most complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & Chal-
lenge available today. Cost: $14 1D/book includes shpg 
($15 10 For OA) (Canada add $ 65) Order from Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless PI , Wexford PA 15090 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINE DANCES The Steps Thor Came 
and Stayed by 011ie Mae Ray Included in this book are di-
rections for over 95 solo and line dances Cost: $21 95 S/H 
$3 50 US • $5 50 Canada Order From Siddol & Roy Publica-
tions, 1017 Williamsburd Dr , Charleston, IL 61920 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING—A comprehensive 117,414 
word glossary-reference manual for leacher, beginners, ex-
perienced dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, arti-
cles, desc & definitions Order now $13 50 ppd Fred Haury, 
8810 La Grimo de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111 505-
298-5050 
THE CALL'S THE THING—A 'how to booklet' featuring 
CALL CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as 
a helpful quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers 
Also PIE SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, 'COM-
PUTER SLIPS' for forming squares by numbers, LINE DANCE 
INSTRUCTION TAPES — AND MOREI $5 + $1 p&h Satisfac-
tion Guaranteed. Russell L Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen Road , 
Rm 321, Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106 
SINGING CALL FIGURES by Dick Han, Mainstream, $22 DO, 
Plus, $12.00, Advanced (A-1 8. A-2), $20.00, Teaching Man-
ual, $26.00 (all books ore postage paid) For information con-
tact Martha Hon, 513 Bluff St , Monticello, IN 47960 Phone 
219-583.5902 
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VII)T.()S CLUB LEADERSHIP NLVIERIAL 
LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL- Th• only square 
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has an-
swers and ideas that work! Request your complimentary copy 
by writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover 
WI 54467.0766 or calling 715-341-6603 You'll be glad) 
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-878-3636 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
16809 Blxby Ave., Bellflower, CA 90706-5925 
310-925-4682 / FAX: 310-925-1583 
Wholesale Only 
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
2905 Scenic Dr. 
Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
Fax or Cat 1-800-328-3800 Intl' Fax or Cal 1-614-389-5919 
S/I) PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS—Five color, eye-catching SEALS on 
al correspondence, checks, et., are 'An inveation to Square 
Dandng.' Order from 3070 Sumer Ave., 056, Memphis TN 
38112-2450.3 sheets (50 each), $1.00 4.30 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 
• 75C p&h: 20 sheets, 85.0041.50 p&h; (all above shippped 1st-
class); 100 sheets, $175042.50 p&h 
(Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book. 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea 41.50 PS tg. per order. State patterns avalable upon 
request at $1.50 ea..-500 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph 
& Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington NC 28409. 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
'The Professional Source For Dance Auclo' 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cuehg equipment, 
records and publications available Iron one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 50, Marthorough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
HLTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
erre:Wets • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Sharp Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 510-682-8390 
WISSCO 
Rescue your EDCOR WRELESS MICROPHONE/ 
Rschargable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment 
875 Produdion Piece, Newport Beach CA 92663 
800-854-6280 
THE 40 GORE SKIRT 
V CIRCLE WEDGE - ONE TOOL - MANY DESIGNSII 
One 9° plexIglass circle wedge, 4 sheets circular graph paper arid 
40 GORE SKIRT INSTRUCTIONS BY HELEN. $24.90 plus 
$3.50 shipping HMS ETC.,Helen Stakwalt, 6172 N. Victoria Rd. 
MH 135 Donna, TX 78537 (210)464-9207 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALUNG VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instrucbr. Each Color Video about 90 
min. bng. Preeenlations organized and complete. $39.95—one 
tape. $59.95— both tapes. Order Iron, Dale Garlodc, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Cals 
are taught al position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous wakthrus of the more difficult 
calls at each Callertab program, along with brief samples of danc-
ing, and hints for successful dancing. Understandng of call 
emphasized. 4 video tapes avalabie: Mainstream, Pbs, A-1, Al2. 
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format Cost: $39.95-1 
tape, $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
RAR 'Favorites by Request' by the Easterdays & Blackldords: Vol 
It Apres L'Entrante; Hawaiian Wedding Sang; Para Esto; Rainbow 
Foxtrot; Sugarbot Stomp; Till- VoL 02 Autumn Leaves; El Coco; 
Darien in the Dark; Fashination; Lonely Is the Name, Memory-
$39.96 ea. or 2 for $69.95 order from Blacidord 8178 Galaxle Dr., 
JadicsonvIle, FL 32244 or Easterday 13023 Gordon Cir., Hager-
stown, MD 21742 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION Instructional video tape series 
Bob Howell 'Live' $19.95 • $2.00 SH 11 'quic( leads' dances for 
one night stands and recreational use. KENTUCKY RUNNING SET 
e traditional mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audo 
cassettes (Dances From AppalacNa and audio of Stew Shackle° 
calling the dance.) $29.95 $2.00 SH. Send check lo: Kenkicky 
Dance Fowl:talon do Stew Shacidelle 460 Long Needle Road, 
Brandenburg, KY 40108 
TOURS & TOURING 
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND) 
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with dances, sight- 
seeing and any other interests, 
Itineraries and costs to your requirements. 
Square Tours, C1-T Norton, 8 Miler St Rolonina, NZ 
Ph/Fax NZ 7 384 4129 
SOUARE DANCERS ARE GREAT TRAVELLERS! Keep a com-
plete diary (up to 60 days) of al the places you've traveled, daily 
events. mileage, weather reports, new friends met, expenses, 
photos and mud) more In the ON THE ROAD AGAIN TRAVEL 
JOURNAL $9.95 • $3.00 Oh U.S. On The Road Again Ventures, 
P.O. Box 310, Dept, ASD, Red Deer, AB T4N 5E9, Canada 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation In the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
Our caller staff Is outstanding, with al levels of squares. We offer 
superb bod, modem air-conditioned rooms, swimming pool and 
a staff that pampers yowl Write Copecrest S/D Resort, PO Box 
129 Dillard GA 30537, or cal 706-746-2134 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round 
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week Built 
for dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD 
R V PARK, 4525 Graham Rd Harlingen, TX 78552 210.423. 
1170 For reservations and information only 1-800-459. 
4525 New residents only/ Bring ad for free nite and dance 
GREEN GATE GROVE RESORT - Rio Grand Volley, Beautiful 
Mobile & RVPark with friendly neighborly people Great pool 
club house areas, 24hr security with controlled acess, 
square dancing 8 lessons planned GreenGat• Grove Resort 
, Bus 83 to 374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Rd S , Mission TX 
78572 (210) 581-1932 
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FOR SAlE Atrviotivil Jr ILE L. 
   
Square dance lac:1111y, 4200 sq 11. main floor, 
includes kitchen, ma rooms and 3000 sq 
hardwood dance floor. Ldt, 1400 sq. II. Al used as, 
dance studIg chapel, weddings, reunions, children 
dancing 8 parties All ccrrpletely I INshed, insulated 
and 5-mated, 2 acres al parking and lawn with 
sprinkler system 
Exc ell e -it potentlal for a CALLER to promote 
Locoed In Pocatello Idaho Gateway to the West. 
For Int orrratIgn call 206-233 4362 
American Heart Association IV 
e 
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Vocation, 
Jun. 2 - Sept 11, 1994 11 miles south of Missoula National 
Callers most weekends Special round dance weeks and 
weekends Camp among the pines on Lolo Creek Write or 
call for brochure. Roy Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lola, MT 
59847, 406-273-0141 
DANCE AT SHASTA LAKEI Full hookups, sparkling 
restrooms and showers, boat docks, fishing guide service and 
propane. Groceries, gas, and restaurants nearby Square 
Dance facility with kitchen and BBQ For groups, Bring your 
own caller or we will provide. Plan your next rally now at 
Lakeshore Villa R.V Pork, 20672 Lakeshore Dr.Lakehead, CA 
96051 916.238-8688 
AIA(;AZINES 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best in-
formed Dancers, Loaders, Teachers 8 Cuers in the RD activ-
ity—since 1 957 FREE introductory package. Write ROM 
Intro Pkg RD 1-Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304 Call 
814-667-2530 
(US Sub $20/yr ) 
FOR SALE 
CRV MEMBERSHIP 
Home Campgrothd, Parker, Arizona 
Colorado River Adventures Inc. Possible 
Camp Coast to Coast MerrbersNp Included 
$2,200 or best otter - James Briscoe 408-443-4371 
HILTON AC 300 A SERIES 2 
Excellent Condition 
51000 
Cal Don 904-47743588 
INVENTORY 
Square dance, ballroom shoes, and western wear Inventory for 
sale. Wholesale or retail. For hformation contact Uncle's Western 
Wear, 10502 E. Elmhurst Dr., Sun Lakes, AZ 85248 
FOR SALE 
Sue's OrIginal Square Dance Patterns 
Wholesale & Mal Order 
also SID Shop Inventory 
Cal: (81 7) 754-8645 
CATALOG BUSINESS SD - RD 
Full service malbrder catalog service for side. Corrplets stock, 
melhg materials, current mating lat of over 10,000 active dano 
ers. Steadly growing 10 year bushels that can be Joined with 
your current business or worked from horns. Cal 1-800-827-0412 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
Hilton Micro 75C Arno; Hilton LB1 Speaker; 
Hilton Speaker Stand Hlion Teter for speakers 
Hilton Remote Volume Control; White Peavey Microphone 
Cost new $1600 Used approx. 20 hours. Sale at $1200 
Cat Carl: 501-762-2725 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.99 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) $3.99 
ADVANCED ‘A.ORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $10.99 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $7.99 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) $5.99 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.99 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $10.99 MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) $7.99 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.99 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.99 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.99 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.99 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text) $14.99 MUSIC AND TIMING $10.99 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.99 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.99 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.99 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.99 
CLIP ART II (All different) $4.99 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.99 
CLIP ART III (All different) $5.99 PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS $25.99 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.99 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.99 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS $5.99 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.99 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $7.99 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.99 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) $6.99 S/0 STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.99 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.99 TEACHING CLOGGING $7.99 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3.99 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $3.99 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/0 (Cartoons) $4.99 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $5.99 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT $4.99 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $10.99 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2.99 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 S.20 each; 100-415.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 	 L20 each; 100-415.00 
CA residents add 7 1/4% tax 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
$1-$4.99 	$2.00 pstg 
5549.99 $2.75 pstg 
S10-19.99 	$3.25 pstg 
$20440 $5.00 pstg 
$41460 	$7.00 pstg 
5614100 59.50 pstg 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is impos 
sible to issue refunds on book orders, unless the book 
is defective. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1994 
Phone: 408-443-0761; Fax: 408-443-6402 (During Pacific Business Hours - 8:30am to 4:30pm) 
1%1 S 171 E L N 
The bonds of matrimony are worth more 
if the interest is kept up. 
Reprinted from the Kootenay Square Dancer 1974 
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SAME OWNERS 
JUST A LARGER LOCATION 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER !!! 
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC 
TOM & PAM DILLANDER 
2905 SCENIC DR. 
MARION, OH 43302-8386 
(PHONE OR FAX 24 HRS) 
1-800-328-3800 (USA & CANADA) 
1-614-389-5919 (INTERNATIONAL) 
CALL OR WRITE FOR ALL YOUR SQUARE, ROUND, 
COUNTRY WESTERN, AND CLOGGING NEEDS. 
MONTHLY SQUARE OR ROUND DANCE TAPE SERVICES. 
JOIN OUR "PALOMINO RECORD CLUB" (5% SAVINGS) 
HOPE TO SEE YOU IN PORTLAND HI 
11E11111U RST'S 
TAPES RECORD SERVICE 
A Division of Supreme Audio . Inc. 
THE "ORIGINAL" MONTHLY 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE 
• Monthly Tape Contains ALL New 
Singing Calls & Hoedowns 
• 50,000 Quality Records in Stock 
• Fast Professional Service 
• Free Classified Ads 
• Toll Free Order Lines - 24 Hours! 
The Continuing Choice 
of more than 1,700 Callers 
FREE SAMPLE TAPE 
(Callers only please) 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(Foreign: 603-876-3636) 
(Fax: 603-876-4001) 
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
P.O. Box SO 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
THOSE ARE NEW--THEY'RE CALLED STACKED SPEAKERS. 
THEY'LL REALLY MOTIVATE YOUR DANCERS.... 
